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Foster parents varied, local selection shows
Foster parents are as varied as 
the children they bring into their 
homes. They have one thing in 
common, however. They care 
about children.
By JULIEITE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
“I got into fostering because 
I like kids,” says Carolyn 
Jackson. She and her husband 
run a successful dairy farm on 
the Peninsula.
The Jacksons, with two 
natural children, have had as 
many as nine in the house at one 
time. “Sometimes I think my 
husband would bring more kids 
home than 1 do.”
“I always had extra kids 
around the house, so it seemed 
like a natural progression to 
become a foster parent,” says 
Marie Pearson. At one time, she
ran a day care centre. Now she 
takes in children with special 
needs.
“1 started fostering because 
of the life 1 led as a child,” said 
Mary-Anne Jeffs. The petite 
woman and her husband take 
preschoolers into their home, 
sometimes with less than an 
hour’s notice.
“My upbringing had a lot to 
do with my decision to become 
a foster parent,” says Judy 
Tones. However, she signed up 
when the provincial government 
introduced its restraint pro­
gram.
“I felt cutbacks were aimed 
at children, and this made me 
angry,” recalls Tones. She 
decided to act by opening her 
home to needy children.
An entire family has to be 
behind the decision to bring
foster children into a home. 
“It’s important that a foster 
child blends into the family,” 
Tones adds.
“I ask the kids every time so­
meone leaves our home how 
they feel about it,” says Jeffs. 
It’s often hard to say goodbye, 
she adds.
Each member of the Tones 
family has equal veto power 
over bringing in a new foster 
child. However, each foster 
home works differently.
“We don’t have that system 
in our house,” says Jackson. 
The parents know what sorts of 
kids will fit into the family, and 
make thedecision for everyone.
Foster families change over 
time. “My first kid was 16, and 
1 was 22,” says Jeffs. Now, she 
offers the warmth of her family 
home to the very young.
she’s worked her way down the 
age scale. “1 try to have 
children whose ages are dif­
ferent from my own.”
Teenaged foster children have 
proved to be a good influence 
on the Jacksons’ natural 
children. “Our kids see the 
worst side of everything. They 
see teenagers who are sick for a 
week after taking too many 
drugs or drinking too much.
“They see kids who are kick­
ed out of their homes, and 
know it’s awful when that hap­
pens.” Jackson says the family 
has seen and heard almost 
everything.
“It’s amazing how quickly 
teenagers stopped doing things 
when you point out they will be 
more of a hotshot for the young 
ones if they clean up their 
language.” she adds.
Jackson also started witli 
teenagers. Over eight years.
Swearing doesn’t put out 
Tones. “It’s the drugs and 
alcohol that bother me,” she 
says. Although no one in the 
Tones family smokes, she usual­
ly buys cigarettes for children in 
her care.
“It’s either buy them myself 
or find out that the kid has 
stolen them. I’d rather have 
some form of control,” Tones 
adds.
Children of all ages and 
backgrounds are brought into 
foster care. Babies awaiting 
adoption are placed in foster 
homes.
“A parent cannot relinquish 
a newborn until the baby is 10 
days old,” says Lois Kelly, a 
social worker with the Sidney 
office of the ministrv of social
services and housing.
“We often place babies in 
foster homes after they are 
released from the hospital until 
they are old enough to be placed 
in an adoptive home,” she add­
ed.
Tones keeps a nursery ready 
for such babies. “1 love babies, 
and my children love babies,” 
she says, offering pictures of 
some children who have passed 
through her home. A teenager 
currently lives with the Tones 
family, an addition she’s pleas­
ed with.
Jackson prefers older 
children. Foster parents have 
the option of requesting 
children of a certain age. and 
refusing anyone brought to 
their door.
“A nurse from Glendale 
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Carbon dating has con- 
firmed that a bison skull i; 
found on Tatlow Road pro- ' 
perty, last year, is nearly ;; 
12,000 years old.
The confirmation means ■: 
giant bison that survived : 
; the Ice Age roamed a long 
way from the plains, said : 
Richard Hebda, head of ; 
botany at the provincial ; 
museum.
Hebda hopes the proper- : 
ty’s owners will allow more 
excavations in their pond, 
which could shed further 
light on what the area was 
like in the timeframe.
Patrick and Elizabeth 
Kerfool found the skull 
Aug. 28, when it was un­
covered by an excavator 
working on an irrigation 
project.
Dating of the marrow in­
dicated the skull ettmo from 
the period about 1 l.tKX) 
years ago. Now, carbon 
dating places the age at 
11,750 years, confirming 
w hat s e i e n lists h a ti 
suspected.
Hebda said the skull is in 
excellent condition. “'Hie 
quality of preservation is 
e.xccpiional, and when 1 .say 
exceptioiiftl I tnean very, 
very rarely is one preserved 
ns well as this guy Is.”
W h y m a m m o t h s, 
mastodons and other giant 
animals didn’t survive after 
making it through the Ice 
Age is one of science's 
nty.sleries. “The big ques­
tion is, Where did they all 
go?” Hebda said.
One theory is that ciuly 
humans hunted litem to ex­
tinction, Hebda said. 
AmUher is that their fooil 
supply no longer existed.
I he l atlow Road find 
doesn't help with either 
Iheoty. However, the sktill 
docs age the level of the ex­
cavation, so more abotit life 
on the Peninsula 11,(KM)
yciits ago wtUl lie HOCtdcvl,
Hebda said,
The find is the only one 
of its kind in litis aiea of 
ILC,, Hebda said, The 
scicniisi ha.s hcarti of a 
possible find in the I’eaee 
‘area.
After a three-and-a-half-hour 
visit with the management of 
Dunsmuir Lodge, the local 
Chamber of Commerce presi­
dent thinks “quite favorably” 
of the conference facility’s 
presence on the Peninsula.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
Hank Vissers of the Saanich 
Peninsula chamber said he will
now meet with restaurant 
operators who have said they 
think the University of Victoria- 
owned conference centre is un­
fairly competing with private 
enterprise.;-;' '..■■y.;'---
However, Vissers would not 
give further details of his opi­
nion about the institution 
because he wants to meet With 
the businessmen first.
Robin Cameron, general 
manager of the centre on
McTavish Road, outlined the 
way the lodge is run.
No education dollars are sub­
sidizing the operation, he em­
phasized. The lodge is self- 
;,,sufficient.-;;-;; -e' .
He confirmed that customers 
not actually attending con­
ferences may buy meals or 
drinks at the lodge — but only 
when conferences are taking 
place.
The system is not unusual.
“Many universities haye a con­
ference facility. That is not uni­
que,” Cameron saidi
Cameron also noted that 
meals are available to the 
general public at the University 
of Victoria.
Cameron said the availability 
of meals and drinks is not 
adverti.sed to attract business.
The institution recieved more 
than 200 phone calls for reser­
vations on St. Valentine’s Day
— but no conference was in ses- 
sion so no reservations were ac- 
i;cepiedE^/,,:.y:'-;,v;--:,;;..H;::Ly'.y'-.::-;
Each evening mCal is a limited 
menu designed for a specific 
confer.ence..,,If there’s no, extra 
space, the general public cannot 
dine at the lodge. A person 
reserving a table in advance will 
not know what will be on the 
menu until it is actually decided 
upon for the conference.
Continued on Page A2
PROVISIONAL BUDGET ADOPTED:
School boord eyes 
$29.2 million
Saanich school trustees would 
like to .spend as much as 
$29,257,594 next year. They 
adopted a provisional budget 
for that amount, a 12.86 per 
cent inert,',ase over this year’s 




“Our budget is a preliminary 
one,” said finance cominiiiec 
chairman Graham Hill. “We 
have not attempted to forecast 
t h c t a X sit ti a i i o n f o t 
homeowners.”
The provincial government 
and other funding agencies have 
not announced all of their fuii' 
ding cottmiiirnenis, he said. 
After the board has a clear idea 
of who is giving it money, it will 
calculate a mill rate for local 
taxp.ayers,
I.nst wcek'i the provincial 
government announced plan,s to 
increase its education spending 
by eight per cent. ”Uii- 
fortunately, we do not have aity 
details to see how these monies 
will affect our fiscal 
framework, ” fJi 11 a(1 ded,
“At face value, it woulcLap- 
pe.ir that the government’s eight 
per cent lift to education would 
readily cover a maintenance 
budget. However, becau.se the 
am! school Inidgct years ;nc 
not aligned, this means that the 
tax increa.se set la.si year severely 
impacts this ycar’.s budget.”
the tmanee cmnmittce ol- 
fered two budgets to the school 
board. T he expanded budget in­
cludes a svj.sli list of de.sired pro­
grams ami c.x|reiiditures.
A mniiiieuinrce budgtst of 
$27,4L'),)H0 includes I'rcnch as 
a second language for ciemen- 
(ary school students, technology 
acquisition, fine arts, band and
the family life program,
“The increase of 5.75 per 
cent reflects inflation and real 
growth in the district.” said 
Hill. Last September. 70 more 
studenti, than were expected 
enrolled in Saanich schools.
Even so, the district main­
tained Ihe lowest pupil-teacher 
ratio in the Capital Region. It 
set a sliindard of 16,91 pupils 
per tciu'bcr, when Victoria has 
17.08 Diid Sookchas 17.96, The 
provincial average is 17.36 
pupils per teacher.
Next ycutr, the school bottrd 
wants to offer secondary school 
students the chance to learn 
Japanese, However, Hill said it 
will be difficult to include iliesc 
elective courses during current 
school hours.
“It may also be possible to 
relieve pressure on the cur­
riculum by offering voluntary 
classes in basic core subjects 
outside the normal school day 
starlingsviih small pilot projects 
in secondary .schools.”
The .school district will also 
coittiniic to pursue corporate 
sponsors for its innovative com­
puter programs, Thi.s year, it 
signed deals with Wang and 
other rompauics wortlr hun­
dreds of thousfmds of dollars.
Salaries conlimie to be the 
biggc.si bite of (he budget, t,ally­
ing $21,523,913, 01 80,42 j)C) 
cent of the operating budget. 
Employee benefits and 
allowaiice.s add almost $6 
million to the total,
Blenlcntary school French 
programs, including immersion 
and .second langtiage classc.s, arc 
projected to cost $l,44l,58Mn 
1988/K'). High school French 
programs will cost $262,825.
The board expect,s to spend 
$2,7 niillion on .special pro- 
Continued on Pago A3
Home
Fire destroyed the green- 
hoiise/workshop attached to a 
house in the 9600-block Fourth 
Street, Sidney, Monday night.
“The shed went up, but the 
house is fine,” said owner Alan 
Porter. At press time, Porter 
was still sifting through the
In Monday fire
ashes trying to estimate 
damage.
Porter lost the tools of his 
trade as a cabinet maker, said 
Sidney fire inspector Larry 
Buchanan, “All the wood that 
he’s been saving and drying is 
also gone,” he added.
Fire broke out shortly before 
12 midnight. Quick response 
from S id ncy vol ii nicer 
firefighters quelled the flames 





SIDNEY VOLUNTEER flro(l{|h»ors fight bnck tho flnmoo during n firn nt 0B74 Fourlh 
St., oliortly boforo 12 midnight Monday, FIrb trucks spod to tht home and saved 
severe damage by getting water on iho covered porch area before It oproad, Ono 
person Hod the flames and no one was injured.
■ ■ 5 . . . • L: ^
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DUNSMUIR
TREVOR CHRISTIAN
IS YOUR SOFA BED 
SHOWING IT’S AGE? 
WELL NOW IS THE 
TIME TO TRADE IT 
ON A NEW ONE. 
COME IN AND TALK 
TO ME ABOUT WHAT 
I CAN DO FOR YOU.
BEAUTY — QUAUTY — VALUE Where else but... t
\ ISLAND FURNITURE MART.
2513 A /Beacon Avenue. Sidney. 656-3724 MON.-SAT. 9 AM to 6 PM ' Stop®
Continued from Pago A1
The evening meal is $17.50 
per person. “If that’s undercut­
ting the private restaurants. I’m 
sure I don’t understand,’’ 
Cameron said.
Buffet luncheons, again with 
a limited menu only available 
during conferences, sell for $9 a 
person. Special Sunday brun­
ches are not offered — just the 
regular lunch, if a conference 
makes it available.
Drinks without meals are 
served at the lodge, but only 
during conferences. And even 
then, the bar doesn’t open until 
4:30 p.m., Cameron said.
Dunsmuir has not inten­
tionally wooed specific 
employees away from private 
businesses, Cameron said.
The lodge advertised for 
employees in May, before it 
opened, and was deluged with 
“applications by the dozen.”
“In the majority of cases, 
they are working for less than 
they were making,” Cameron 
said. In fact, he said he knows 
of salary drops of $300 to $500 
a month.
Full- and part-time staff 
totals 45 people from Victoria 
and the Peninsula.
The work environment is at­
tractive for employees, 
Cameron said. Closings for 
three weeks during Christmas 
and New Year’s, for example, 
are an incentive to work at 
Dunsmuir.
Dunsmuir Lodge has beds for 
45 conference-goers. Beds are
Moor
spectacular scenery, superb cruising. Protected waters.
More
Convenience. Service. Supplies. Amenties
Canoe Cove Marina offers you the most 
complete package of moorage and shore- 
side facilities you can find.
For your boat, w'e provide 400 open and 
covered berths to 45 feet and complete fa­
cilities for professional repairs and 
/ services.
Especially for you are the coffee shop, gas 
dock and a phone in customs service. , 
Overlooking the marina is an English- 
Style Pub for onshore refreshment and 
relaxation. Brokerage and Charter ser­
vices are also on hand.
AMewii More
To make Canoe Cove Marina a better 
package than ever, we've acquired a 30 
ton marine travel-lift and expanded our 
dry storage facilities.
Moor with US.
Join other discerning boaters from Victo­
ria, Vancouver and Alberta vriio have dis­
covered they get more at Canoe Cove 
Marina. Call us today at 656-5566.
Canoe Cove
^mariiicim
2300 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney Next to Swartz Bay
Hontm
SAANICH PENINSULA’S ALTERNATIVE
FORRd c d’c?DID YOU KNOW THAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES




• CANWEST TRUST 
:YCONFEDTRUST-:©:S
• HOUSE HOLD TRUST
• MUTUAL FUNDS
YMAJOR CANADIAN LIFE INSURANCE CbMPANIES 
• WESTERN ft PACIFIC BANK
 OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER:
• GUARANTEED INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES 
• LIFE INSURANCE • TAX PREPARATION ft PLANNING 
• DISABILITY INCOME INSURANCE 
CROUP BENEFIT PROGRAMS » ANNUITIES » R.R.I.F.
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
0n« YRir 'Avo Yftartt ’nifRR Yotar* Four Y«»is Five Years
RATes:$U0JECT,:TO::C,HANaE::W|THOUT;NOTlOK;^^'v:v:'
OEFICE HOURS: MON TO FRI 
SATURDAY
9 AM TO 6 PM 
9 AM TO 8 PM
not, however, provided for the 
general public unless by 
reference from fully booked 
hotels. “I invite you to try it. 
You will be told, ‘Sorry’.”
The lodge has directed about 
$50,(XK) of recent or future ac­
commodation business to three 
area hotels, Cameron said.
One of them is the Waddling 
Dog. Owner Eric Lewis said, 
“From a selfish point of view, 
the lodge hasn’t done me any 
harm.”
Lewis said spill-over business 
from the lodge must help many 
Peninsula private businesses, 
although it may not always be 
visible.
“You could have three execs 
sitting there having a drink. 
You’re not going to go up and 
ask them where they came 
from,” he said.
A representative of the 
Carrington-Wyatt Tea Room 
and Restaurant in Sidney said 
the lodge is not harming local 
businesses “if they’re not 
operating outside their man­
date.”
Denis Paquette of Hotel 
Sidney doesn’t think the lodge is 
set up to spin business off to the 
the community. He also said 
that serving subsidized meals 
“was the practice” of the lodge.
Lodge operators “should be 
accountable for what they do,” 
because of the involvement of 
taxpayers’ dollars, Paquette 
said.
Cameron said the current 
system of serving the public has 
been in place from the lodge’s 
opening.
He believes the lodge is help­
ing the area. It makes Victoria a 
major conference destination, 
because organizers often require 
a “secluded area” before and 
after main conferences, which 
the lodge offers, he said.
[eet the income 
tax experts
H&JR. Block has been successfully 
preparing income tax returns for 
over 30 years. After millions of 
returns, we think our service is 
even better than ever. WE:
* Help you save tax money
* Find you the biggest refund 
you have coming
® provide tax suggestions for 
next year based on the 
return we prepare
® Are conveniently located
* Guarantee our work 
Put H&iR Block’s experience 
behind you. Stop in or call for an 
appointment today.
Be one of the millions who 
save money at
M&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS








B.C.’s agricultural minister wants to keep hobby farmers 
on arable land by retaining their land assessment tax breaks, 
he said in Sidney last Wednesday.
“If we’re interested in preserving farmland, don’t tax 
farmers off the land. That’s the issue,” John Savage told a 
60-person Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ Institute meeting at 
Sanscha Hall.
Presently, a farmer must make $1,600 from every 10 acres 
of land to qualify for farmland assessment.
The qualification level for agricultural programs has risen 
to $5,000 income per 10 acres, but Savage said it’s unlikely 
assessment qualification will follow suit.
Even an increase to $2,500 is too much in Savage’s mind, 
the fisheries and agricultural minister assured the crowd.
Savage also stressed his support of the supply management 
system of agricultural production, the need to better market 
B.C. products, and the land freeze.
Just three per cent of B.C’s land is arable, and only one per 
cent is in the top two Canada Land Inventory classifications, 
Savage said.
“It is my understanding we will not be doing away with the 
land freeze,” he said.
“We feel it is important to recognize that land is one of our 
limited resources in B.C.,” said Savage. Lakes cover much of 
the land, and “the vast majority” of the land base is made up 
of mountains.
Savage said population growth is always a threat to 
agricultural land, because it is usually the least expensive land 
to develop.
Residential and commercial developments will eventually 
“go up into the air” instead of spreading across more land. 
Savage predicted.
North Saanich Aid. Rebecca Vermeer asked Savage what 
could be done to ward off developers buying agricultural land 
reserve property, then pressuring for removal from the 
reserve.
She wondered whether a taxation classification for owners 
who purchased ALR land for “clearly demonstrated 
speculative reasons” could be instituted.
Savage said that just because ALR land isn’t being farmed 
doesn’t mean it must be developed for other uses.
Councils must resist the pressure if they don’t believe land 
should be removed. “I think you have that right as council, 
quite frankly, no matter how much pressure is put on you.”
Savage hopes to introduce legislation in the spring session 
to deflect some of the pressure farmers experience.
The opinions non-farming neighbors have towards a 
farmer can currently “make or break him,” because 
neighbors so often have the advantage of numbers, the 
minister said.
Under the legislation, a farmer of a particular number of 
years, who operates within the code of ethics of the industry, 
could not be put out of business by the sheer numbers against 
. him.
Keeping farmers in business is one thing, but Savage also 
said markets for B.C. goods should be expanded. “In our 
ministry, we feel that we should be putting an awful lot of em-
■T^VkI Ci o'' »^>li nr O ’ .... .. .... --------on marketing B’C: products.’
Farmers should not believe the domestic market is all they 
need to survive, Savage said.
Subsidizing the industry — so foods that aren’t being con­
sumed today are grown — is the wrong tack, Savage said.
Subsidies result in “mountains and mountains” of food ac­
cumulating.
Canada’s supply management system is “the envy of the 
world,” Savage said. All types of business must manage the 
amount of goods they place on the market. That’s particular­
ly true with agriculture because so many products are 
perishable.
“I don’t care if you give it way or sell it, (people) don’t eat 
any more of it,” the minister said.
Savage assured the crowd that Premier Bill Vandcr Zalm 
also supports supply management, despite recent suggestions 
B.C. might pull out of the system.
The minister also discussed the effect of quarantines on 
farmers, such as the golden nematode quarantine on potato 
producers.
Changing crops is the way to escape the effects of a quaran­
tine, but the minister nonetheless sympathized with farmers. 
Producing a new crop isn’t a simple adjustment.
Farmers are “left in a lurch” because of a quarantine, he 
said.
Savage said agriculture is a major industry for the pro­
vince, but he recognized that it is also an unpredictable one.
At ihe farmgate, agriculture is worth $1.01 billion a year (o 
the province. After processing, the figure jumps to $2.4 
billion.
However. “It sure as heck has its cycles. It’s up and down. 




OUR CHEF’S CREATIONS FOR THIS WEEK:
A* La Carlo 6 » 9 5B.B.Q. PORK BACK RIBS, Potatoos and Fresh Vogotablos and Qarllc Broad
Dinner wHh Soup or Salad, Dossort, Ten or Coffee ^8.45
:'-::FBESh:,P^STA with'0ara Fresh::::- 
' Green,;Tossad/Bal,£id':'' 
yngulrti::a'Rd:.dMr:FaRtastlc/'Clam:Sa^^  ̂
and Garlic Bread 
Chacolate or 
. ^ Strawberry IVloyssa
So join US for Lunch or Dinner and you will be pleased
«««« U WE ARE OPEN FROM 6:30 A.M.-MIDNIGHT SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
21392 Hfincon Avo. ■ ■ ,
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Lodge or a someone who has 
taught for 20 years may be 
equipped to care for a child that 
a less trained person couldn’t 
take,” says Jeffs.
Most children come into care 
under the Family and Child Ser­
vices Act, says Kelly. It requires 
social workers to apprehend a 
child who may be abused or 
neglected.
Others are placed in foster 
homes under a short-term 
agreement with the parent. 
“I’ve taken in tw'o boys whose 
father, a single-parent, got a job 
out of town for a while.
“He definitely loves those 
kids, but he needs help with the 
family. He calls every week to 
talk to them.” Jackson adds he 
calls her when he’s at home, 
sometimes to talk over pro­
blems he’s having with the boys.
Children aren’t always taken 
from their natural homes 
because the parents don’t love 
them, says Jackson. “Society 
expects people to naturally be 
able to be good parents. Not all
are.
Foster parents don’t have a 
magic want that makes like 
easier for children and natural 
parents, says Pearson. “We’re 
just ordinary people.”
Pearson takes in special needs 
children — those with extreme 
behavior problems. Over 15 
years of inviting foster children 
into her home, she’s learned to 
cope with most problems and 
offer warmth to most children.
“In foster parenting, you 
have to realize that you’re going 
to love some children and 
you’re not going to feel that 
same affection for others,” says 
Jeffs. “You have to face the 
fact that you’re not going to 
take the place of the child’s 
mother.”
The support system has come 
a long way in the 13 years she’s 
been taking in children, says 
Jeffs. A social worker visited a 
prospective home and talked 
with the family.
Now parents arc offered a 
five-week course, attending 
classes one night a week. It 
covers all aspects of opening a 
home; “both the positive and
the negative,” says social 
worker Kelly.
“if you’re at the stage of 
thinking seriously of becoming 
a foster parent, you should go 
through the course,” says Pear­
son a 15-year veteran. “It’s 
worth a try.”
Workshops are also offered 
to active foster parents. Penin­
sula parents have formed an 
association which holds formal
and informal meetings each 
month.
“If you’ve got love in your 
heart and an extra bed in your 
home, you should think about 
becoming a foster parent,” says 
Tones.
Anyone interested should 
contact Kelly at the ministry of 
social services and housing, 656- 
3941. The next course is 




An unemployed laborer has 
been fined $400 for stealing a 
car licence plate. Kenneth 
Hornby, 25, pleaded guilty to 
the charge in Sidney provincial 
court last week.
PARENT-AND-SON combination dishes up at a Baden- 
Powell night last Wednesday, in the Legion Hall. 
Shown are Lynn Reid and son Jesse, a Beaver.
A car with the stolen rear
plate was found abandoned in 
the Swartz Bay ferry terminal 
early Oct. 27. It was traced to 
Hornby, who moved to Pender 
Island last fall.
The man who reported the 
plate was missing said he sold 
the car to Hornby last year.
BUDGET
Continued from Page A1
grams. Children with severe 
learning disabilities and those 
who are gifted receive the 
largest budgetary allocations.
Custodial services are the 
final big-ticket item in the pro­
visional budget. Almost SI.4 
million has been set aside for 
janitorial services with another 
$285,000 to maintain grounds.
Regular bus service is 
estimated to cost $443,741 next 
year. Salaries account for a little 
more than half of this projec­
tion.
The school board intends to 
pare down the budget if tax­
payers are forced to bear the en­
tire burden of an increase. “All 
the facts aren’t in yet. As a 
member of the finance commit­
tee, I don’t feel the provisional 
budget reflects final figures,” 
said Trustee Dave Christian.
“There is no way I would 
vote in favor of a 12.86 per cent 
tax increase,” said Trustee John 
Betts. Trustee Marilyn Loveless 
echoed his words.
The board passed the max­
imum possible budget to fulfill 
provincial regulations. “.After 
March 15, we can only cut our 
budget and not add to it,” said 
Hill.
DID YOU MISS OUT?
OW TAX SAVINGS 
PROVIDED BYR.R.S.P’s 
FOR 1987.
FIND OUT HOWTO PLAN 





EASY & PAINLESS! 


















vrw 2353 BEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115









■Sale ere. Sale ea.
5 speed portable mixer with 




Melitta 3 cup cone coffee maker in­
cludes glass carafe, cone filter. 10 cof­
fee filters and measuring spoon.
Reg. 1i.95 ea.
Sale
i Stainless Steel whistl­
ing tea kettle with cop­




















Kitchen Bi2e (15 line) waste disposal system ai 
taches easily to cupboard door. Always a fresh 
ready, Next one foili5 up,
Reg. a.99 ea.
Comes witti starter roll of bogs.
80-15 litre replacement bags, complete 
with twist ties,
Reg. 3.99 pkg.
3 pee. Plastic mixing bowl set 
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H&norabh disehatg&?
A few changes have been made by order-in-council to 
regulations affecting the teaching profession. The 
British Columbia Teachers’ Federation believes the 
changes are “yet another example of the government’s 
lack of consultation on important educational issues.’’
The changes, the BCTF believes, are an apparent at­
tempt to “strengthen management’s authority to deter­
mine, unilaterally, the terms and conditions of work for 
teachers.”
All this aside, the change that catches our fancy is 
that the provincial government has decided teachers will 
no longer be responsible for making sure games are 
“honorably played and activities conducted in a suitable 
manner.”
Does this mean the government doesn’t think teachers 
are capable of determining honorable conduct? Or does 
this mean the provincial government has decided 
honorable conduct won’t be necessary when future 
generations take the helm?




Words can enlighten or cloud issues. Sometimes 
they’re used to communicate and foster understanding, 
other times to shroud a profession or trade by confusing 
the lesser beings who attempt to expose meanings.
Trouble is, those who use words for the latter tend to 
confuse themselves, too. And when they really do want 
to speak to the outside world, their vocabularies prove 
inadequate for real communication.
Peeling away the layers of doublespeak, euphemism 
and jargon is a journalist’s job. Writers believe — or at 
least should believe — exact usage leads to exact reason­
ing, because words are the tools of thought. Ultimately, 
poor, abstract, jargon-filled nonsense leads to a 
breakdown in society. Truth stops mattering if truth is 
not understood.
Nonetheless, watching bafflegab can be fun. Thanks 
to Simon Fraser University professor Rick Coe, the 
author of Doublespeak Update, we offer the following:
“The frequently nonlinear nature of the parameter 
dependence also gives rise to situations in 
miiltiparameter space where the economic and financial 
criteria become highly sensitive to even small 
simultaneous varatioris in a few of the variables in a way 
tha^ ia^ornetimes counterintuitive. ” 
f^ l3OTT wbfry? A"Ou’re‘ not stupid if that makes ab? 
solutely no sense. It probably makes no sense to the per- 
sonAvho v/rote it, either. And if it does make sense to 
the person who wrote it, he’s lost in a world of abstrac­
tion not worth exploring.
Lessening the shock of a callus phrase is the B.C. 
Health Ministry. Instead of “sex change operation” 
(isn’t that offensive), now you can use “sexual reassign­
ment surgery.”
Media, of course, aren’t exactly saints when it comes 
to word usage. Usually through overuse, certain 
abjective-noun phrases and metaphors become mun­
dane, cliche and virtually meaningless. “War-torn” and 
“stumbling block,” for example, are pretty well used 
up. And let’s not even look at sports page cliches.
So, facilitate a different paramaier for visual and 
auditory language directional characteristics today — 
even if it is counterintuitive.
C Saanich should not give In to developers
Editor:
Taxpayers turned out in force to 
hear public opinion on the IMG 
rcpoit. Central Saanich Economic 
Opportunities in the Next 
Decade. The majority supported 
the ALR and our rural lifestyle, 
but the perennial contingent of 
land-hungry developers was also 
out in force and vocal, seizing on 
the report’s call for a redefinition 
of the ALR as an opening door to 
only one kind of economic devel­
opment, land.
Our most prc.cious resource is 
our land. Economic opportunities 
that involve land speculation 
benefit non-resident devcloix’rs,
such as one from Victoria who 
spoke at length, leaving Gcntral 
Saanich taxpayers with a legacy 
of expensive servicing, sewers, 
sidewalks, road maintenance, 
water shortages, inadequate fire 
and policing, and garbage pickup 
and disposal and parks and 
recreation problems, none of 
which cost developers a cent, 
while Central Saanich becomes 
committed to building as wc try 
to catch up in a no-win situation.
When council held a public 
meeting to include use of ALR 
land for schools every speaker in­
dorsed the ALR. If residents of 
Central Saanich care about tlic fu­
ture of this municipality they 
must appreciate our farming com­
munity as something more valu­
able than “... the green space it 
provides.”
There are economic op­
portunities in the next decade 
other than land development. Ag­
riculture, hobby farms, marinas, 
tourism and a flourishing horse 
industry all offer promise to tlie 
innovative planner. Our business 
community is adequate for the 
population and de.scrving of more 
support from Uic community.
Local business should be en­
couraged to employ local resi­
dents keeping profits in the com­
munity. Perhaps a register at the 
municipal hall could bring 
employers and job seekers togeth­
er. If readers have strong feelings 
about the quality of life in Central 
Saanich or creative suggestions 
for our economic future, don’t be 




Abortion issue could bring down government 1
The 'supreme egoist' 
Vander Zalm
VICTORIA - It’s one of 
life’s little ironies that the alx)r- 
tion controversy may achieve 
what all the opposition le^iders. 
New Democrats, union bosses 
and "bleeding hearts’’ haven’t 
been able to do .since 1972 - 
unseal die Socred government.
llic process has already 
begun. The Vandcr Zalm gov­
ernment has been on the skids 
ever since the premier took it 
upon himself to play Philadel­
phia lawyer widi the landmark 
Supreme Court ruling dial alwr- 
lion commiitcc.s are unconstitu­
tional.
What makes the situation 
somewhat ironic is that atioriion 
is really not a poliUcal is.suc. 
Stripped of its rhetorical cmbel- 
li.shrncnLs, every political issue 
is centered on economics.
The greatest ideological 
debate of the 20dr century, 
socialism versu.s capiudisrn, is a 
confrontation of economic 
models, and virtually every 
major political issue you care to 
mention can be .sloiicd into this 
conflict.
Every issue except abortion, 
iliatis,
lltc cost of idwrUons neither 
makes nor breaks Briii.sh 
Columbia's liaiiili .scrvi(;;c,s 
budget. At an estimated $3(K) 
iw operation, last year’.s 11 .(Xk) 
«boriion.s cost a louil of $3.3 
million, a little more than one- 
tenth of one per cent of the total 
health budget.
Since most abortions arc per- 
fomted on women in Ixirder-
On** i*/«if«nnnnV' cimHmslnncftS. it









the taxpayers would have Nxm 
far greater in icnn.s of ruttirc 
svclfarc payments •• had those 
I l.OfX) pregnancies not liceii 
aborted,
Abortion is a moral issue, ami 
that makes it jiotemially far 
more dangcrau.s to govcrnmcm.s 
than any economic issue, It’s an 
issue that blurs the dislinciion 
knween church and state, a dis­
tinction over which wars have 
Ix'cn fought. It’s an issue that 
turns the clock b.ack, dividing 
the populace along the lines of 
medieval Eurojic. ,,
Hie debate over abortion is 
umuimount to a rerun of the re­
ligious wans, arid when it’s 
over, governmenfs will have 
he/'n •teverely ‘miken, S‘orn>' 
may bite thedu.si, 
lierc in Rri!i,sh Columbia, ilic 
govcimmcni is deeply divided 
over the alxlriion issue. Seven 
backhenchcr.s have opcnly criii- 
ci/ed the govemrricm for iis 
stand on alvortion, Even a cabi­
net mcmlx'r, Grace McCarthy, 
has ken critical.
If so many Srxrcd MLAs arc 
against llic government’s policy 
on alxmkin, who is for it?
f^femier V!»ndi'*r R'drri ilvo'i-
who.
The premier i.s deeply and 
devoutly opposed to aboriion. 
niai's his right. I’m oppo.scd to 
alHinion. tM, but that thx'sn’i 
give me the, right to impose my 
Ixdicrs on cvciy woman. 
Vander Zalm's fir.st duly is to 
govern on Ix'half of all citizens, 
in accordance with the laws of 
the day.
Every edict, every- statement 
coming from the premier's of­
fice regarding alxiriion .since the 
Supreme Court Ruling has been 
a diciatorialabusc of ixiw-cr.
What’s even more disturbing 
IS that he has somehow 
inanagcil to silence cabinet. 
People who ‘dionld iind do 
know kiier are lending their 
passive support to a man who is 
abusing the dcrmxraiic poxe.ss,
Crilici/ing the premier is dif- 
riculi fui any MLA, inn that 
didn't keep Kim Camplxll, 
Stx'red MLA for Vancouver- 
Point Grey, from stwaking out. 
She obviou.sly had agonized 
over her deci.sion to denounce 
the. govemmeni jiolicy of not 
funding any alKirlions, includ­
ing akntions for victims of mix 
and incest and in cases of 
jievercly mriKormcd Ictuses,
She ^va^ close to tears wlien she
voiced her opposition publicly.
Faced with growing unrest in 
the Socred ranks, the premier 
backtracked a bit, agreeing to 
fund abortions for victims of 
rape and incc.st. Other titan lliai, 
the policy stands: the govern­
ment will only pay for altortions 
performed in iiospitals ;intl if 
the woman’s life is in daiigcr, 
Tlittl means the rich can afford 
to have an abortion, wliile ilto 
poor can't.
The agony over the alxiriion 
issue i.sn’i lessened by the 
prcmier'.s par.sirnonious aitiliidc 
when it comes to alternatives, 
He prontised better adopiittn 
policies and a public education 
program. That’s not an alterna­
tive. That's an insidi.
Where is ilie assurance of 
financial support for w omen the 
premier liopos to force info 
giving built to children they 
can't afford to have? Where is 
the tlay-care. program that 
would allow these women to 
hohl jobs,' Where are the jabs, 
for that matter?
If Vander 7.ilm abhors the 
very ihotighl of id»ttions, he 
shotild has'c Itccomc ti preacher. 
He could then devote his cinirc 
energy to change ilic world, 
Thai’s a luxury he doesn’t liavc 
as premier,
His unlxtttding stand on iihor 
lion may make liim feel good. It 
rn.ay irutkc him a hero with the 
prodife faction, but it doesn't 
iruike him a champion of demo­
cracy. On the contrary, it mitkcs 
liini ariimiltorimrian. a itesnm, a 
tyrant.
Editor:
.Since when doo.s the premier of 
B.C. rise above the prime minis­
ter of Canada and the Supreme 
Court and the Charier of Rights 
and Frocdoni.s?
Vander Zalm is the supreme 
egoist who holds himself as GchI, 
He hits ttiken away much needed 
medication from .senior citizens 
and is now suppre.ssing ilie poor 
in (avor of the rich or well-off 
women,
Instead of imlxirn sperm being 
ilisixised of it will Ixi teenagers, 
young women and older women 
who will either ftice ti life of near 
starvation and desperation trying 
to hiring up a cliild in stpialor or 
have their health ruined or lives
lost by having to visit unliccn.scd 
practitioners of abortions, or do 
the abortion themselves.
This issue is not for Vandcr 
Zalm to decide, It is for ilic 
women of B.C. and a vote should 
be taken with all women voting 
'I'our conscience will hurl, 
Vandcr Zalm, when you hear of 
all the women’s deaths you have 
caused and all the criminals 
yuii've cnctiurngcd to start a new 
bnsiticss,
Is tins part of Vandcr Zalm’s 
siraicgy to obtain— as did "ibe 
great Trudeau’’ -• personal pub­
licity at any price?
M.E. Winterford 
Saanichton
The rights of 
the unborn
Editor:
.Aburiion ** the latest con- 
Irovcr.sy is indeed a o'cry serinus 
tuul complex issne,
Hie fact remains, insidimis as it 
IS, that more abortions, at Ictist 
during one year were being |x'r- 
formed at Vtincotiver General 
nij.ipital ih.tii vunip.iinblc live, 
births, Abortion is olwiously 
being used as a means of bit tit. 
control,
in tcbuiial to the Iciicr ol Feb, 
17, 1988, from N. T>e-Shane. onr 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
(lf>es indeed guarantee equality 
and lihetty in till but iltxs not alv 
solve the cognizant imelligcm 
woman irom inc icsirouMbiliiy ol 
u.sing adequate birth control or
sterilization to prevent initialing 
an uinvanu'd life,
In the case of proven raix or iti- 
cesi, the victim lias hai! no chtiice 
and as such slumhl have die op- 
lion of an abortion. Carrying a 
child lor nine monilis would l» 
mental cnieliy for the mother, 
i icuuei VaiutcT Zalm, like mosi 
of his fellow political cohort.s, 
once in the seemity of office, fol­
low ihcu own per.sonjiI idioms 
aiul philosophies, Premier Vander 
Zalm. in lids panicular issue, has 
my sititpcni aliliougli I su.sixci we 
ate not motivated by the same 
reasoning.
It also rnieht tve nrnileni to re­
member thill C'lilford Ol.son, the 
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Looking at lingerie is asking for trouble
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH-,
Our marriage reached the new nightie stage once again last 
week.
For me, this trial by lingerie comes along only every five years 
or so. The in between years are mercifully handled by other 
other close relatives, or The Missus herself.
I don’t know about other husbands, the question of what their 
wives wear to bed never seems to come up in our conversations, 
but for me, standing in a nightie shop, right out in plain sight, 
sun'ounded by filmy female underwear, makes me blush deeply. 
And my hands shake, so I keep them deep in my pockets.
This shop was tiny. Miniscule. I could have stretched out my 
arms and toucherl both walls but 1 probably would have got my 
fingers tangled in bra straps or teddies.
Where can you move in a place like that? More important, 
where can you look without feeling like a Peeping Tom? Other 
customers, ladies, walked in, picked up bits of lace, held them 
aloft and in loud voices asked if they could try them on. I looked 
at the floor.
When a pair of female feet came into view and a husky voice 
asked me if 1 needed any help, I asked, as calmly as possible, 
"Could you please show me something in your underwear?"
There was a long pause.
"I mean, I need someone, I mean something, in a nightie. 
About five-foot-two, blue eyes, blonde hair, you know.”
I was describing The Missus but unfortunately the saleslady 
had the same characteristics. I looked at tlie floor really hard.
"1 mean, I need a nightie. We wore the last one out. I mean she 
did. My wife. It’s for my wife."
I glanced up and saw an oh-sure-your-wife look on her face as 
she beckoned me toward the nightie comer.
I kept my eyes on her feet and unfortunately didn’t see the
stand of brassieres which jumped out and quickly wrestled me 
to the floor. I lay under a tangle of bras and brass. A photo of a 
young girl, naked from the waist up, looked down at me, naked 
nipples pointed at my throat.
"Wanna make it two out of three falls?" I spluttered at the pic­
ture.
I have a complaint.
It’s embarrassing enough to be in a shop that has tilings hang­
ing around that, if the things that go in them were in them, you 
could see them right through the things that were supposed to be 
hiding them and see the things therein, but it’s just not fair to 
have pictures of girls with bare boobs out there in plain sight for 
just any guy to gawk at at.
Pictures like that should stay in centerfolds where they belong. 
After the saleslady had helpied me up and rehung the bras, she 
showed me a handful of itty bitty silky threads. "Feel this and 
see if tliat’s what you had in mind."
I reached out and touched it with tlie tip of one finger. "Nice,"
I mumbled. For the next 15 minutes we ran our hands over red 
(wow), blue, black (never), white, ivory, purple (yuck) and yel­
lowish silks. Sweat streamed down my face. I needed a cold 
shower.
She offered me a glass of ice water from a nearby Thermos. 
Seems they get more than a few calls for a cooling down.
I learnt quite a lot that day. Nighties aren't like pajamas at all. 
They come with detachable or siay-on panties. Some have no 
fronts, others no sides, or no sleeves, or long sleeves but no 
backs, bottoms but no tops or the other way around. None of 
them would keep a flea warm.
I saw one with shoulder straps so long that if The Missus had 
put it on people would have thought she was wearing a mini­
skirt held up by skinny suspenders.
I eventually settled on a plain greyish piece with big buttons 
down the front that looked like one of my shirts, only prettier.
The reason I picked it is that if The Missus didn’t want to wear 
it to bed, she could call it a blouse and wear it downtown when 
she went to buy herself a nightie.
So if you see a lovely blonde lady wearing a floppy greyish 
shirt, wish her a happy birthday. But don’t tell her tlic hell I 
went though buying it.
I told her it was as easy as unsnapping a bra. J
Abortion
was traditional to regard women 
as chaste and virtuous and to pro­
tect them from distasteful things. 
But with the ever-increasing 
demands for equality in all things 
with men by “women’s libera­
tion” groups, much of that 
respect and esteem has gone with 
the winds of change and may 
never return.
Many pro-choice women also 
demand lliat abortions should be 
paid for by the medical services. 
They forget or don’t remember 
tliat intercourse is not a di.seasc. It 
requires no x-ray or laboratory 
studies for its consummation. It 
merely requires at least consent.
Continued on Page A6
an unhappy one
The recent judgment by the 
Supreme Court of Canada con­
cerning»the- constitutionality of 
Section 251 of the Criminal Code 
is one that is especially unhappy. 
Providentially, however, the 
judgment was not unanimous: of 
the seven judges two, Mr. Justice 
William McIntyre and Mr. Justice 
Gerard La Forest, dissented be­
cause “no right of abortion can 
be found in Canadian law, custom 
or tradition; and the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, including 
Section 7, docs not create such a 
right. Section 251 of the criminal 
law accordingly docs not violate 
Section 7 of the Charter.” (Glolx’. 
and Mail. Fcb. 3, 1988)
BINGHAM
'Tliis dissent perhaps makes it 
possible for fnrihcr siiidy and 
review of the. majority decision. It 
al.so, once iigain, raises in the 
minds of many Canadians, the 
validity and idlintate finality of 
legal judgments that ctmflict with 
the deci.sions of those clectei! to 
Parliament try the perrpic to 
del'atc and formiilate the laws 
and rcgnlatirms which grwern tlic 
land, lit fact, is a decision of the 
Supreme (’oiirt of C'anada the 
ultimate and nnalierable clieck 
and balance? Since nothing is 
final and imalicrable in this 
world, many Itdicvc that no deci­
sion. cither of I'arliamcnt or rjf 
the Supreme Cotin of Canada, is 
fitinl rind nnfillernbh* Nor nbonld
itiKJ.
At present the majority jndg- 
mcni of the Supreme Cotirt, tin- 
les.s unassailable Icgi'^'idlion is iiv 
woduced and passed into law by 
the federal l*ailiament. cspringes; 
the 1969 laws dealing with abor­
tion and makes if possildc fiw 
aboriion to Iht obtained on
vkuumci vsiiluHu uivvkuu.-.
by a hospital almrlion committee.
It now makes abortion a mater for 
discussion and decision solely be­
tween a woman and her doctor, 
completely without any third 
party control.
Inevitably it will further multip­
ly the murders of unborn chil­
dren. Abortion strikes at the very 
heart and soul of Canadian life 
and morality and that Canadian 
women should demand and 
physicians practise abortion is 
pitiful, shameful and degrading.
Abortion is entirely without any 
moral justification. Even prior ex­
amination and study of each case 
by hospital abortion committees 
imposed virtually no control. In 
many, perhaps in more than 95 
per cent, the decisions to such 
committees were based, not as 
was provided for in the act, upon 
die real physical and mental 
health of die mother, but upon so­
cial reasons, convenience, im­
maturity, ami psychological and 
psychiatric reasons, often so easi­
ly fabricated.
Apart from real medical reasons 
such as some toxaemias of preg­
nancy, or advanced kidney dis­
ease, abortion is perhaps justifi­
able in pregnancies due to rape or 
incest. An example of such a case 
is that of Rex V. Bourne, 1938, in 
which pregnancy was terminated 
in a 14-ycar-old girl who had 
been raped by a soldier. It is also 
just iliable in the presence of 
serious fetal structural deformi­
ties such as anencephaly. Rut to 
use abortion as a convenience or 
as a mciluxl of birth control is 
tantamount to the murder of the 
unborn child. It is an abomina­
tion, especially today when birdt 
conirtd infonnaiion and advice is 
so freely available.
One shwking aspect of the so- 
called theraiKiutic alxrrlion i.s that, 
casting all morality aside, pro- 
choice women should so 
v(K:ifcrously demand it. Alwrtion 
is the last indignity, it desecrates 
woman’s gieatest endowment for 
in her lies the future of mankind. 
Also it is the ultimate .sophistry 
for prO’Choice ailvocaics to aver 
llmt n child in utero in not human 
and has no rights tmtil after the 
thinl month or .some other 
questionable iwriod of gc.station. 
Ihe child wa,s conceived by hu- 
num beings, ergo it Is human 
from the moment it was con­
ceived and, since it is hum.in it 
has ‘'rights” equal to the 
"right.s” of the mother and the 
fadicr, Us ''lights” arc not dcjrcn- 
dan upon time. Iliey arc not par­
tial or devisable, 1hcy arc in-
A generatior* and more, ago it
OFF NEXT WEEK TO A conference on preparing for emergen­
cies is North Saanich Mayor Linda Michaluk. The conference at 
Arnprior, Ont., for mayors and other elected officials, will keep 
Michaluk and about 35 others busy from Monday to Thursday, 
March 10. It’s held each year at Arnprior to assist elected officials 
in the development of emergency plans and response systems. The 
conference involves lectures, demonstrations, case studies, films,
group discu.ssions and other activities.
♦ % ♦
RECENT NOISE and confusion on Harbour Road is temporary, 
the owners of Bosun’s Charters Ltd. assure. A note from Tim and 
Vicki Melville of the company says the noise was the result of 
dregding and expanding at the former Resthaven Marina. The final 
result will be a clean, resort-like atmosphere “which we are confi­
dent will be a real attribute to the area, ’ ’ their letter says.
' * ♦ *
A BRENTWOOD BAY man is doing research on the period of 
the Second World War involving the breaking of the German 
cypher code Enigma. E.D. Ward-Harris wants to speak with a 
woman from Sidney who phoned him, after a book review he wrote 
on Ultra Goes To War, by Ronald Lewin, appeared in the Daily
Colonist “some years ago.” He can be reached at 652-5087.
* 1*1 >(>
A NEW CONSTRUCTION system designed to meet the needs of 
mass housing is giving former North Saanich m.ayor Lloyd Harrop 
a world-wide profile. Harrop and his consultant were interviewed 
last week on CBC Radio International’s short-wave. !6-mctrc band 
service, a broadcast aimed at the Third World. In the marketing of 
cellular concrete units, “We stress the business of mass housing,” 
Harrop told The Review. A complete story on Harrop’s venture is 
coming soon.
“THIS IS YOUR chance to go down in liistory as ihe originator 
of the soon-to-be famous Sidney Slice.” So says the entry form for 
a contest designed to make Sidney a baking capital of the world — 
or at least the Island ~ by bumping Nanaimo from the spoilighi, 
Judging of the dessert bar or square will be based on orginalily, 
taste, appearance and “case of eating out of band.” The winner 
will receive a dinner crui.se for two, donated by the Brcniwood Inn 
Resort, on Scajac, a 54-foot motor yacht. Inttrics will not he 
returned, but will be sold at the Flying High With Vohtnieers Fair, 
April 17, More than one entry per person or group is allowed. Fn- 
trics must he baked in an fi-in, by 10-in, pan and presented for 
judging already cut into serving portions on tt pjipei plate, delivered 
to Sanscha Hall on April 16 between 10 a.m. and 12 noon. Judges 
will be Ross Martin, Noellc Clark and Maurice Roy of the teaching 
kitchen at Stelly’s School, The recipe must be attached to an entry 
form, available at Brentwood Bay Library, Sidney I.ibrnry and the
Peninsula Community Association offices, 9751 Third St., Sjdney.
' « • «
AT THE SAANICH PENINSULA Farmers’ Institute meeting, 
last Wednesday, which featured a speech by John Savage, minister 
of agriculture and fisheries, local MLA Terry Huberts chatted with 
a Review writer. “Make sure you mention 1 was here,” he joked on 
the way otU the door. He was there, and now you know.
THE KIDNEY Foundation of Canada is seeking $2(K),(XK) from 
BriliKh Colttmbiaris in its annual March etimpaign. The money rttis- 
cd cacit March is used to fund kidney research and patient services. 
Any v0liinteer.s wanting to help with the campaign should contact 
the foundation at 1-736-9775. Donations should go to B.C, 
.nraucli, IvuiiKy roundation of Caiiad;;, 119 1600 Yi'civt' (ed! 
Avenue, Vancouver, V6J1R.3.
THE NEW SLATE of officers of the Saankh Pcninj ula Hospital' 
Auxiliaiy wa.s rccciUly nomitiatcd and picscntcd to Ihc member 
ship. Officers arc: president, Joyc^ Oourdine; first vice-president, 
Rita lujve; second vice-presidem, Phyllis Ohmari: ire,isurer, Joan 
Hurwood; and secretary. Cleonc Pcai. Pa.st piesidcni Marney Roc 
wa.s nominaterj to represent the au.xiliary on the hospital board. 
The mcmbersliip decided to provide the funding and vobinicers to
vMtf » rnnrt^' fdriihiwf in lini'nit'il xi'ith
help of volunteer co-ordinator Helen Ijtvallee,
TOMHY TUCKEUS UNDER THE RED ROOFED 
LIGHTHOUSE
#100 98io-7th St. Mariner Mall jjj
656-1711 VILLAGE mi
FULLY LICENCED PREMISES
Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
7:00 am -11:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS
THE GREATFAmSLYRESTAURANT
Voted #1 on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotisserie chicken
________ Take out service
Ribs - Steaks - Burgers
656-1711
TIPS ® SCULPTURED NAILS ® SILKS 
MANICURE ^ REPAIRS
HOUSE OF RUSSELL 656-1522 SIDNEY CENTRA ’ I
■ J . - r • ■ ■I.-,, i ^ ■ 'i '.v ) r
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AT OUR WELL STOCKED 
CONCESSION m
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IP BOOKS• 3 UP & 9 UP SHEETS *9
• FREE PARKING * FREE SMILES j:
• COMFORTABLE CHAIRS * GREAT CONCESSION 
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B.C. offers catch of the day at seafood show
ish Columbia contingent of four 
major seafood companies is rep­
resentative of the industry.
“Ilie companies are a good 
cross-section of our seafood in­
dustry,” she said. “Among the 
products being exhibited are
farmed and wild salmon, ground 
fish, live crab, scallops, clams, 




British Columbia seafood com­
panies and the provincial govern­
ment are working together in 
Long Beach, Calif., at Sea Fare 
’88 to increase the province’s 
share of the growing billion- 
dollar seafood market in the 
Western United States.
B.C. exports about $500 million 
worth of fresh and processed 
seafood world-wide each year. 
Only $100 million or 20 per cent
is shipped to the United States. 
The free trade negotiations have 
enhanced the interest of British 
Columbia producers in this 
market.
Sea Fare is one of the two 
largest seafood trade shows in the 
United States. British Columbia 
representation last year resulted 
in $225,000 worth of immediate 
orders and further sales of $4.5 
million over the next 12 months.
British Columbia is being 
marketed as “The catch of the 
day.”
With some 10,000 registered 
buyers attending from the United 
States, Canada and Pacific Rim 
countries, British Columbia ex­
pects to generate even better sales 
as a result of its participation Feb. 
17,18 and 19.
Economic Development Minis­
ter Grace McCarthy said the Brit-
I'VE DCCiDED TO 3iCOM£' A 
T~:LEVAs'G£LtST.'
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
Beware of .Benomyl
Editor:
Before you reach for the 
Benomyl to kill fungus on your 
roses (“Over the Garden Fence” 
column, Feb. 17, Review) be- 
wamed. Benomyl, along with 
captan, chlordane, 2,4-D, maneb, 
nicotine, parquat and 2,4,5-T are 
banned or severely restricted in 
their use in many countries. 
Chemicals in these formulations 
are variously poisonous, car­
cinogenic, suspected of causing 
birth defects and dangerous to 
wildlife. (SoU Association Mem-
PEHIHSULA LIFE
'i-. - / r
K-v (
bership News, December 1987)
Is the risk of poisoning the soil 
worth one less black spot?
Andrew Yeoman 






On behalf of the members of 
Victoria-Saanich Pony Club, I 
would like to extend our ap­
preciation to all the district resi­
dents who supported the use of 
the Island View Beach cross­
country course.
As a rider, knowing how this 
course is used, I see horses as no 
threat to the natural environment 
of this area. Instead, this should 
be looked upon as an asset to our 
community.
The fact that once a year, top 
provincial, three-day eventers 
compete on this course and na­
tion^ level riders instruct local 
potentials there obviously reflects 
the necessity of this facility 
















FREE LOCAL PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY
PRICES IN EFFECT MARCH 2 TO MARCH 6, 1988
The Review erred in the wording of a February 24, 
1988 advertisement published and produced for
Remberton Holmes (Sidney) Ltd.
The company offers full replacement ori NEW cars it 
insures through Prudential.
Used cars DO NOT qualify for full replacement.










2531 BEACON AVE. 
Sidney By the Sea”
THE HONEST LESS PRICES STORE
<» WITH FULL SERVICE & NO NEED TO BUY 

















• FRESH FAMILY PACK
LEAN DCPP i65
GROUND DIlCI ....3.64 1(9 I 
FRESH CUT BRISKET
* NO. 1 COOKED










• COUNTRY KITCHEN 














WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE 
FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLARS 
AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS!




























fruit & FIBRE A«.u .m
CATELM PASTA
07 SPAGHEHl or MACARONI









2'^ NALLEY’S HOT OR MILO
,>3MmL
97^CHILI with BEANS




- .398 mL 67
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• nFrwon nnprM riran or
KERNEL CORN.. . . ..Ik,
• MINUTE MAID CONC.
IGRAPE PUNCH  ..355 mL^« ,
I w.. ........ ...... . ............. ............. —..
ROBIN HOOD ALL PURPOSE njf





WESTON HOMEMADE STYLE 
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Continued from Page A4
most notorious child murderer of 
our time, has more privileges and 
rights under the Charter of Rights 
than an innocent unborn child.
Margaret J. Jestico
~ i^uu as IV Bl "
Continued from Page AS
at most concupiscence. The preg­
nancy that may succeed it is thus 
a self-inflicted consequence of 
the act of intercourse.
Since this is so, it is highly im­
proper that Uic destruction of the 
results of ifiicrcourse should be 
paid for by public monies. Pay­
ment to mcjdical service insurance 
is not an eniiilcmcnt to payment 
for the ircalmcnt of self-inflicted 
conditions. Women have a choice 
- no intercourse or birth control if 
they do not want to become preg­
nant.
The saddest aspect of the abor­
tion racket is iliat physicians 
should take part in it and that the 
Canadian Medical As.sociation, 
some 20 years ago at an annual 
general meeting, should have 
Icgitimi/crl and sanctioned alwr- 
lion by its member doctors. It hiis 
jettisoned the .social stigma of the 
unwed mother. It contributes to 
our prc.serit day violence and 
moral decay. It flics in the face of 
millenniums and centuries, since 
Hippocraic.s, of ethical medical 
practice. It was a most tragic de­
cision,
It is greatly to be hoped that 
perhap.s one day there will lx? a 
return to ethical practices and that 
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A 22-year-old man has been 
sentenced to 60 days in jail for 
prying open a roof hatch and 
dropping into the Sidney 
Safeway store, last January.
Also, a 16-year-old has been 
put on probation for six months 
for his involvement in the inci­
dent. Another youth involved in 
the break-in will be sentenced in 
March.
Peter Harry, 22, pleaded guil­
ty to charges of break, enter and 
theft at the Safeway store Jan. 
12 and at the Ardmore golf 
course last Oct. 24. The 16-year- 
old accompanied him to 
Safeway only.
The group pried open a roof 
hatch above the grocery store, 
said Crown prosecutor Derek 
Lister. They walked through the 
store, putting cigarettes, candy 
and pop in nylon bags they’d 
brought along.
They went from Safeway to 
the government liquor store 
after they broke through a 
cinder-block wall in the attic, 
said Lister. A motion alarm 
alerted police. The trio was 
discovered inside the liquor 
store.
Harry admitted stealing 32 
dozen golf balls from the Ard-
more golf course last October. 
He broke in through a 
bathroom window and 
wandered about the pro shop 
building, said Lister.
With a companion, Harry 
removed the 384 golf balls from 
their wrappers and from the pro 
shop. They drank three cases of 
beer and carried another two 
cases away.
Again, police responded to an 
alarm. They found a damaged 
screen door, but no one was in 
the building.
“You were the oldest one in­
volved in this enterprise and 
these are serious offences,” 
provincial court judge Darrell 
Collins told Harry. “In our 
society, you have certain 
responsibilities, and that means 
you must not interfere with 
other people’s property.”
Collins sentenced Harry to 60 
days in jail for each charge, to 
be served concurrently. He must 
attend counselling for alcohol 
abuse during the one year he is 
on probation.
Harry must also make restitu­
tion, paying the golf course $30 
for the stolen beer and two- 
thirds of the damage to the 
Safeway wall.
THE GREEN GABLES DETECTIVES 
— Eric Wilson
One of the most important treasures that v</e can pass on to our
ELBOW GREASE essential, as Grade 3 student Eric 
Robinson discovers at Brentwood Elementary 
School’s Heritage Day last week.
womm
EMERGENCY PLANNING 
A co-operative effort is afoot 
to form an emergency measures 
plan for Central Saanich and 
the other two Peninsula 
municipalities.
Central Saanich council 
ratified a committee recommen­
dation Monday to prepare to re­
instate a previous three-way
Patricia McKnight told coun­
cil Feb. 22 she was opposed to 
the rezoning because it would 
eliminate the historical at­
mosphere of the area. Five 
residents of the area have 
spoken to council about the 
rezoning proposal.
AVAILABLE AT
the omce suppV people
Your Ticket To^
• SAVINGS: discounts from participating sponsors
• SEMINARS: free and reduced rates for GOLDCARD holders
• SPECIAL EVENTS: check the monthly newsletter
• PRIZE PACKAGES: drawn every week
ON LY ® 24 - OO (Valid tor one year Irom the date of purchase)
9775 - 5th STREET, SIDNEY 655-3888
children is the joy of reading. The earlier we can impart good 
reading habits, the more likely they will be to continue it 
throughout their lives.
A fine book has recently appeared on Tanner’s shelves aimed 
directly at the interests of young readers. Eric Wilson's “Green 
Detectives” comes to us as we are still caught up in the enchant­
ment of “Anne of Green Gables” and its sequel, which makes the 
story even more attractive. The two young detectives — Liz 
Austen, of course, and Makiki Tanaka, from Japan — are both fans 
of Anne of Green Gable and are taking part in a Mystery Weekend 
at the site of Green Gabies.
Eric Wilson researches his locations very thoroughly and this 
latest book is no exception. He has caught the flavour of Prince 
Edward Island and has packed the story with it. Maps of the island 
as well as the Green Gables locale are found at the beginning of 
the book.
I think that parents can be guaranteed solid reading material for 
their children with “The Green Gabies Detectives” or any of 




4th & Beacon Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
Saanich, North Saanich and 
Sidney.
A $1,200 provincial grant is 
available to the municipality if 
they enter into a three-way 
agreemeht; Aid. Wayne Hunter 
said.'. V,
SIGNS TOO HIGH 
Many store owners’ signs are 
too high above the roof line of 
their buildings, in violation of a 
current bylaw, Central Saanich 
building and licensing inspector 
Robert Brodgesell reported to 
council Feb. 22.
“There seems to be a number 
of sighs within the municipality 
that are not within the regula­
tions at this time,” said com­
munity services and legislation 
committee chairman Aid. 
Wayne Hunter Monday.
Council passed a motion re­
questing staff to prepare an 
amendment to the bylaw which 
would address the problem and 
allow the municipality to en­
force the amended bylaw 






MANICURES - PEDICURES 
EAR PIERCING - 










— 2ND ANNUAL 
Special Event for 
mature
— Showcase of products 
services and ideas
— Make the most of 

















COVERED COURTS RE- 
JECIBD
Council denied a requc.si 
from the Peninsula Uecreation 
Cominis.sion to provide funding 
for covered tennis courts.
On recommendation from 
Aid. Watkins. Aid. Hcrnblad 
moved that the comtnission be 
advised council is considering 
“the provision of an indoor- 
type recreatiottal facility in the 
future and is tmable to consider 
funding ol the tennis courts.”
The Peninsula Hecreation 
Commission vytoic a leilcr to 
council Feb, 4 that said it is “ac­
tively pursuing the insiallaiitur 
of four covered lentils com is in 
space adjoining tlie recreation 
centre.”
PETITE FILET of BEEF, Sauce Bernaise 
LAMB CHOPS, Mint Demi-Glace 




SOUP. SALAD DESSERT, COFFEE or TEA 
All fintroes Sarvad Wilh 
VEGETABLES and POTATO or RICE.
Regular Menu Ulio Available — Reservations Please
TUi: SUNDOWN MENU IS f.linvi'D 
TUES. THROUGH rni. AND SUN, I ROM 4:30 UNTIl 6:30
TME LATCH RESTAURANT
2320 HARBOUR RD, (la BliJnty)
656-6622 For'":.
A - HOME
PUBLIC HEARING RESEF 
A public hearing on a propos­
ed rezoning of land on 
.loscphine Hoad tliat was held 
Feb. 22 ha,s been rescheduled. 
I he move is to give ic.sidcms 
who weie not inlormeil alnnii 
Ihe hearing a chance to make 
their opinions known iq coun­
cil,
“Inadvericnily the tenants in 
oecnpation of the R. Bickford 
units were not nolilied vviili 
retipcct 10 the public hearing 
concerning rezoning of two brt.s 
. on Jo,',.,cpbinc P.or'.d,” V. 
Mackey, municipal engineer.
“This oversight occurred 
becan.se there arc no recoid of 
'icn.mts on the municipal data 
file," Mackey siiid,
The new dale lor the hearing 
— on le/oning to attached 
rc.sidcniial from .smalMot 









Each Saturday and Sunday 
from 9:30 am to 1 pm
STOP IN AND SEE US
Hot breakfast and lunch entrees, 
cold salads and fruit, and 
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING 
MUNICIPAL HALL RENOVATIONS
The District of North Saanich has scheduled a Public Information 
Meeting for Tuesday, March 15, 1988 from 7:30 to 9:00 P.M. in the 
Municipal Hall Council Chambers. 1620 Mills Road, to allow 
members of the public an opportunity to view the plans for the pro­
posed Municipal Hall renovations. Members of council, staff, and a 
representative from the architectural firm of Wagg & Hambleton 
will be in attendance to provide information on the proposal. All 
North Saanich residents and property owners are cordially invited 
to attend.











or Robert Birley 
479-7908
MOUNT NEWTON MIDDLE SCHOOL dancers offer photographer a theatrical pose. The existence of their class 
at the middle school level is a B.C. first.
Dance class at Mount Newton a first
Quality at Discount Prices








All services include Shampoo.
(Conditioner and Blow Dry
'Family Night every
Wednesday between 5
and 9 pm— FREE
CHILD’S CUT with every
adult cut.
By GEOFF ARMSTRONG 
(Special to The Review)
PLANNING EUROPE?
n
For two dozen students at 
Mount Newton Middle School, 
it’s merely the best class of the 
day. The fact that it is the first 
dance class to be part of the regu- 
hu' curriculum in the history of 
B.C. middle schools is only of 
minor importance.
Nor does the fact that before the 
class can even begin students 
must clear away desks, chairs, 
and other furniture dampen the 
joy and enthusiasm.
This creation of Mount Newton 
.teacher, Patti vTidoihst: is part- of 
the Grade 8 elective program and, 
according to her students, it’s so 
popular the waiting list for the 
next 12-week session is almost 
filled.^ ' j ;
‘ ‘Lots of kids wanted to get into 
the.fclass >but couldn’t,” said 
Tammy Passmore. She also men­
tioned that the room is too small. 
‘‘Wc have to waste time moving 
desks and they’re still in the 
way.”
There are good reasons for all 
this popuhtrity. The course covers 
a wide variety of dance styles, in­
cluding folk, tap, ballet, social, 
song and dance routines, and jazz 
dance.
The students, however, credit 
Tidquist herself for the over­
whelming interest. “Mrs. Tid­
quist inspires us,” says Karli 
Joinson. This sentiment is shared 
by half a dozen other students 
who stayed after school to talk 
-,about:.iL,
Nikki Richards and Christina 
Harvey noted that the class 
helped give them confidence. 
Harv'ey was especially impressed 
with the way the class has made 
her feel more confident in front of 
f^^,an;audience.*.: f'.■, \
- Jason Thornton and Bill Tcas-
dale see it as something far dif­
ferent from what they describe as 
“the usual elective” and ‘‘better 
than typing or computers.” Both 
spoke of looking forward to their 
dance class.
Teasdale, who was on the 
school’s jazz dance team for last 
year’s Greater Victoria Music 
Festival, plans to enter the festi­
val again this year. He sees the 
class as an opportunity to sharpen 
his skills. He also describes the 
class as a lot of fun.
Fun is not an important consid­
eration for many of the students.
.-Y'nnr^TitKr. tolnirsiT :
dance with Stages dance compa­
ny, plans to continue with Stages 
and looks to the class as a chance 
to work on co-ordination.
Sarah Downard, a Grade 8 stu­
dent with 11 years of dance train­
ing, took the class because of the 
variety, and Erin Barber, with
nine years of experience, tliinks it 
will give her a better chance to 
perform at the music festival.
Former North Saanich student 
Christy Roberts found that the 
class has helped her to make new 
friends at Mount Newton. ‘‘I’m 
learning how to cope with the 
idea that people are going to be 
watching the performances. 1 can 
do things that I wasn’t able to do 
before.”
Where do they go from here? 
Both Parkland and CUiremont 
senior secondary schools have 
major dance programs and a few 
of the studenLs are considering at- 
tendihg these schools because of 
this. Several talked about making 
dance a career or at least part of a 
teaching career.
With classes such_ as this one 
and with teachers like Patti Tid­
quist, these dreams arc entirely; 
possible.
BOOK NOW





Conoe launch romp becomes more I ikely
Central Saanich council mov­
ed one step closer Monday to 
building a canoe ramp at Ver- 
dier Park on Brentwood Bay.
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE >
“A I thp f mpr/r/rf /s'? "
Aldermen ratified a recom­
mendation from the parks and 
recreation committee to budget 
$14,050 for construction of a 
canoe/kayak launching facility 
at Verdier Park. That amount 
will be offset by $3,000 received 
from Basia Enterprises as part 
of the old Hydro property 
development agreement.
856-0905
//2-2310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY j
Council also ap|)roved the 
recommendation that a letter be 
sent to the Brentwood Rotary 
Club inviting their ptiriicipaiion 
in the project.
The Rotary Club was to meet 
last night to discuss the pro­






We'll |)ui a smile (111 your face tlmi yoar, with 
a ftihulous iKAW Weight l(»ss plan that meliH 
those (lounds away iH)' ;: fa'.ter than liel'ore! ^ 
.And you'll stay he.aliiiy as yoii lose pound 
iiuer pound. Thme’s nevi'r l)(.'(.'n a ini ter 
way to losa* weigji! I'asti-r,
FIRSTMEL'I'INOFRLL! 
SAVE $750
Pay only tin* r,o Rcgn-.traiion I’Vm'
JiTin hv Mairh I? at rrinve''-i<'>nt Iit-ci’ aiiri li'.r,T!ir"''T
‘‘Launching boats there 
makes sense because that is a 
good a place as you’ll find on 
Brentwood Bay,” said Tim 
Richards, municipal parks plan­
ner.
Rotary Club project coor­
dinator Dave Thomson says the 
club has been approached to do 
a joint venture with the 
municipality on construction of 
the launching facility.
He has enlisted the help of an 
excavator, trucks and material 
to assist witlv the construction 
of launching facility.
‘‘A lot of it will be volunteer 
input from the community,” 
'riiomson said. ‘‘I’ve got quite 
good vibes on the project so 
far.”
Tlie 28-membcT Rotary Club 
is finding it.s coffers a little short 
after eommiting themselves to a 
joint project with the Peninsula 
Community Association, called 
Operation Parenting, said Lee.
‘‘We tire interested enough to 
look at the projc’ct but we have 
a heavy commitment to the safe 
house project,” Lee said.
View of- Verdier Fork, m} WnUrfrot^t Walk, ani> Acess Ramp
The club has also recently us­
ed a lot of its funds to doantc a 
.shredder/chipper to the Hor­
ticultural Society of the Pticific.
The proposal to construct the 
launching facility calls for a 
graveled driveway designed in a 
T-formation to lie built to allow 
people to drive in, unload ;i 
boat and other items :mcl pull 
back out to park on Verdier 
Avenue.
A brushed concrete rampway 
going right down to lltc bcacli 
would allow boaters to wheel a 
boat down to the water and 
pedestrians to walk stifely to the 
beach,
Lighting may be added at a 
later date if the ramp is used by 
pedestrains at night,
Council is waiting to find out 
whether tlie Rotary Cluli will 
parlicipaio ill the proieel.
SID.Nl'.V 'Uiu.sday ri.Bfiam
Whfinc'sd./V (hjbpm
SAANICIITON; 'Iiimal.iy ; (vTiiHii
.Mare V' Jhicii Hall/ 
fill!)? • [ Sircc! . '
.Mmiv'-c Hal!, TiMiVLii'-l ^iriaiuch
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• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• ECiGFOOYONG Amrxr
•S&S PRAWNS 5l|y5






• CHICKEN FRIED RICE
• D,F. CHICKEN WING^
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FULLY LICENSED 
Opon 11:00 am Tuos.-Sun. (Exctjpt Holldnyit)
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Central Satinich police report 
a quiet vveek of activity in ilieir 
juri.sdietion for the period from 
Feb. 23 10.18.
POLE-I, CAR-O 
A 1974 I'ord lvvo-door driven 
by a 45-yeiir-ol(l woman went 
out of control in tlie 62(K)-block 
VVcIeli Road iiromgl 7 p.m., 
Feb, 23, police rcpoit.
The tlrivor was iipptirenily 
rounding tlie corner too fast 
when site lost control on the 
shoulder of the road and hit a 
hydro pole. ,Shc received miiiui 
injuries and was dunged with 
tiriving too fast for road condi- 
lions, Ibe ctii leceivcd aboiK 
.S1,(HK) damage,
WE.ST SAANICH CRASH 
A A Rreiitu'nod Hay ' residdjpl 
was charged wfili driving 
witlioiit a iiccncc after a 1975 
IMyrnouih he was driving went 
out of control itj the 75(V1 block 
West Suiinlch Rtiad. close to 12
tnidnighl Lcb, 28,
Die car appaieiiily was 
southbound when it sweived, 
spun around and entered (be 
ea.st ditch backwards, namaae 
to the side and back of the car 
was estimated at $3,000.
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Parents concerned about software
Saanich district schools are 
strapped for computer soft­
ware, and it’s a problem that 
worries parents at Sidney- 
Elementary School.
“Our fundraising efforts can­
not possibly meet the demand 
for new software,” said 
spokesman Gail Miller in a let­
ter to the school board. The 
Sidney School Association has 
asked trustees for financial 
assistance.
Administrators “want to en­
sure we adhere to copyright 
laws,” said schools superinten­
dent Janet Mori. When com­
puters were first introduced to 
Saanich schools, “our attitude 
was lax.” she added.
However, in the past two 
years, computer teacliers have 
refused to use programs which 
are illegally copied. “Wc dom’t
allow our students to bring in 
pirated software,” said Geoff 
Giles, Parkland Secondary 
School vice-principal.
The school also recently 
denied access to our computer 
lab to a retired teacher who- 
wanted to use some software 
which was illegally copied, Giles 
added.
Parkland, with two computer 
labs and several other com­
puters in the school, could easi­
ly spend about S2,000 per year 
on software, he said. Purchases 
are made through the school’s 
discretionary allotment from 
the school board.
The largest question each 
school faces is how many units 
of software to buy. .Sotne soft­
ware is sold per machine and 







THREE-WHEELED power chair, with its fibreglass 
moulding and eye-catching pin stripes, is 
demonstrated by Tammi Capaido.
Three-wheelers
in
35 lb., not including the weight 
of the 23-lb. batteries.
The whole design is state of 
the art. Two 12-volt batteries 
are G e r m a n - m a d e S o n- 
nenscheins—- sealed for life, 
these batteries dd’not spill, even 
when upside-down. Each chair 
comes with its own charger.
Dual hand controls mounted 
on a Delta-style steering wheel 
control speed while protecting 
the rider’s knuckles. Maximum 
speed is 4.7 m.p.g and an 
automatic dynamic braking 
system generates power back in­
to the batteries when the throt­
tle is released.
A full, fibreglass dashboard 
features a key ignition, a battery 
condition indicator, a variable 
speed control for indoor/out­
door use and a forward/reverse 
switch.
The padded, moulded- 
aluminum scat swivels out to 
allow easy acce.ss and folds flat 
during storage. Reflective pin- 
.siriping, aIlow.s the chair to be 
seen at night and air-filled rub­
ber tires give a smooth ride.
MacDonald .says his ()(oduci 
i.s also less expensive than the 
competitors, listing for under 
$3,(XX).
Another important feature is 
large pouches for riders to store 
a purse, wallet or other articles, 
MacDonald says. One is 
mounted in front of the rider, 
with others on each side. 
“T'here is not another manufac­
turer in the world with 
lH)uche.s.”
MacDonald has the rights to 
sell hi.s chair in Sidney and has 
sold dealer rights to retailers in 
Victoria and other places.
So far many people have 
shown an iritcrcsi in the chair 
and he is confident the product 
will .sell well in Canada and the 
U.S.
“Marketing is anticipating 
close to UK) units per month by 
.lune,” lie says. “Right now we 
can put out 15 units per week.”
MacDonald, a former 
elevator electronic.s technician, 
Rod Montgomery, a Central 
Saanich civil engineer and 
Lome McElhoes, a Victoria- 
based marketing executive, 
.share a three way partnership in 
the incorporated comiwny.
After three years of design 
changes, Sidney resident Gor­
don MacDonald has completed 
a new power-drive chair in his 
local shop. And now he’s mak­
ing them available to con­
sumers.','
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“It’s to make life a little bit 
easier for people who have trou­
ble getting around,” Mac­
Donald says of his product.
The first Western Electro- 
Drives Medallion 9000 LX 
power chair returned to Sidney 
last week after being shown suc­
cessfully at trade shows and 
other events in the United 
States,
And this week, an assembly 
line on McDonald Park Road in 
Sidney is starling to pump out 
more of the chairs for dealers 
■ on Vancouver Island, across 
B.C. and through the United 
States.
The new product features a 
light-weight aluminum frame 
and stainless steel axles. Front- 
wheel drive is used to maximize 
stability and MacDonald claiiirs 
his chair is “the most versatile 
indoor-outdoor vehicle on the 
market.”
The idea to build the chair 
struck him after he saw others 
on the market with claims to be 
portable. 'Lhey were loo heavy 
for one person to put into their 
trunk, NlacDouald says.
“I Just thought I could buikl 
a belter mouse trap,” Mac­
Donald says, “For the money 
(consumers) were Faying out I 
knew Leonid build ji better |U(>- 
duct,”
His first chair w.as ovetbitill. 
An alumitnitn fnmtc was used, 
but it was leittfoteed so sltrutgly 
it becatne itnpraciiciil.
So MacDotiald wetu back ,to 
(he dntvving board attd catne ttp 
with a w'otkitig. desigti for what 
is now the Medallion 9IXK) l.X, 
a lightweight chair that can 
literally tum ott a dime. In fact, 
he can evett dentonsttitte the 
machine's .12 iitch titrnitig 
radius, sviih one svheel itevei 
leaving the .sut face of a diiite.
Ihe iliice componenis i)f the 
chair break down in less than 3d 
seconds, MacDoitald savs, Pitch 
separate piece weighs less iliaii
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WASHER A DRYER 
REPAIR
655-1411
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT 
APPOINTMENTS TO 
WASTE MANAGEMENT ADVISORY GROUP
The Capital Regional District would like to hear from in­
dividuals who are interested in being appointed to a 12 member 
volunteer Waste Management Advisory Group (WMAG). The 
purpose of the WMAG is to serve as an advisory body to the 
CRD Sanitation and Water Committee and the Chief Engineer, 
and as a source of new and innovative concepts and ideas in 
matters relating to waste management in the CRD.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the WMAG 
please submit, by March 18, 1988 a short resume of your in­
terests, activities and qualifications and how you think they will 
benefit the Region, to:
Mr. M.C. Williams, P. Eng.
Chief Engineer 
Capital Regional District 






S. ERIC HANSEN c.a IS PLEASED TO AN­
NOUNCE THAT G. BARRETT PRIESTMAN c/v IS 
NOW ASSOCIATED WITH THE FIRM.
BARRETT, HAVING SERVED WITH PRICE 
WATERHOUSE AND 14 YEARS WITH REVENUE 
CANADA TAXATION WILL BE A WELCOME 
ADDITION TO OUR FINANCIAL COMMUNITY. 
VISIT OUR NEW OFFICES LOCATED IN THE 




rhartAroft urf'i-'MiU.-H’it ■ ^ ^
656-0151
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If it’s News 
Call the Review
iC’c/; 1 1 CT
“We try to make sure we 
have the legal requirements for 
the number of machines used at 
a time,” said Giles. The school 
owns fewer copies of programs 
used to run its graphics 
machines than word processing 
programs, for example.
“It would be incredibly ex­
pensive to buy a copy of soft­
ware for each machine we have 
in the school,” he said, adding 
“we try to be as legal as possi­
ble.”
Next year’s preliminary 
school district budget increases 
funds for software, said Mort. 
In the meantime, the finance 
committee will examine the cur­
rent budget for software funds 
immediately.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
COMMUNITY PLAN BY-LAW NOS. 571, 573
AND 574
ZONING BY-LAW NO. 575
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that all persons who believe that 
their interest in property may be affected by the following by­
laws will be afforded an opportunity to be heard or to present 
written submissions at a PUBLIC HEARING to be held at the 
Royal Canadian Legion Hall, Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 37, 
1660 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on Wednesday, March 
16. 1988 at 7:30 P.M.
COMMUNITY PLAN BY-LAW NO. 571
The purpose of this by-law is to extend the boundaries of 
Development Permit No. 1 to include all ol the properties and 
water area shaded in the map below in order to protect the 
Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary.
COMMUNITY PLAN BY-LAW NO. 573
The purpose of this By-law is to DELETE Developrnent Permit 
Area No. 8 from the Community Plan The original designation i:j 
of the areas shown below as for the purpose of protecting the 
freshwater fxinds and drainage area located on the properties.
As the ponds and drainage area have now been acquired by or 
dedicated to the District of North Saanich for park purposes, 
sufficient control over their protection and enhancement is 
assured, and the development permit designation is no longer 
required.
COMMUNITY PLAN
The purpose o( this by-law Is to amend the OPEN SPACE, 
PARKS AND OUTDOOR RECREATION Section of the Com­
munity Plan. The By-law Includes rocommondod park stan­
dards per 1,000 population and rovisod policies and pbloctiveu, 
and designatos arena (0/luturo park acquisition, '
ZONING JY-UW NO, S75 ■ ,
The purpose Of this By-law is
(a) to amend the definitions of ''accessory builrJIngs 
and atfucturoa”. "accessory use", “dwelling 
unit", "Inmlly'’,"homo occupoiloiV, “singlo 
family dwolling'', and “two family dwelling”; and
(b) To add definitions for ''reetdentlni caretalref’s unit” 
and “rosldontial building”.
The By-law also amends the regulations governing 
residontial carelakfir's units and the sub-sections per­
taining to ptoiiibmoris and penaliles,
Copies of the above proposed by-laws ahif other relovant in­
formation and reports rnay be inspacled at Hit' Nottii Saanich 
Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Hoad, North Saanich, o C, belwoon 
the hours of 0:00 A,M. And 4:00 P M, on any day the Municipal 
Hall Is open lor huslnesr. prior to the Hearing,
Joan E, Schlll 
Municipal Clerk
‘smmm!:
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FULLY ESCORTED BY PAULINE BARKER
MAY 8-31, 1988
A leisurely tour covering England, Belgium, 
Holland, Germany (including a Rhine cruise), 
Austria, Italy, Vatican City, France and 
Switzerland
*3,589®“
FOR DETAILS AND RESERVATIONS CALL
DONALD A. PENNY 
TRiWELWORLD travel consultant
#5-1175 Douglas Street 382-3121 HOME 656-98 16
SIDNEY NEW PARENT GROUP members discuss the 
challenges they share. Left to right are facilitator and 
group member Joan Griffith, Jeanine Moreau, who is 
the program co-ordinator for this and other new parent 
groups the Capital Families Association runs, Lin
Lapierre, Elaine Bradbury and Diane Nelson. Babies on 
the floor are Stephen Bradbury and Lee Nelson, both 
three months. And In her mother’s lap is Nicole 
Lapierre, two months.
Moms helping moms
For about 90 minutes a week, 
a group of Sidney mothers 
gather in a church basement.
There, they discuss the 
pleasure and humor, and the 
pain and upset, of raising 
babies. ^
The Sidney group is one of 
nine in the Victoria area 
operated by the Capital 
Families Association.
The new parent program is 
for any mother of a child or 
children under four. The child 
doesn’t need to be the first in 
the family.
It’s a system of moms helping 
moms, with some professional 
assistance.
“Lee’s been a real handful,’’ 
Diane Nelson says, , glancing?
■ down ; at the three-month-pltLI
YOUR LOCALLY OWNED ^ OPERATED 
INSURANCE AGENCIES
WE ARE HERE TO ASSIST and ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS 
YOU MAY HAVE IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS OF INSURANCE 
OR INVESTMENTS AND REMEMBER WE MAKE HOUSE CALLS 
TO CORRECTLY EVALUATE YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
GENERAL INSURANCE
— Farm Policies -- Commercial Properties
— Homeowners — Marine Insurance
— Tenants ” Liability
~ Discounts tor Senior Citizens — Error and Omissions Insurance
--Discounts tor Fire Detectors for the Protessionals
boy in front of her.
In the next room, Nelson’s 
three-year-old, Jennifer, plays 
with other children under the 
supervision of volunteer 
babysitters.
Nelson worked full-time 
when her first child was a baby, 
so Lee is posing new challenges.
Lin Lapierre attends the new 
parent group for her second 
week. She joined to meet other 
new mothers, and so far the 
group is meeting her expecta­
tions.
Elaine Bradbury just moved 
to Sidney from Great Britian. 
“I really wanted to get to know 
othermoms.”
Because three-month-old 
Stephen js her first baby, Brad­
bury thinks the group is impor­
tant. And it also helps introduce 
her to the ways of a new com­
munity and new country.
Co-ordinator Jeanine 
Moreau says a “sense of trust’’ 
builds between the mothers in 
each group. And the group 
defines itself. Sidney’s is quite 
informal, others are more struc­
tured.
The parents say they start 
looking forward to the weekly 
escape from the children old 
enough to be cared for by the 
volunteers.
There’s a benefit for the older 
children, too, Moreau says. 
Many of the volunteers are
seniors, so children without 
grandparents close by gain from 
the contact.
For the parents, problems are 
more bearable, because they can 
chat with others experiencing 
the same things.
Joan Griffith, the facilitator 
of the Sidney group, says the 
group attracted her because she 
can “exchange ideas about 
parenting.’’
Some of that information is 
quite practical. Parents tell each 
other where they’ve found good 
deals on diapers or forumula, 
for example.
The parents also talk “a bit 
about the issues of the day,” 
Moreau says.
Experts come in to discuss 
particular subjects, such as 
parent burnout or gfieving.
Videos on child development or 
child safety might be featured 
one week.
Although each group is self- 
directed, there are some ground 
rules. Parent members don’t 
give each other advice; that’s 
left to the speakers.
There’s no gossiping and con­
fidentiality of group members 
must be respected. And smok­
ing isn’t allowed.
A membership in the Capital 
Families Association is needed 
to take part in a new parent 
group.
The association is dedicated 
to the support of the family and 
is affiliated with the B.C. Coun­
cil For The Family.
Anyone interested in further; 
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— Joint and Individual inortongo cnnonllallon plans 
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— Wo nrn bondod nrjonis tor arwrin trust comrinnios
— Guaranlaod (nvostmont cortiticaios 
Rogiatorod horno ownora plana
■- Rogiatorod Rotiromont Income Funds
— Invostmont Funds
~ Annultloa with no (root or bind and chnraoa
— Is your R.n.S.P, rnnlurlng? II might bo adv.anlngoous to 
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Individual dlnabilily Incomo plans, 
nnri-cancolllng to agn ttb 
-- Avalinblo for most occupations 
- Dnnlgnnd lor the anil nmploynd 
individuals
A youth who drove the get­
away car in last year’s beer keg 
robbery at the Sidney Hotel has 
been placed on probation for six 
months and ordered to pay $50 
restitution.
The other youth accused at 
the same time was given a 
similar sentence two weeks
.SCI 1(K )1, DiSTHIC'I' (i.'t
earlier. The Young Offenders; 
Act prohibits publication of 
their names.
Provincial court judge Robert 
Greig ordered the driver to 
undergo psychiatric or 
psychological coun.selling. He 
must also perform 20 hours of 
community service work within 
three months.
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Sesilors go for gold
TOSSING THE BALL through the hoop in the photo 
above is one of the many Rest Haven Lodge residents 
who participated in their own Olympic games Feb. 24. 
In the photo below, a kindergarten student gets a push 
on the two-man bobsled at Sidney Elementary during 
their own Olympic Games last Friday. Getting the fiee 
ride is kindergarten student Haley Mair while 
classmate Sarah Haines does the pushing. Hundreds 
of students went through various mock Olympic 
events at the school.
The Olympic spirit gripped 
Rest Haven Lodge last week. 
About 40 residents of the in­
termediate care facility for the 
elderly competed in their own 
games on Feb. 24.
Helen Domke won the un­
disputed title of champion of 
the games. She walked away 
with gold medals in Coke-a- 
toss, discus throw' and both in­
door and outdoor walkathons. 
Domke also took the silver in 
Olympic rings toss.
“1 didn’t do anything to 
train, except hike every moun­
tain in B.C. when 1 was 
younger,” said the star of Rest 
Haven’s games. ‘‘Once, 1 
shared a huckleberry bush w'ith 
a bear,” she recalled.
Trudy Hoole was second in 
the medals race, w'iih Gold in 
bean bag toss and walkathon 
with walkers. .loan Perry and 
Marie Wardlc each took a silver 
and a bronze.
Residents w'erc helped 
through their events by staff, 
volunteers and Camosun Col­
lege students on a practicum for 
a long-term care nurses aid 
course.
‘‘Competition w'as keen and 
spirits were high,” said Barbara
Benson, Rest Haven Lodge ac­
tivity co-ordinator. ‘‘Laughter 
filled the Lodge for the entire 
day.”
After the competition was 
over, residents gathered in the 
lounge in front of the Canadian 
flag for closing ceremonies. All 
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COMPLEMENTARY ROSES FOR OUR CLIENT^
ADAIHI5 aECTMVCl
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ZENITH - HITACHI -TOSHIBA
WARRANTY
IN HOME SERVICE ON 
MOST MAJOR BRANDS j
656^4351
#3 - 9843 - 2ncl STREET, SIDNEY, B.C.
Senior Miestyl
hr.
A section of special 
interest for seniors 





A cnmpiKcr game iniciuicd in 
encourage yoimj' girls in maili, 
science and conumUTs is being 
developed by the Vtdoiia siaius 
ol women,
To make sure ihe iai |u:*i ail- 
dienee is iuteresicd m ihe iinal 
produel, “it is necessary lei do 
.some research on die aiiiiudes 
of girls between die ages of 
eight and 12." said projeei 
manager Pam Blaeksicmc.
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and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
m
^ I I t iJ
You'll ho glad you did.
hoslOBRoa al:
(Sidney & North Snanlcti) 
ThBro8ftTliomB58-7747 
Claudia P4r(lltfi5fl»7898 
(Bmniwond 8 Cnniral Saanlchl 
RoiOdg»rs65Z-4S06 
Vicky JarAson fiSJ-SSBD j
W«lcom(t Wnann a.fanvfl.'ma 
Solving-I?!) argg'.
Seniors make up a large part of the population of the 
Saanich Peninsula, and with the wonderful climate 
we enjoy, more and more are choosing to retire to 
our area,
Recognizing this and realizing the tremendous 
market potential seniors offer, The Review Is 
publishing a monthly special section to allow you to 
target your promotions to the 65 f market.
The formal will be tabloid (approx. 10W”x 12’/!!”) 
with toCBl items of Interest set in slightly larger
then normal typesizo. It will be included with Too 
Review and delivered to over 12,000 households on 
The Ponincula.
To lake advantage oi foimore details of this special 
marketing opportunity contact;
The Review, Display Advertising Eiepartmenl 
6S6-1151T
Some fast facts 
of population 65
Sidney 19.7%; N, Saanich 14.2%; C. Saanich 
11.5%
Population Growth 1981 -1986
Sidney 13%; N. Saanich 18.5%; C. Saanich 16.2%
' Advertising Rates , .
0-10 col. inches.................   .$8.8.5 coi, in.
10“40col. Inches................... 7.85coi.ir».
40- 75 col inches,..... ............, 6.85 col. in.
Advertorial.,........... .. .,$10.85 coi.in,
Printed Size of Page; — 
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Spring brings people outdoors
Spring is certainly well on its way and wiili all of the recent 
warm weather, many people seem to be spending more lime out­
doors, walking and spotting interesting tilings. Flowers arc 
blooming in backyards and parks, pussy willows arc well out, 
brown buds are rapidly expanding in preparation for bursting 
into leaf, finches, juncos and dark song spiuTows, silent during 
the unusually mild winter months, have begun their wclconie 
territorial songs.
A number of callers have been down to the Island View sand 
dunes and have been fortunate in seeing the female marsh har­
rier, the northern shrike, the red-shafted flickers and die 
peregrine falcon. One visitor from Nova Scotia telephoned 
saying that he and his wife had observed the northern strike uik- 
ing a starling and consuming most of it. So all wc need here is 
another 40,000 hungry northern shrikes!
Mrs. Hibberson, Bourne Terrace, was thrilled at seeing her 
first rcd-bcllicd sapsuckcr on her grounds. It was evidently a 
very bright male in full brcaling plumage - red head and breast, 
snow-white slash along the shoulder - a sight to remember, for 
sure. A slender Cooper hawk was there as well.
Mrs. Jim Gumming, Tallow, reporLs tlic ivory-colored, pale 
orange-breasted partially albino robin. Undoubtedly tlie .same 
bird that has been reported by Burn Chisholm, Ardmore; Bunty 
Watt, Lands End; and others I’ve failed to write down. Yours 
truly hasn’t yet caught up with the robin in person.
Mary and I look a quick run around Uic Esquimau Lagoon 
where the waters were teeming with waterfowl, gulls, coots, 
some shorebirds and a few grebes. Wc were particularly inter­
ested in the contingent of canvasback ducks with their whitc-ish 


















A group of University of Vic­
toria researchers wants to help 
Grade 6 students become more 
descriptive writers by teaching 
teachers to be more effective.
A team of doctoral can­
didates, all certified teachers, 
plans to teach 20 one-hour 
lessons at North Saanich Middle 
School in English language arts 
over an eight-week period. They 
hope to use the classroom ex­
perience when developing new 
courses, said project leader 
Terry Johnson, an education 
professor.
Then wc spotted several flocks of sanderlings and semi- 
palmatcd sandpipers along the shoreline. The sanderlings were 
in their characteristic light winter plumage and heaven only 
knows where they’ve been! These small shorebirds travel to 
many very distant parts of the world, particularly in the southern 
hemisphere, during winter but breed only in very remote regions 
of the High Arctic. The Liny, pale, black-legged semipalmated 
sandpipers travelling wilh them were unmistakable. So was the 
small, dark picd-billc<l grebe in the water behind them.
The short, chicken-like, ivory colored bill wiUi die black ring 
around it, could belong to no other “hell-diver.” This is the bird 
with Uie repertoire of loud, strange, maniacal notes that drift 
down a lake in the dusk and excite Uic imagination.
I read Nyland’s letter on woodpeckers and hasten to agree
of their presumed killing of many of our forest trees. Certainly, 
the big black plicated woodpecker, the “cock of the north 
woods,” excavates sizeable cavities in some of our trees, pialic- 
ularly into the bases of trunks and into exposal rooLs.
But careful examination of these same cavities wilh a long- 
bladed knife will reveal Uiai they arc already giUlcried ex­
tensively wilh the borings of carpenter ants which the wood­
peckers were seeking. Such trees are already doomed and in the 
noi-loo-disiant future.
Woodpeckers, as a group, are amazingly varied in Uicir food­
procuring activities since each occupies a disUnct ecological 
niche. The flicker in our photo talay docs a good deal of his 
foraging on Uic ground where he picks up enormous numbers of 
ants. The large black and while hairy woodpecker picks off 
grubs, pigeon horntails, wood-boring beetles, etc., securing 
them an inch or so below the surface of rotting wood.
The still smaller downy uses his much shorter, sharp beak for 
probing just below the surface while the two species of three- 
toed woodpeckers gather their food items from immediately 
beneath the bark of trees which have recently died of other 
causes. The already dead tree is stripped of its old bark and 
small flakes of it litter the ground below.
The sapsuckers have sull another way of life. They excavate 
cavities in the bark of trees from which they later gather the 
oozing sap and Uie insects trapped in it. This is the only wood­
pecker which I have ever known to kill a young tree, and that 
very rarely and in a region in which there was a flourishing pop- 
ulaUon of sapsuckers and but a very few of their favorite tree, 
the paper birch.
In this case, the sapsuckers had so concentrated their com­
bined activities on Uie few food trees available that Uiey had
Outdoors
- - - •
tJnlimited'
By Cy Hampson;
ringed them and prevented the movement of materials up and 
down the cambium.
It is a rare combination of circumstances inde(^ in which one 
can attribute the death of a tree to the normal activities of wood­
peckers.
FLICKER WOODPECKER Cy Hampson photo




Dry winter weather took its 
toll on one North Saanich 
backyard. Heavy grass caught 
fire in the 9(XX)-block East 
Saanich Road on Saturday.
“It looked worse than it 
was,” said Terry Towle, North 
Saanich fire chief, adding that 
the early season fire indicates 
how dry the weather has been 
this winter.,
CRISPY CAR
A Datsun caught fire after a 
traffic accident on Beach Road 
at 5:22 p.m. Thursday. The in­
terior was destroyed, said Cen­
tral Saanich fire department.
Tw'o people were arrested at 
the scene. A Sidney RCMP in­
vestigation continues.
WASHERBURNS
Wash day at a Brentwood 
Bay house was postponed Fri­
day when there was an electrical 
fire in the washing machine. 
The 10 a.m. fire ruined the 
machine, but the house was not 
damaged, said Central Saanich 
fire department.
CHIMNEY FIRE 
A chimney caught fire in a 
house on Llanfair Crescent in 
Brentwood Bay last Tuesday. 
Central Saanich firefighters 
responded around 5 plrri. and 
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Association directors want 
further study of N.S. hall plans
Fined over chase
A vote of directors of the 
North Saanich Property Owners 
Association places them at odds 
with council on plans to 
renovate and expand the 
municipal hall.
“The majority of the direc­
tors present felt that the ap­
parent council majority for a 
renovations expenditure equal 
or in excess of $400,000 did not 
reflect the prevailing communi­
ty opposition to such a commit­
ment,” a release from the 
association says.
Although the directors noted 
that a public meeting on the 
plan will be held March 15, they 
want North Saanich to
“provide detailed information 
on the full costs of all proposals 
and clearly demonstrate that the 
least expensive renovation plan 
will not satisfy short- and 
intermediate-term needs.”
The renovation project was 
one of several issues facing 
council that the association’s 
directors discussed.
Directors of the association 
are concerned about possible 
residential developments in the 
municipality.
A proposed residential 
development up-slope from 
Gardner’s Pond on Tatlow 
Road was addressed. Directors 
are concerned “the spirit and 
the letter” of the community 
plan bylaw will be ignored, the 
release says.
.Also, the association's direc­
tors want technical staff to 
review the effects, on the pond 
and the neighborhood, of 
sewage disposal and other 
results of development.
The association is also seek­
ing new members.
On the executive are president 
Steve Germaniuk, vice- 
president Cy Hampson, and 
directors Ray Emerson, Edgar 
Farthing, Arnold Johnson, 
Joan Marsh, John Marco, 
Margarete Nix, Art McKinnon 
and Edo Nyland.
Any executive member may 
be contacted for more informa­
tion. Germaniuk can be reached 
at 656-7756, Hampson at 656- 
1555.
A man convicted of leading 
police on a high-speed chase in 
Sidney on Halloween, 1986, has 
been fined $300 and placed on 
probation for 18 months.
Ronald Carlton, 19, has also 
lost his driver’s licence for three 
years. He was found guilty of 
dangerous driving, refusing to 
stop for a police officer and try­
ing to escape.
The Victoria resident told 
Judge Darrell Collins that his 
brother was driving at the time. 
He has not seen his brother for 
several months.
Carlton said he ran away 
because there were several war­
rants out for his arrest and he 
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An All Bay Road resident 
reported the theft of several ar­
ticles from his yard, sometime 
during the night of Feb. 21-22.
Police discovered the articles 
were subsequently used as fuel 
in a beach party fire.
Because of the nice weather, 
police will be increasing their 
beach patrols.
ARRESTS MADE 
Sidney RCMP arrested three 
persons Feb. 23 as a result of an 
ongoing police investigation in­
to break-ins in the Sidney area.
Appearing in court Feb. 24 
were Kenneth Bertram Jackson, 
21, of Victoria, and two young 
offenders of Sidney.
Jackson was charged with the 
theft of more than $1,000 worth 
of money and credit card 
receipts taken from Gurton’s 
Garage on McTavish Road. He 
was also charged with one count 
of possession of stolen proper-
The two young offenders, ag­
ed 16 and 15, were charged with 
similiar offences. All three were 
remanded in custody for later 
court appearances.
At the Sidney courthouse, 
RCMP arrested Gregory 
Stokes, 19, of Victoria, on a 
warrant issued by the Victoria 
court Feb. 22 when he failed to 
appear on a charge of posses­
sion of stolen property.
• At the time of his arrest 
Stokes was found in possession 
of stolen property and was 
scheduled to appear in Sidney 
court last Thursday.
Edward Allen Combs, 18, of 
Sidney, was arrested last 
Wednesday night and was 
scheduled to appear in Sidney 
court last Thursday charged 
with theft over $ 1,00(1.
Police say further charges 
and arrests are imminent.
HIT AND RUN 
A Sidney resident who return­
ed to her blue 1987 Volkswagen 
parked at the Panorama I .eisure 
Centre at about 4:30 it.m.. Fob. 
18, found another vehicle had 
hit her car and caused about 
$150 damage to the rear section 
of it,
Police arc requesting a call 
from anyone wlto may have 
witnessed the hit and nm acci­
dent.
The woman had left her car 
for about 45 minutes.
BIKE RIDER HURT
A bicycle rider suffered 
minor injuries wltcn he rode iu 
front of an eastbound vehicle 
on McTavish Road, shortly 
before II a.rn, Fch. 25.
Police estimate damage to be 
about $200,
REARENDER 
Three vehicles were involved 
in a minor rear-end colli,sion at 
' the Intersection of Beacon 
Avenue and Bevnu Avenuem at 
«boul4 p,m. 1-eb. 21.
Two of the vclticlcs were 
damaged, The third vehicle was 
only bumped and left the scene 
before police arrived.
A charge 5f following too 
close was laid against one of tire 
drivern, ■
HIT AND RUN 
A truck owned by a Sidney 
resident received about $4(Kj 
damage (o the right t rout cot iter 
following a hlt-and run accident 
in the Oakcrc.st Foods parking 
lot on Fourth Street, just afici 4
p.m, Fch. 2.1.
Anyone who witnessed the 
! . acerdenr is icquestcu ,ia1 Sidney RCMP.
NO. 1 347S QUADRA ST., VC. 
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FIRST MEETING DRAWS 25;
New group addresses Centra! Saanich Issues
FARMERS’ SNSTITUTE member Jack Arnaud speaks to 
the newly formed Central Saanich Citizens’ Forum.
About 25 people attended the 
first meeting of the Central 
Saanich Forum, Thursday 
night, to discuss economic 
development in their communi­
ty.
One-year memberships, at $5 
each, are on sale for the group. 
It’s similiar to a ratepayers’ 
association which formerly 
operated in Central Saanich.
“We wish to attract young 
parents who are raising families 
in the community to take part in 
the affairs of the community,’’ 
said organizer Ted Clayards.
One of three speakers at the 
first meeting was economic 
development committee chair­
man Wayne W'atkins, who 
discussed a recent report his 
committee spearheaded about 
opportunities in the future.
Committee members Clay 
Porter, of the Central Saanich 
Business Association, and Jack 
Arnaud, of the Saanich Penin-
“tiie WwHaierfaBl WasBilsoaBse”
BasicRate HAND CARE FOR WOOLENS _
$6 Per Article Seniors/Disabled $4
Pickup & Delivery Monday 
SO PLEASANTLY FRESH 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Saltspring)
sula Farmers Institute, also gave 
their thoughts on economic 
development and the recent 
report.
Watkins said the report ad­
dressed as wide of a range of 
topics as possible, considering 
the financial restraints the com­
mittee faced.
“If I had to do it again I 
would have asked for $12,0(X),’’ 
Watkins said. Council had ap­
proved $8,OCX) for the report, in­
cluding costs of publicizing 
public meetings and draft 
reports.
“We have heard there is a 
lack of statistics in the report,’’ 
Watkins said. “But this is the 
first stage of getting somewhere 
with the economy in this area.
“The majority of people in­
volved in the presentation said, 
don’t change the concept of 
agricultural land reserve boun­
daries,’’ Watkins said. “But 
there are areas that could be 
looked at.’’
Porter told the citizens’ 
forum how the Central Saanich 
Business Association became in­
volved in drafting the report. 
He said they heard from guests 
speakers at their meetings that 
funds for a study on urban 
revitalization were available.
In order to make the funds 
available, an economic strategy 
and profile were required. The 
association wanted to get three 
separate grants for the 
Saanichton, Brentwood Bay 
and Keating business areas. To 
reach that goal the association 
involved itself in the economic 
development committee report.
Arnaud, a member of the 
Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ In­
stitute, says he is opposed to 
recommendations in the report 
based on two major points.
“It exceeds the terms of 
reference,’’ he said. “The com­
mittee had no authority to get 
involved in land use. It’s up for 
review in 1989.’’
Arnaud’s second point was, 
“How can you have an 
economic profile without any 
statsitics? There is no base line 
to start from.’’
He said the climatic condi­
tions on the Peninsula provide 
the best growing season in 
Canada for many different
crops.
“The few thousand acres of 
farmland in Central Saanich 
should be like gold for future 
generations,’’ Arnaud said. “1 
can’t express how seriously 1 
feel about preservation of 
farmlands.’’
The next meeting for the Cen­
tral Saanich Forum is scheduled 
for 7:30 p.m., March 24, at 
Keating Elementary School. 
They are hoping to have the 
commissioner of ALR lands as 
a guest speaker.
An election of officers will 
also be held and a constitution 
adopted.
O ' , I#
SEWER CONNECTION INCREASE SOON:
Loophole available for Keating Ridge
O'
WIN!






IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply 
fill in your name, address and phone on the 
^ ■ back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
Homeowners on the Keating 
Ridge can use a loophole to save 
$900.
All residents of Central 
Saanich who are anticipating 
getting hooked up to sewer lines 
can save money by paying a 
$900 hookup fee now, before 
the fee is doubled.
A bylaw which increases the 
sewer connection fee received 
first reading by council recently. 
Residents on the Keating Ridge 
are first in line to receive 
municipal sewerage connection.
If connection fees are paid 
after the line is installed, possi­
ble in late fall, residents on the 
Keating Ridge will have to pay 
$1,800 to hook up.
“Anyone within the sewer 
enterprise system has the option 
to pre-pay the connection fee 
before adoption of the bylaw,’’ 
said Aid. Jack Mar.
Residents of the Barbara 
Drive; andBarbara^ 
wrote to .council complaining ’
about the proposed 100 per cent 
increase in fees and long delays 
in getting connection from their 
properties to the municipal 
sewerage system.
The petition they sent to 
council requested they be ex­
empt from the increase because 
“the issue of sewering Barbara 
Drive/Barbafa Place dates back 
to 1980/81.’’
“The bylaw applies to all 
residents of Central Saanich. 
We can’t say there is an exemp­
tion for 21 houses,’’ replied 
Mayor Ron Cullis.
They were assured that the
Barbara Drive area and other 
areas on the Keating Ridge are 
the first on the municipality’s 
list for sewer connection 
although a date for connection 
could not be given.
“All we can make a committ­
ment to is to encourage staff to 
move the process along as 
quickly as possible,’’ Cullis 
said.
Adoption of the sewer con­
nections fee bylaw could be as 
early as Feb. 29.
WATER RATES INCREASE
In other council news, the 
price of water has gone up six-
and-a-half cents per 1,000 
gallons of water for users in the 
municipality of Central Saanich 
effective Feb. 15.
Council approved the in­
crease to 65.5 cents per 1,000 
gallons from 59 cents per 1,000 
gallons.
Where water is metered in 
cubic meters the rate increases 
to 14.41 cents per cubic meter 
from 12.98 cents per cubic 
meter.
“This bylaw will go into af­
fect immediately,” said 
municipal clerk Gay Wheeler.







or while stock lasts!
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Two scouts from the 7ih T.sart- 
lip Scout Troop received their 
Chief Scout badges, Feb. 22. 
Scouts Ken Marshall and Scott
Frcethy were presented their 
badges by assistant regional com­
missioner John Viszlai in a 
ceremony al the annual parent 
and son banquet, held at the Pros­
pect Lake Community Hall.
Tlie Chief Scout badge was cre­
ated in 1973 by Roland Michener, 
then governor-general, and is the 
liighest award at the scout level. 
Marshall and Frcethy received 
their awards as a result of suc­
cessfully completing a varied pro­
gram of activities that included 
outdoor activities, such as hiking, 
sailing, camping, kayaking and 
skiing; community service work 
of more than 50 hours; and per- 
•sonal development.
As well, the two prepared a 
report on community recreational 
facilities for young people and 






subject to a meeting of the Pros­
pect Lake Community Associa­
tion.
Marsliall and Frcethy began 
scouting when they were ! 1 and 
worked for almost four years as 
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BASEBOARD a PORTABLE 
ELECTRIC HEATERS
Deep Cove resident Maurice 
Chazottes is the first per.son (o 
declare intenlion to nut in (lie 
next altlennnnic tiice. “rm 
clcfiniicly running.’'
Active ill many local eoin- 
munity activities, Cha.onics is 
fhe ncwly-electetl eltairniiiti ol 
North Saaiiieh's iidvisory plan- 
nitig committee, lie is it semi- 
rctirecl jounialisl iind reliteti 
goveriimeui woi ker,
Dates set
Is pleased to announce the appointment
25% OFF ARLENE AYLARD
NORGE 17 cu.'ft.
^ FRIDGE








to the position of Hostess at our ciuster 
community on Wain Road.
The naturai wooded surroundings and 
rurai ambience are emphasized in our 
aduit approach to Easy Country Living.
Come and see our iuxury strata homes, 
and have Arlene explain our new kitchen, 
and other Interior options.
North Saanich council is ask­
ing the public to conitnenl on its 
proposed parks plan, measnies 
to cm out illegal suites and new 
development perinit Jiicas am 
March I6, The piihlic hearing 
will be held at the I.egion on 
Mills Road that evening,
A public hearing is calletl 
each lime council pioposcs 
changes to its /miing tegnla- 
lions. Snbstamial cTmnges will 
be made to both the official 
coimmmiiy plan aiul the /tming 
bvlaw if eniiticil appmvfH; tbe 





KEATING X ROAD OilfC*“ I I C
Ctmrgn /I nl (k/tkif(lirothm,
OPEN 10-5 DAILY AT 
1255 WAIN ROAD
uFEioE — io5b-di 11
latMMMIMIMilMlWttMM MHWWlttMfllM i
A borrowing bylaw lor the 
coiisiriicii(.m of a new liieball in 
Sidney passt.‘d final teatling.
Tilt* sccuiily issuing livlaw 
allows np to $9.S(),|)(K) to be bor­
rowed for the new ball, ,, 
Borrowing the money was 
Ufsi apptovcu by the electorate 
ill a referendmn, last fall.
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Bequeathed land to C Saanich
Central Saanich council 
recently approved a bylaw 
which changes 13 acres of 
private land into municipally 
owned parkland, in accordance 
with the former owner’s wishes.
ceptance of the property for 
park purposes.
A home is currently on the 
property and there have been no
improvements planned or car­
ried out by the municipality, 
municipal clerk Gay Wheeler 
said Thursday.
The last will and testament of 
Hilda Butterfield bequeathed to 
the Thetis Park Nature Sanc­
tuary Association her property 
located on the northwest corner 
of Thomson Place and Mount 
Newton Crossroad. But the 
Thetis Park association declined 
Butterfield’s offer, allowing the 
bequest to go to the District of 
Central Saanich.
The land was slated for future 
residential use in the official 
community plan but is now zon­
ed for passive recreational use.
Title to the land is now in the 
process of being transferred 
from the Butterfield estate to 
Central Saanich.
TWO EMPLOYEES of Welle Horticulture in North Saanich, Gord Cnossen (on the lad­
der) and Doug Stevens, are framed by a partially constructed greenhouse during a 
sunny spring-like afternoon, last week.
According to the bylaw that 
received fourth and final 
reading Feb. 15, the land is 
“reserved for the pleasure and 
recreational use of the public, 
including the preservation of 
wild flowers.’’
Teacher regufotions changed
Teachers are no longer re­
quired to ensure games are 
honorably played. However, 
they must now assist in pro­
viding a program of social, 
physical and cultural activities.
Teachers’ required duties 
were changed by the provincial 
government in an order-in- 
council Thursday. Most func­
tions were maintained or altered 
slightly.
“The tone has become more 
authoritarian,” said Stew
Kirkpatrick, Saanich teachers’ 
association president. Phrases 
like “if practicable” and “for 
reasonable periods” have been 
struck.
The school board or principal 
now decides when it is necessary 
for teachers to supervise pupils. 
The old clause said only that 
teachers would supervise on 
school premises and at school 
functions “as is necessary.”
The new regulation “is 
directed at upcoming bargain-
First aid important,
Teachers should be encourag­
ed to take first aid courses, says 
the Confederation of Parent 
Associations in Saanich 
(COPAS). It wants the school 
board to set aside a professional
development day for first aid in-
“First aid courses for 
teachers are a great idea,” says 
Stew Kirkpatrick, the president 
of the Saanich teachers’ associa­
tion. However, he doesn’t agree 
with the board setting aside a 
special day for first aid instruc­
tion.
“Teachers feel it’s up to 
schools and staff to decide what 
they best need to study on pro­
fessional development days,” 
he said. Five days are set aside 
each year.
Teachers and school ad­
ministrators have a wide range 
of topics to cover at that time, 
he added. For c.vample, the 
staff at Stelly’s School is plann­
ing to set aside on day this year 
to investigate accreditation.
It might be difficult to 
establish a district-wide first aid 
program, said Kirkpatrick. A 
shop teacher in a secondary 
school may want an inUusirial 
first aid course while someone 
cl,se might get maximum value 
otit of a cadio-pulminary 
resuscitation course.
“One day is certainly not 
enough for industrial first aid 
and it would only provide an in­
troduction to CPR.” However, 
he added teachers would 
welcome district .support in ar­
ranging training seminars.
Tlie VVoikcrs’ Compensation 
Board offers a one-day program 
in survival fir.st aid. It is design­
ed for industries like lagging
and manufacturing.
“It’s a valuable course,” said 
Patricia Wenn, WCB first aid 
officer. Students are taught 
basic life support, dealing with 
incidents that kill people, she
.added; '..
rhight'also opt fdf a 
general course run by St. John 
Ambulance, Kirkpatrick said. 
“It all depends on what they 
wanttogetoutofthecour.se.”
ing to take away such things as 
instruction-only campaigns,” 
said Kirkpatrick, “it increases 
the power of the ministry, a 
school board and administra­
tion.”
Supervising weekend ski trips 
and evening band concerts 
could now be required work, 
said Kirkpatrick. “It appears as 
though extra-curricular ac­
tivities are included in a 
teacher’s job description.”
It’s not clear whether the 
school board or a principal has 
the authority to schedule out- 
of-school activities at any time 
or any place, he added. “Our 
lawyers are studying that 
point.”
Teachers are no longer re­
quired to see that the physical 
conditions of the classroom are 
clean and well ventilated. Nor ; 
do the regulations require 
teachers to inquire into the 
cause of tardiness or absence.
However, they must en­
courage regular attendance of . 
all pupils, keep records and en-1
Before the final reading, steps 
were initiated by council to ad­
vise the Thetis Park Nature 
Sanctuary that favorable con­
sideration would be given to ac-
193D Rolls Royes 
WrsUh RestorcKi 
by HI Toch 





H.T.A. Hi Tech Autobody 
Shop













H.T.A. HiTech Autobody 655-3230
10134 McDonald Park Road (Located behind Slegg Lumber)
sdrd all sfuderits’uh'derstaiK 
follow school rules. Teachers 
must also keep parents apprised 
of the progress and develop­
ment of all their pupils.
Would you like to BEE-BOP to the.
DOC ANDTHE DOOWOPS
TWO GREAT NIGHTS ii
APRIL 1st and 2nd y
AT COLUMBO’S RESTAURANT
DINNER and DANCE
Bar open 6:00 pm Buffet Dinner 7:00-9:00 pm 
Dance 9:00 pm-2 am
ONLY ®15““PER PERSON
■— Fifties dress optional —
; available at. . t
:eo:LU;MBa;’S:RESTAURAM^
7855 East Saanich Road
to












Chowder, Fries C‘ n 
Caesar Salad bHOU 
Garlic Bun Only w 
(While quantities Inst)





Men climbing on ihc roof 
of Nnrih .Smmich Middle 
Sclmol next Monday won’t 
be liying to escape from 
.score.s of student.s. They’ll 
be in.sialHng the Inic.st 
•saielliic dish to link local 
.slui.lcii(.s with I V QiiUiiio.
Tclcsat Canada is paying 
for the project. In fact, the 
federal ngenev Is fmniim? 








"Here's my card" will be 
featured In our special salute
to the Saapich Peninsula edi­
tion to bo published April 8.
This edition will be received by 
all households receiving The 
Review, plus additional copies 
will be made available for 
distribution throughout the 
coming year through the 
Chamber of Commerce Tourist 
office, Welcome Wagon and 
real osfate offices.
Don’t delay, bdng 
your business card to 
The Review.
Fur it’iuiu.UtfurMiaUuiFuiill
The Review at 
656-1151.
iuanii
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AND THEN...TAKE UP TO








PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA, 
CHAIR, WALL UNIT, TABLE, 
DINETTE, MATTRESS, 
SECTIONAL RECLINER,
LAMP OR SOFA BED AND 
JUST WALK OUT WITHOUT 
PAYINGI NO MONEY DOWN — 
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS 
UNTIL JULY 29, 1988 
O.A.C.
“COPENHAGEN”
4 pee. bedroom suite. 
Contemporary oak bedroom 
suite with solid oak drawers 
which are on rollers and dove 
tailed. Nine drawer dresser 
with tri-view mirror, five drawer 
chest and panel headboard to 
fit Queen or double bed.
Reg. 1814.00
SALE
Palliser 7 pee. country dining 
room suite in country oak. 
Features solid oak table, extends 
to 62”, lighted hutch, buffet, 3 




sofa/chair. Features lifetime 
warranty on frame and springs. 
5 year on foam. Comfort so 
good you won't want to leave. 
Choice of colours. 100% 





Modern wall units in champagne oak crafted 
in oak veneer and solid oak. Bronzed glass 
doors and display lights. The drawers are 
dove tailed and on rollers. Each unit is 32” 
wide 76” high 18” deep.
A. Bar unit Reg. 855.00 NOW ' lA
B. Entertainment SfA-'-AL'?
unit Reg. 739,00 NOW
C. China Cabinet Reg. 855.00 NOW
GNIVE^AL 
“IMPERIAL DYNASTY”
7 pee. dining room suite inspired by 
the timeless arlislry from the Orient. 
Hutch with curio sides and display 
lights, buffet, rectangular dining table 
44”x 68” extending to 98”. Complete 
with 3 side chairs and 1 arm chair. 
Reg, 4851.00
,'5' ’ ' , ,
' '
"
It’S LA-2-BOY TflVlE 
AT STANDARD FURNITURE
The selection has never been so great 
— over 175 La-Z-Boy recliners now in 






Palliser contemporary oak solids 
and veneer construction. Choice of 
rectangular coffee, square coffee 
table, end table or sofa table.
""i
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Set 5, in choice of colours 
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Places, Happenings
JUST ARRIVED $J99
ALL TYPES OF ROSE BUSHES^
m^m■mmsi
The quick bond of Jean Gaudin
Once he has an idea, Jean Gaudin will spend less than a 
minute drawing the outline of a character to illustrate a sport 
or activity offered at Panorama Leisure Centre.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
The Grade 10 student is its staff cartoonist. Gaudin has il­
lustrated the past three program guides. His most recent work 
is featured in the supplement included in last week’s Review.
“My characters have developed since I started,” he says. 
His first guide featured a simple bear.
Gaudin draws a series of camel humps on a blank page. By 
circling them and adding Mickey Mouse ears on top, they 
become nostrils for the bear’s nose.
A shadow of the shape on top gives the bear a face, com­
pleted by button eyes, a swift line for a mouth and two little 
poles for a neck.
The current bear looks middle aged. He’s shaggy with 
eyebrows touching oval eyes. The nostrils are gone, replaced 
with a heavy oval nose. The slightly crooked smile remains 
the same.
The new characters have more subtle expressions, but still 
exude the same enthusiasm of Gaudin’s early work.
It’s part of the assignment, the Parkland School siudent 
says confidently. “1 use big smiles, trying to represcni fun. 
Everyone is here to have a good time.”
Swim class schedules are illustrated with a startled puppy 
peeping out of choppy water at tiie top of the ptige. l.ower in 
the next column is a lifesavers’ ring in the air above a pair of 
feet sticking out of the water.
The dog wears plus fours on the teen page. Wliiic swinging 
his golf club, he evades balls coming tit hint from es ery direc­
tion. A description of youth golf lessons fills the adjacent col­
umn.
After school Friday, Gaudin draws promotional iiialerial at 
the Leisure Centre. Last w'cek he was working on an imprint 
for balloons. Next week, it’ll be a poster for soccer or little 
league registration that keeps his -pencil on the move.
“I was always doodling in class,” he says.
Parkland art teacher Chris Doman sent Gaudin nr 
Panorama in search of a job. “He told me there was an open­
ing and 1 should apply.”
The youngster submitted a portfolio with some cartoons 
he’d drawn for himself and several sample pieces he did 
especially for Panorama.
“He’s got a lot of talent,” says boss Nancy Moyes, pro­
gram director at Panorama. “But often, he’s just a shy 16- 
year-old.”
Gaudin prefers to dra-vv animals. “They have to have more 
variation than humans. They’re a lot more fun.” He hastens 
to add that humans have fun; he just finds it easier to express 
fun in animals.
The work al Panorama Leisure Centre challenges Gaudin. 
“It’s hard to show a person feels a certain wmy by his stance.”
When he tires of one character, Gaudin comes up with 
another. The current program guide features a dog. The bear 
and a rabbit are supporting actors,
Black and white line draw'ings appeal to Gaudin. When he’s 
not drawing cartoons, he’ll .sketch a portrait. When he draws 
for himself, “the cartoons have a different character.”
The teenager has stuck to the job because of its artistic 
challenge. “I’d feel pathetic if I w'as draw-ing just for the 
money. You have to enjoy what you do.”
His family encourages Gaudin’s artistic pursuits. “My 
father is a wooden boat builder — very talented in his own 
way. He tells me to keep up what I do.”
Eventually, Gaudin would like to illustrate children’s 
books. “1 have an idea of w'hat kids like because I’ve been a 
kid recently.” He says that many children have told him they 
like the stories he now tells in his pictures.
“I have plans to get a different job to support myself until 1 
get established.”
QUICK SKETCH ARTIST Jean Gaudin prepares car­
toon for Panorama Leisure Centre.
GARDEN SHOP SALE
QUALITY FERTILIZERS
See our new selection of quality bedding plants shrubs and 
evergreens. Buy $25.00 worth of merchandise from our Garden Dept, 
(including tools, chemicals and fertilizers) and get a Polyanthus, 
Perennial or Pansy plant at NO CHARGE.
Limit 1 PER CUSTOMER
LAWN WIOWERS
11-3-4 MOSS KILLER 
AND LAWN FOOD








DISPENSE PESTICIDES LIKE A PRO!
ON ALL
BLACK & DECKER 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
t -A’.;*











TURF GREEN, SUPER TURF, PLAY TURF
































40 YEAR PRESSURE TREATED
EXTENSION CORDS
EVERYD AY LOW I 
PRICE 
S2740S
I 2 kg Box
I ,
I 10 kg Bag
BUILD RETAINING VI/ALLS, 
PATHWAYS OR RAISED BEDS WITH 
THESE BROWN LANDSCAPE TIES 
AND YOU KNOW THEY’LL LAST A 
LONGTIME!
4”x 5”x 8’ 
ONLY
EXTERIOR QUALITY 
FOR ALL ELECTRIC 
LAWN MOWERS
AND GARDINING „. ^..
TOOLS
15m ■ ■ 25m -jg95'
19” LAWNFORCE
i , s.!| Lu
m
-MORE POWERFUL MOTOR 
-COMPLETE WITH REAR BAG 
-FINGERTIP HEIGHT ADJUSTERS
(49ft.)








SEE OUR BIG SELECTION 
OFLAWNMOWERSAND 
LAWNCARE PRODUCTS TODAY!
I SAVE 1.0(1 709
W SALP f
RICH AND MOIST PEAT
-EXCELLENT FOR POHINQ MIXTURES
j. 50 QUART jqij!
I DAU , ,ONtY*ir‘
POTTING SOIL
BY GROWEI I 
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AL’S GOOD TASTE HUMOUR
Q. HOW DO YOU TOP A CAR?




BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
Russ Hay
Sidney Cycles Ltd. 
“THE BICYCLE SHOP’’
YOUR MOUNTAIN BIKE SPECIALIST
COME & TALK TO US ABOUT A 
RACE UP COMING.
™l PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS
656-1512 2480 BEACON AVE
SAVEATTHE FIRST SURE SiGN 
OFSPRIMG: FREE
17 POINT SAFETY INSPECTION




Corner of McTavish and 
E. Saanich Rd.
SANSCHA HALL
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
THURSDAY, MARCH 3,7:30 
CENTENNIAL ROOM
(Old Library)
IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT SANSCHA’S 








ON FRAMED LIMITED EDITION PRINTS, FINE 
ART REPRODUCTIONS, ORIGINAL ETCHINGS, 
LITHO’S, OILS AND WATERCOLOURS, 
FIBREART, POTTERY AND DECOYS.
' 'A
,,,....... AYiai!:
BEACH AT STE. AORESBE 
MONET
Panthers' consistency paying off
The Parkland Panthers senior 
boys basketball team came 
through with consistently great 
performances during a heavy 
five-game schedule, last week. 
It kept them a top-two placing 
in the Island Tournament, with 
their sights set at a berth in the 
provincials.
The boys started Feb. 22 with 
a 64-61 win over Belmont to 
break a three-way tie for third 
place in league standings.
Tuesday night they played 
Mt. Douglas, with the winner 
getting third and the loser get­
ting fourth place.
Parkland came through with 
a 63-57 victory in the game held 
in a neutral gym at Oak Bay. 
Centre Paul Johnson led the 
scoring with 17 points.
In the first game of the Lower 
Island playoffs, Thursday, Sean 
Hern and Jo Down rallied for 
22 and 21 points respectively to 
defeat the fifth-place Lambrick 
Park Lions 81-64 at Parkland
gym.
Then Friday night the Pan­
thers took on Spectrum and suf­
fered a disappointing 67-52 loss 
against a tough team.
“We had a tough week going 
into that game,” said coach Joe 
Milligan.
That game meant the dif­
ference between playing for first 
and second spot in the Island 
final or fighting for a lower 
rank.
Because the Panthers lost, 
they went against Mt. Douglas 
Saturday to determine third and 
fourth place entries going into 
Port Alberni, March 3, 4 and 5.
Darren Udd scored a record 
26 points on the night as 
Parkland moved into the third 
place playoff spot with a close 
79-73 win.
“It’s funny because we had 
beaten them by six points the





PANTHERS GUARD Jo Down goes up for the shot dur­
ing a game against Lambrick Park last Thursday. Down 
rallied for 22 points in the fans last chance to see the 
Panthers compete at home.
• JUST ME 
FREE ESTIMATES
* CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience










That's us, Were right in your 
neighlxJurhood, And because we 
see your car year round, we know 
what's best. Even the best exhaust 
systems,
That's Walker, The best money can 
buy Built to Inst, And we've got 
coverage for domestic or im^x1r1 
cars, light trucks or vans.
Stop in soon ,, al the sign of 
the expert,
Stelly’.s School senior boys 
rugby squad won their season 
opener against a stubborn Bel­
mont team with a 13-4 per­
formance Fn:b. 23, reports 
Marlene Bourne.
“Tackling was good tin.d we 
rucked extremely well,” she 
said.
“The try 'vc scored in the late 
stages was one wliich both for­
wards and backs should gel 
crodii for.” Hrvnrni' snid,
Top players in dial inaich 
were Pat Robbins wiil> a iry. 
and Rob Farkas and Kri.s 
Bndisa with one penalty and
one conversion.
In the next game for Stelly’.s 
against Spectrum Thursday, 
Biidisa scored with a free kick 
but it was not enough to prevent 
a 16-3 loss.
“We played well against a 
team that had more experience 
than us,” Bourne said.
“We have not come close to 
reaching our full poicnlial so 
things look good for the rest of 
the season.
“Wc have ii very keen and ag­
gressive team and the rest of Ihe 
league should watch out for 
us,” said Bourne,
I










If your BuainoGS Phono Number l« now or has boon recently chang­
ed, ploaso call us and wo'll run if tree of charge for a period of throe 
months. This sorvlce limited to the Rovlow's Trading aroa.
BLACK ICE 
BRENT TOWNSEND
SALE STARTS MARCH 5-19







LEARN TO SAIL- YACHT CHARTERS 
Canadian Yachting Association sailing course. 
Five day live aboard programs.
Day sailing classes comrnoncing 
• MARCH 9 • APRIL 5 
^ •* MAY 12 • JUNE a
INf5TBUCTORS COURSE MARCH 21-25
Ltd.
P.O. Box 2332. Sidney, B.C, Vai. dB9 
Ph. 056-2620 or 656-6433 
Located at Cnnoo Covo Marina,
Company Namo„ Phono Nurnbof
(M) Annom«rl»8 EI«ctroly8l9
lb ConmiAtle Studio ........ 655-3044
(n) Br»«dlnof Votarln»ry
SorvIcoB................................682-9700
(14) CHpIlBl Electric...................... 652-2200
nm ,,1. .J. H, Electric. „ . . . , . .. A8?t-71«fl
(15) PonlnttulaTVft 
Elcolrorilco...............B82-016T
(uiSIdenny VBCUum Snrvice,., .fiSWOOn 
(i n Uniqim OIttri A Cr«ft«...... 65S-71B9












YOUR NEW SIDNEY GRAVELMART
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The Sidney Fitness Centre in 
downtown Sidney is concerned 
about its future.
The owner isn’t sure whether 
to push ahead with the develop­
ment of a larger centre, which 
would add to its current selec­
tion an aerobics area with 
cushion floor, a squash court, a 
workout area with skylights, a 
juice bar and a sauna and Jacuz­
zi.
Owner Michael Cringan says 
he has a good location selected 
to provide the service of a large 
fitness centre with ail the 
amenities, but he wants to know 
if people will use it.
“We want to find out if the 
community wants this,’’ Cr­
ingan says. “We either get fairly 
big, or we stay the same as we 
are now.’’
He says he wants to increase 
the number of users between 35 
and 55 years old who have free 
time during the day and want 
exercise.
The fitness centre, currently 
located in the Beacon Plaza, has 
a dry sauna, a Jacuzzi, com­
puterized exercise bikes, Keiser 
pneumatic-resistance weight 
training equipment, free
weights and other equipment.
It’s completely equipped for 
disabled people, including 
shower facilities, and the staff 
has set up physiotherapy-related 
exercises for people with health 
problems.
“The nice part of it is you can 
set your own pace,’’ Cringan 
says. “We want to organize 
events for seniors but we don’t 
have enough people.
“Everyone talks about get­
ting out and being active,’’ he 
says.
Regular adult rates start at 
$45 per month, or $299 per 
year. There are discounts for 
seniors and students and a 
quarterly payment plan has 
been set up for people who want 
to buy a membership at the 
yearly rate but don’t want to 
risk losing money if the center 
folds.
Cringan believes his business 
has been hurt by others in the 
fitness industry who have fold­
ed and left members with paid 
memberships and no where to 
use them.
The new location Sidney 
Fitness is considering is next to 
the Carrington-Wyatt Tea 
Room on First Street in Sidney.
PANTHERS
Continued from Page B2
previous Tuesday,” said 
Milligan. The Panthers have the 
advantage going into the Island 
playoff beacuse of their con­
sistency.
• They face off against the 
Highland School seniors from 
Comox Thursday night. The 
;winner advances to play the 
'.winner of a game between first- 
Iplace Oak Bay and an upper 
dslandteam.
■ “We should get by the first 
round,’’ Milligan said. “We’ve 
already beaten Highland.
“If we play a good game we 
should have no problems . . . 
All the boys are healthy now,’’ 
he said.
Milligan expects to have to go 
against Oak Bay in the second 
round.“That would be a really 
tough draw, but strange things 
can happen.’’
“We have no, pressure on 
us,’’ he said. “We had some 
really close games in January.’’
Oak Bay is currently ranked 
number two in the province, 
Milligan said. The team is first 
in the Greater Victoria Senior 
AA League, in front of second- 
place Spectrum and third-place 
Parkland.
Mt. Douglas sits in fourth 
place and Belmont is taking the 
fifth-place option of challeng­
ing the fourth-place upper
Island team for a berth.
In the Island final the Pan­
thers will have to win both of 
their first two games to gain one 
of two berths for the provin­
cials.
However, they could take the 
long way home. If they win 
against Highland but lose their 
second game, they could still 
place third by winning their last 
game.
In that case the Panthers 
could option to play a wildcard 
tournament with four schools 
from the mainland March 7 or 
9. The winner of that battle 
would advance to the provin­
cials.
“We have a very legitimate 
crack at that third berth,’’ 
Milligan said. One of the four 
teams is from Howe Sound, 
another is from Vancouver and 
the other from the Fraser 
Valley.
So far this week the Panthers 
have been taking it easy. Mon­
day was a day off school and a 
chance to catch up on the 
books.
“I feel like we’re ready to 
go,’’ Milligan said. “We’re 
practising every day now.’’
“We had a pretty good week 
last week,’’ he said. “I’m pleas­
ed with the way they played, but 
ideally we should have been 
playing only Thursday and Fri­
day.’’
PLAY LACROSSE
(( »the fastest game on two feet
CANADA’S NATIONAL SPORT
REGISTRATION: Panorama Leisure Centr 
Saturday, March 5/88 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
& Sunday, March 6/88 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.





















SENIOR LITTLE LEAGUE .13-15 yrs.
Registration Fee $35.00 (except for T-Ball) T-Bail registration 
fee $25.00. Fee includes team pictures.
Registrants must bring birth certificate.
Registrants must be accompanied by parent.
PLACE: Major Bali Diamond, Concession Building, Corner 
8th St. and Oakville.
TIMES:
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT AT Sidney Fitness is 
demonstrated by Tony Emery. The facility in the 
Beacon Plaza is considering a relocation to larger 
quarters if an interest is shown in squash and aerobics 
in Sidney.
Sat., March 5 -10:00 am-4:00 pm 
Sun. March 6 -1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
For further information Phone 656-4584
Bowlers roll on
to Kamloops
Two Sidney howlers will be 
making a trip lo Kamlooiis for a 
hi-low doubles tournaincnl.
Al Vickers and Charlie Corn- 
well will be representing 
Sidney’s Miracle Lanes in the 
hi-low doubles tournament in 
Kamloops, Friday,
Meanwhile I'red Vincent 
scored a high single 258 in the 
beginning of the britlay 
Nighiers 19th.
Ken Scott had a high average 
of 2(M), while Vivian Volcouri 
rolled a high triple A,V),
Monday night’s fun league 
started oil with Russell Tripp 
dolling a itigh triple 7.31 and Joe 
Hill a solid ,3(K) single and 
triple. Ken Fleasenis has the 
high average of 211.
Tuesday morning Meiinaitls 
really lolicd it out with f^etlie 
Smith scoring a high triple 68,3, 
Lit Blow rolled a high single 307 
while Nora Terqnarson rollcil 
146 pins over her average.
The Tuesday evening coni' 
mercial league reported a high 
single for Jim Allen of 244. Ken 
Neal has the high average of 
204.
The 9 p.m. commercial 
league had a good night witli 
Diane Maybe scoring a liigh 
single 336 and high triple 8()l. 
Ken Maybe scored a 259 and a 
714 triple.
In Golden Agers Edna Hamil 
scored a 229 single and a 6I2 tri­
ple, Cliarlie Cornwell scored a 
236 single and a 615 triple, while 
Ken Aberdeen holds the high 
average 235.
In the 1'hursday evening com­
mercial league Hev Clark rolled 
a 190 pins over her average with 
a 706 triple. In the 9 p.m, com­
mercial league Yvonne I.acour- 
sierc had a high triple 754, while 
Tiike Humber had a high single 
279 and a high average 197,
In YHC Youth League tire 
Radio Shack team had (he wires 
lit up as they look 11'/,! points 
ont of a possible 12 to put them 
in sole jios,session of first place, 
Pharmasave and Srniily’s 
each have eight points, Payless 
Furniture has 7.5f points, 
followed by 1’he Review with 
five points, Stnivlard Furniture 
is stuck in last place witli jusi 
two points.




nogtslrntlon F«o $25.00, Fog Inciudoa loam plcluroft, 
HoglilrnrttR muiitl bring bIKli certlflcwlo.
Honlslrimta muBl bo iiecompaidod by paienL 
Conlonnlnl Park Mnjora building cornor of Holboy A 
Wflllneo Dr 
TIMES:
SflI. March 5 — 1Ci;00 a.m, - 2:00 
Sun, March 6--10:00 a.m, w 2:00 
For furlhor Intormatlon Phono bW-4/tj4 or
miimsumm
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S0OO •COLOUR........... ^18 00
PERM...................^23 00
• HIGHLIGHTS.... ‘2000
• SHAMPOO, CUT 
BLOWDRYAND 
CONDITIONER.........
MON., TUES., WED. & SAT. 9:00-5:30 
THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 9:00-9:00 
SUNDAYS 11:00-5:00
M-2310 BEACON (Next to Smitty’s) 656-6113
iosll Porker success predicted
The 21st annual Basil Parker 
Run starts Saturday in Central 
Saanich and organizers are 
looking forward to an event at 
least equal to last year’s, when 
more than 350 people par­
ticipated.
Entries from runners are ac­
cepted only on the day of the 
cross-country event. Those 
planning to run should show up 
anytime after 10 a.m., in plenty
of time for the first start at 
12:30p.m.
It all starts outside of Stelly’s 
Secondary School, 1627 Stelly’s 
Crossroad.
A 10-km race course has been 
set for competitors 18 and older 
and for master men and women 
40 and older. The Basil Parker 
includes three distances, in all.
The three-kilometre course is 
for runners 13 and younger.
‘THE MEN’S SHOP
“in the Marina Court” on 2ND ST. ‘ 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
Boys and girls 14 to 17, along 
with recreational adult runners, 
male and female, will traverse a 
6.5-km course.
Families and teams also have 
their own classes. For a family 
to be eligible a minimum of one 
parent and one child must finish 
the race together.
A team can be made up of 
three runners in each class. 
Team standings have to be in at 
the finish line within 15 minutes 
of finishing the race, because 
results are calculated in the field
tent.
The course has been set 
across Cumberland Farms, 
owned by the Central Saanich 
Agricultural Society, and across 
private landowners’ property. 
Runners are reminded not to 
run any private section of the 




What is your part in the growing and changing face of the 
Saanich Peninsula?
Whether you’ve been in business 75 years or just started, 
we’d like to share your success story with our readers in an 
exciting special edition to be produced by The Review this
This special issue will focus on the history and development 
of individuals and busihesseS in the area.
It will be read by more than 26,000 local residents and 
because of its uniqueness, I feel sure that many of our 
readers will forward copies to friends and relatives in other 
parts of the world.
In additiion, arrangements are made to have this issue 
included with information sent in response to queries to 
economic development officers, chambers of commerce, 
business information centres and local municipalities.
Estimated total press run is 17,000 copies.
We would like to tell your story. If you vdsh to 







WeScomed at 12,528* 
Saanich Peninsula 
homes every week
*VCC AudKod Clrcututlon Fob, 1,1988
Parker.
A particularly exciting part of 
the race will be at the bottom of 
the Mount Newton Valley, 
where runners will cross a creek 
several feet deep.
“We’ve been lucky with the 
weather the last two or three 
years and I’m hoping for sun on 
Saturday,’’ said Tim Richards.
Ribbons will be awarded for 
the top six individual finishers 
and the top three team finishers. 
Rosettes will be presented to the 
top first place team and plaques 
will be awarded to the top 
finisher in both men’s and 
women’s 18 and older classes.
Runners are asked to register 
their ages as of Sept. 1, 1987, 
and there is a S2 fee. Full results 
of the race can also be purchas­
ed for $2 at the registration 




Sailing enthusiasts will be 
out in force Saturday after­
noon as the Sidney and 
North Saanich Yacht Club 
holds its seventh annual 
Patos Island Race.
The overnight race 
features four divisions of 
boats, all leaving the Sidney 
dock at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue at 1 p.m., Satur­
day.
“It probably will take 18 
to 20 hours to do the race,” 
said Doug Jones, publicity 
director.
The yacht club expects 
between 25 and 40 boats to 
enter and area residents are 
encouraged to come out 
and see them off.
The course is from the 
Sidney dock to the Beau­
mont Shoals, where it turns 
back north to Stewart 
Island and then turns to cir­
cle Patos Island and return.
V
“A number of juniors 
will be participating in the 
race,” Jones said.
This event, a swiftshore 






The popularity of the 
Parkland junior cross-country 
program i.s increasing. The 
team’s .size has tripled to 26 
athletes.
The growth has “added real 
incentive to the ninncis’ train­
ing program and cainaraderie," 
a news release says,
The team currently holds 
fourth spot in a league of 17 
schoofs.
Parkland siudcni.s who 
finished in the lop 10 of last 
week’s race were:
Midget girls, 8, l.eah 
Braiihwaiie; bantam girls, 9, 
Natasha Kipot; batiiam boys, 2, 
Stefan .lakobsen, 6, Andrew 
Clarke: jimioi boys, 2, Terry 
James.
Team, midget girls, 4, Leali 
and Laura liraitlivvnite, Dana 
Keller nnd Angela Turner: 
(earn, bantam girls, 5, Natasha 
Kipot, Lorie Hansen, l.isa Iver­
son, Vikki Coppinger; team, 
junior girls, .1. Jeniiy Shaw. 
Anne Marie I’ortier, Delta 
Catur and Nicola l,ambiedits.
Team, bantam boys, 2, 
Stefan Jakobsen, Andrew 
Clarice, Crttig Combs and Mike 
Wilson. j.
In overall league individual 
standings, Terry James is sc- 
cornr In iimior boys, Iciinv 
Sluiw is eigih in jtmior girls. 
Stefan Jakobsen fourth and An­
drew C’larke eigih in hantarn 
hovs, and Natasha Kipot is 
third in banimii girls.
The individual standings 
sliov/ Parkland lunncrs are 
“making a rerd challenge 
against the perennial league 
leaders and should do better in 
the rcmamiiig three races," the 
release .says. .
Ilf
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Local rink wins
Meadows 'spiel
A Glen Meadows rink took 
top honors in the senior open, 
held last week at the North 
Saanich ice sheets.
A total of 32 rinks from Van­
couver Island and the Lower 
Mainland entered the annual 
Glen Meadows Senior Open 
bonspiel. The Bill Gostick rink 
kept the prize money in the 
community by winning the A 
event.
Of the 32 rinks entered, 13 
were from Glen Meadows and 
11 were from the greater Vic­
toria area.
The Gostick rink defeated the 
Vern McDougall rink of Vic­
toria in the final round of the A- 
event playoff to take home the 
prize money. Curling with 
Gostick were third Don Mc­
Cord, second Bob McMynn and 
lead Lee Heide.
in the B event the Ed McDor- 
mand rink defeated the Eric
Greenwood Glen Meadows 
rink. Helping out on the 
McDormand rink were third 
Keith Taylor, second Bergie 
Bergson and lead Bob Etches.
In the C event two Victoria 
Curling Club rinks battled it 
out. Coming out on top was the 
rink skipped by Bert Longhurst. 
Throwing third for Longhurst 
was Murray Brewster while Mel 
Seabrook threw second and Ted 
Parkhouse led off. The Jerry 
Walls rink was defeated.
In the D event Esquimau’s 
Alec More skipped his team to 
victory over the Murray Blott 
rink from the Racquet Club. 
Andy Degirolamo was More’s 
third while Steve Stevens was se­
cond and Vern Bowes was lead.
Next curling action for the 
Glen Meadows Curling Club is 
March 29 when it will hold the 




Put your R.R.S.P. funds to 
work where they do the most 
good — right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
sec us today about a Regis­
tered Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
ffl Local Trustees
Instant Tax Receipts No Fee Transfer
Cashable Same Day
Fully Guaranteed






All dcpiisits and nuii-ctiuity shares .ire fully );uaraiui'i'd, wulmut limii, hy the 
Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporaiuin of British Coluinhia-
VICTORIA SIGNAL 
ARMY CADETS
Hobbits tie Sanderlings 
in field hockey
CURLING FOR the top honors in the A event during 
the Glen Meadows Seniors Open last week was skip 
Bill Gostick. His rink defeated the Bert Longhurst four­
some from Victoria to win the A event.
Something yachfy 
about this fish boat
A new aluminum fishboat 
was launched in Sidney Satur­
day. “It looks yachty,’’ .says 
builder Russell Crawford.
The 28-foot Calneeva will be 
used for crabbing and longlin- 
ing dogfish. Owner, Kelvin 
Campbell also plans lo gillnet 
salmon, Crawford added.
The Calneeva is the first of a 
new line for Western Aluminum 
Craft, whose plant is near Pat
Bay Airport. It’s beamy — 11 
ft., 3 in. wide.
“It doesn’t look like an old 
fishboat,” said Crawford. 
However, the Calneeva has 
many features necessary for a 
commercial vessel. The bottom 
is lined with foam for insula­
tion.
There’s also an 11-inch step 
chine. “It’s a very stable boat 
for fishing and diving,’’ he add­
ed. : ,
The Hotel Sidney Hobbits 
fought to a 2-2 tie aginst the 
Sanderlings, in field hockey ac­
tion Saturday at Oak Bay.
The first goal was scored 
within the first 10 minutes of 
the first half by Frances 
Cowley. Marking the assist was 
Joan Carlo.
The Sanderlings managed to 
tie the score by the end of the 
half, but the Hobbits came back 
with another goal by Karla 
Sandwith. The opposition came 
back again to tie the score up 
until time ran out.
“It was a pretty even match,” 
said Cowley.
Meanwhile, the Kapteyn 
Super Salon junior field hockey 
squad played a flashy game in 
new yellow and royal blue 
uniforms, Saturday afternoon 
at Lansdown Park.
A blooming time
liButchart Gardens boasted the ' 
best numbers in the annual 
Greater Victoria flower count 
last week. Throughout the 
Capital Region, more than 99 
million blooms were counted 
and reported to tourism of­
ficials tallying figures.
The famous Brentwood Bay 
tourist attraction added 1.8 
million flowers to the final tally.
m
Many other Peninsu 
gardeners counted blooms 
their gardens, said a Tourism 
Victoria spokesrrian. “We were 
glad to get calls from all over 
the region, ” she added.
The 1988 total was far below 
the 350.6 million blooms 
reported last year, when 
counters were allowed to report 
trees for the first time.
The squad played the 
Dolphins, a Victoria-based 
junior team that came out on 
top.
The final score was a 2-0 loss 
for the Kapteyns but it was an 
encouraging game. “They were 
very well matched,” Cowley 
said.
More than a full team of 





WllA coroner s inquest 
begin Monday, looking into 
the deaths of two University 
of Victoria rowers who lost 
tlieir lives on Elk l.ake in 
January.
A panel of five experts 
will sit on the jury at the 
Sidney courthouse. I’hrec 
days have been set aside for 
the inquest into the deaths 
of 19-yea I-olds Caret li Li- 
neen and Darryl Smith,
However, it beats the 1986 total 
of 37.6 million.
Warm weather is partly to 
blame for the mid-range 
numbers this year, said Marga 
Zacharias, chairman of the 
count. It wasn’t cold enough to 









You’f0 on top of llio world with INTRA
Driftwood Coniro, 8lhA Boncon, Sidney, B,C 





“We are hoping to have a 
registration at Panorama 
soon,” Cowley said.
If players are interested they 
can call Evelyn at 656-5749.
This Saturday the senior 
Hobbits and the junior Kap­
teyns will be playing on their 
home field at Parkland School.
A tough squad that was in the 
premier divsion last year will be 
taking on the Hobbits. The 




e 22 Target Shooting 
® Orienteering 
e First Aid & C.P.R.
9 Band Training
- monthly and weekend camps
- 2, 3 and 6 week summer camps
Spending money provided at summer camp
For information call: 
Capt. J.R. Hungar 382-8376
Two hours earlier the Mar­
mots will be in town for a 12 
noon game against the Kap­
teyns.
Wimping m brnblf 
for Brigodier$
Effective Monday, March 7 to Tuesday, March 29,1988 
' inclusive.
The Brentwood Inn 
Brigadiers extended their winn­
ing ways Sunday afternoon with 
a 2-1 victory over Cowichan in 
men’s field hockey action at the 
Juan De Fuca playing field.
The field hockey community 
in Sidney wants to form another 
leg to their organization.
Goal scorers for the Brigs 
were Simon Lightbody and An­
drew McKinnon.
Mixed junior teams with 
players from five to 18-years- 
old are sought, Cowley said. 
Teams in Victoria are holding 
registration this week and the 
Sidney squad would like to do 
the same if interest is shown.
The Brentwood Inn squad re­
mains in first place in the se­
cond division with a record of 
seven wins, two losses and two 
ties.
SAANICH INLET 
BRENTWOOD BAY MILL BAY
During the annual refit of ti/I.V. “Mill Bay" service will be suspended 
on this route from Monday, March 7 through Tuesday, March 29.










(Public Inquirios Acl, R.S,B,C. 1960, Chapter 315)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.C.
has been appointed as Commissioner with a general mandate to review education in the 
province ol British Columbia, klndergarlon to grade 12.
Public hearings will be held at:
iilliilliilsIiBilP
Victoria, Saturday March 12,10 a.m, to 4 p.m.
Nowcombo Auditorium
The Commieeioncr v/i!l receive written briete end verbal etibmieeinne from individi.mls and
organisations.
All representations to the Commission must be made either at a hearing, or by a written
brief, or by lettar, nddraKiaed tn thn Ftrv'retary
Telephone (24 Hours) 
Call colloct 
(0)G60-4010
Orv behalf of the Commission;
Mr, .John Wnlnh. Secrotnry 
Royal CommiBslon On Education 
rtaso-gooHoweSt.,
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z aM4
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® I f
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
UX We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
9767 - 4th ST. 655-1411SIffICD W
WEEKLY SPECIAL
OFF
TOSHIBA 15” PORTABLE TV
®Top of its line - Flat Screen Tube
®Built-in 127 Channel Converter /mmi v
®Audio/Video Input Terminals NOW ONLY
®Time On-Screen Display gggoo ^499^®
>21 Key Remote Control




4452 West Saanich Rd. Royal Oak Centre
A number of nice phone calls this past week — one from Beth 
Ross to ask if it was safe to plant out some carnations and lupins 
she had purchased. Carnations should be fine, but since the 
lupins in our yard are showing no signs of growth. I’d be in­
clined to keep them in a cool place (such as the garage) in a 
window for another couple of weeks.
By then it should be warm enough to set them out in the gar­
den.
Dear Mrs. Chislett called to ask about her tuberous begonias, 
which last year were covered with mildew. I always like to keep 
her talking if 1 can, she has the loveliest Jamaican accent; lilting 
seems a good word for it. Anyway, she was concerned that the 
bulbs might be carriers of the mildew, and wondered if she 
should treat them with sulphur dust before half-burying them in 
damp peatmoss to promote growth.
Although “they” say the fungus isn’t carried on the tubers, I 
think her idea is a great one — prevention always being so much 
easier than struggling for a cure.
Anna Mulholland gave Gwen Harrop a lovely bouquet of 
carnations in a vase containing 7-Up instead of water, and al­
though it doesn't seem possible, Gwen swears the blooms lasted 
for six weeks. All she did was add water when the liquid 
evaporated. Wonder if it would work for other flowers? Could 
one use Sprite instead of 7-Up?
Another friendly gardener called to ask how thickly he should 
spread on some kelp he had put through his shredder. He says 
the kelp ended up the consistency of cake batter, which sounds 
like pretty concenuated stuff to me. He has an asparagus bed 20 
X 30 feet (how lucky can you get!) and this is where he proposed
to use the seaweed. We decided, after some thought, that he 
should spread it over the bed and water it in well.
My experience with seaweed is that it tends to form a crust on 
top of the soil as it dries out, and, heaven forbid, that a single 
stalk of asparagus be trapped underneath! He is going to let me 
know what happens, and I’ll pass on the information.
Most of us are so busy doing other things that we miss out on 
one of the best, and certainly the cheapest fertilizers around. 
Seaweed also makes a great mulch for things like tomatoes, dur­
ing the hot weather. I wonder if there is a chance I can lure 
“himself” down to the seashore one of these fine days? I \yon’t 
mention the garbage bags and the rakes in the car trunk until we 
get there!
Ed Ford called this morning to ask if anyone knew where he 
might get Saskatoon bushes. He’s been having a terrible desire 
for a Saskatoon pie. I have a hunch that our winters aren’t cold 
enough for these bushes to do well here at the Coast, but if any 
of you know of a source or have information on Saskatoons, 
would you give me a call, or call Mr. Ford in the evenings at 
656-8194. Even my catalogues from Eastern Canada don’t list 
Saskatoons ... all very strange. Help, please!
I have done something so awful it makes me just sick. Took 
over 100 geranium cuttings, and spread them out on the counter 
to dry off their cut stems. Suddenly I saw most of them were 
covered with aphids. In a fit of disgust I mixed up a pail of 
Diazinon and water and dumped the whole batch of cuttings into 
it, left them for about five minutes, and then hauled them out 
and spread them out to dry.
I think I’ve killed the whole works! HonesUy, for a woman 
who hates pesticides (and aphids) as much as I do, to do some­
thing so out-of-character makes me wonder. Senility, do you 
think? Fortunately I still have the mother plants, and Hazel 
(from over the garden fence) has offered me her mother plants 
so I may take more cuttings, but I feel like a murderer. Oh dear!
Attacked the garden in earnest yesterday, and am shocked at 
how tender my hands have gotten over the winter. Last night I 
found a whole batch of tiny cuts and scratches that smarted like 
mad, but they have healed. Guess I am going to have to locate 
those garden gloves before making another attempt. It was nice 
to have dirty nails again though! -J
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Say you saw it in the Review
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
7820 Central Saanich Road 










10:30 a.m. Family Senrico
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
LINDEN SWINGS 
Choral group jazz concert. 
Parkland School, 8 pm. Mar 4.
STAMP CLUB
Swap & shop, auction, draw, 
Sidney Library, 1:30 pm Mar. 5.
SPAC
George Steggels talks In Praise of 
Eccentricity, a light-hearted view of 
folk art at monthly meeting. Mar. 7 
CHRISTIAN WOMEN 
Pretty Pottery featured at monthly 
meeting of Peninsula Christian 
Women’s Club, Glenmeadows 
Country Club. 10 am. Mar. 8, 652- 
4645.
WOMEN AGLOW 
Cherie Chapman addresses mon­
thlymeeting at Colombo’s Mar. 9.
SIDNEY PRESCHOOL 
Sidney Preschool now accepting 
registration for 3 & 4 year olds for 
Fall’88. 656-0857, 655-1516.
LITTLE LEAGUE 
Central Saanich Little League 
registration for baseball and soft- 
ball. Centennial Park Mar 5, 6.
LA LECHE LEAGUE 
Monthly meeting on breastfeeding, 
9484 Eastbrook Dr. 7:30 pm Mar. 
2.655-3225,652-2707.
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER 
Brentwood College Memorial 
Chapel, Brentwood Bay. 652-2651. 
St. Elizabeth’s Catholic Church, 2 
pm, March 4.
BASIL PARKER RUN 
Multi-length family fun run starting 
at Stelly’s School. 10 am March 5. 
Preregister with Tim Richards, 652- 
4444.
PATOS ISLAND CLASSIC 
Qualifying race for Swiftsure. 
Register at Sidney and North 
Saanich Yacht Club by Mar. 4; 592-
ST. ELZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church
10030 Third St, Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Maas 10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Maas......................8:30 a.m.




Sunday, March 6th, 1980 
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S:
SAANICHTON
LENT 3
8;1S am.................. .... Holy Communion
10:00 am.................Choral Communion
Sunday School & Nursery 




Meeting at the 
Seventh-Day Adventist 
Churc h lor Worship al 9:30 AM 
10469 Resthaven Drive In Sidney 
Come .loin our Growing Fellowship 
Rev. Peter Coutta - 055-3548
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
' (Mt. Newton A SI. Stephen's Rd) 
682-4311
8:30 am  ........ .. Holy Eucharist
10:00 am........................ Sung Eucharist
7:00 pm .... La»l 8und«y only Evensong
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 




Ron A Eunice Freeman Welcome you lo 
PENIMSUU ALLIANCE CHURCH
4lh A Ml, Raker, Sidney oriA-Rvar
SUNDAY 10:30a.m. ......
A Oaring Fellowahip (or Ihe Whole Family
...Family Worship 
nnd Sunday School
QUESTION: In order to 
finance a house purchase, I 
have to take out a 2nd mor­
tgage. Strangoly enough, 
the 2nd mortgage runs 
longer than the 1st mor­
tgage. Could this be a pro­
blem?
ANSWER: Yes, beause the 
Ist mortgage cannot be 
renewed or replaced without 
the express permission of the 
holder of the 2ncf mortgage, 
But, there's a solution. The 
2nd mortgage should contain 
a posponement clause which 
would automatically allow the 
borrower to renew or replace 
the 1 St mortgage when it 
becomes duo. This does not 
mean you can Increase the 
I at mortgage by $10,000 and 
pocket the difference, Any In­
crease would be used to 
reduce the 2nd mortgage
7480
DIABETES ASS<X:iATION 
Geri Salamation, adult diabetes 
education at Victoria General 
Hospital, speaks at regular meeting 
of Peninsula auxiliary of Canadian 
Diabetes Assn. SPH 7 pm Mar 9.
TOASTMASTERS 
Learn public speaking, Sidney 
Silver Threads, 7:30 pm Tuesdays.
NEWCOMERS CLUB 
Peninsula newcomers club 
welcomes new residents. Ladies 
luncheons first Thursday each 
month. 652-0146.
NEW ARTWORK 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
members changed display of pain­
tings and crafts in local libraries on 
Feb. 26.
OLD FORESTS
Large trees and old forests featured 
during March at Newcombe, 387- 
5822
PRIVATIZATION 
UVic Public Administration in­
structors speak on government pro­
grams. UVic Begbie 159, 7:30 pm 
Mar 3
SPRINGTIME AT WITTYS 
CRD naturalist leads walk around 
Witty’s Lagoon 1 pm Mar. 6 
ADOPTION SUPPORT 
Cridge Centre adoption support 
group meets 7:30 pm Mar 9 & 24, 
384-8058
ADULT MEMORY 
Dr, David HulLsch on changing 
nature of memory in adulthood. 
UVic Begbie 159, 8:15 pm Mar 7 
LEARNING DISABILITIES 
Workshop on helping children with 
learning disabilities, Richmond 
Elementary School 7:.i0 pm Mar. 8.
BLUE STRAGGLERS 
Dr. Mike Bolte speaks on stars that 
live too long at Royal A.stronomicai
Society meeting, UVic Elliott 061, 
7:30 pm Mar. 9
BIG BROTHERS 
Mature, caring, reliable men 
urgently needed for Big Brothers 
program. Information meeting. St. 
Ann’s Academy, room 313, 7 pm 
Mar. 9.
TOURISM & 3RD WORLD 
Roger Young and Dr. James 
Boutilier speak on tourism and the 
developing world. UVic Begbie 159, 
7:30 pm Mar. 10
cmmnumty'^
656-0134.
YOU COULD HAVE A PRO- 
BLEiyi if your 2nd mortgage 
runs longer than your 1st 
mortgage. But there is a 
solution.
Shoplifter fined
iV 'tr lY ',7 ☆
...THINKING OF BUYING 
OR .SELLING 
Don't Dolay -Phono Today 
JooStOfko 658-8751 Of 656-0747 
Cflstlo Proportioo (1962) Ltd, 
#3-9764 5th St.. Sidney 
B.CMim
A man who tucked sunglasses 
into his jeans and left a conve­
nience store without paying for 






Sunday Sarvloa 9:30 a.m.,11:00 a.m, 
REV. o n. PAUL DAVIS 
650-3213 (Homw 859-3864
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
Koaling Elamaniary School 
6843 C. Saanich Rd.
Communion Sarvloo...............0:30 a.m.
Family S«rvlc«   .............. .. lltOO a.m.
Nuraaiy, Sunday School, 
Voulh Group#, lllblo Sludlaa 
P0$tor; nick Sllnlon m-Mii m4m
When a female store clerk 
watched a man in tight jeans 
leave the Sidney 7-Evleven .store 
Iasi July, she noticed an otiiline 
of sunglasses in hi.s back pocket.
A pair was missing from the 
newly filled rack on the counter, 
so she left the store and ap­
proached him. She noticed him 
removing tag.s from siinglasse.s 
in the front seat of a van outside 
the .Store, Crown prosecutor 
Derek Lister told Sidney Pro-
vincial Court,
Lindsay Weir denied having 
taken the glasses, said Lister. 
His companion urged Weir to 
return them. The friend return­
ed the next day, offering to pay 
the $17.95 owed for the shades, 
but was told the matter was in 
the hands of police.
Weir pleaded guilty to theft 
of the sunglasses. The 40-year- 
old had been drinking that day 
and is ernbarras'sed by the inci­
dent, said defence lawyer 
Mayland McKitnm.
In addition to the fine, JudBC 
Darrell Collins placed Weir on 
probation for one day and 
ordered him to pay restitution,
Sidney PontecostsI Assombly 
10384 McDonald Park Road 
Sldn«y,II.C.V«L320
Paalor; Dav« Hau»«r
9:49 am.......... . Sunday School
11:60 am A 8:63 pm . - Sunday Sarvica* 




W. Saanich and Mill* Rd. 
Surtday $arvlc«i 8 «.m. and 10 n.m.
Sunday School 10 a.m.






^3*5 * will S'ticcl .
Sunday School0:45 am 
Momlna Worahip10:30 am 
RALPH DALY-paator . •104544
855-10R#
IN SIDNEY
3S“« 6 WIONTHS-WEEKLY PICKUP 
23“*’ 8 MONTHS BI WEEKLY PICKUP
SIDNEY 
FKLl OW8HIP BAPTIST CHURCH 
22lflMI|laRd. Phon* 858-60I2
Rav. Garold W. Manor
8:49 a.m, .. ......... Sunday School
11:0(1 a.m, ,,....... Mornlnfl Woiahlp
8:30 p.m......... . ■ Evanlno Fatlowihip
, A CImvh lent the Win'4» femUr
>V * 3 CAN LIMIT vr' >A' w
8T. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
0U«-3rd SI., synay 
SUNDAY 8EWVICM 
S am, B am and 11 am




NOW THAT THE COMPETITION
HAS Aar^RIVED IN SAANICH YOU
WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UF 




You are invited to a teaching seminar at the; 
SWney Pentecostal Assembly 
10364 McDonald Park Road ^
Sidney, B.C. V8L3Z9 
656-3712
SEMINAR THEME:
Growing Through Life's Problems
QUEST SPEAKER; Rev. Keith Price
lAfanalr
Viiti •ii'eas*
*Born in Swansoa, Walas, ‘Bocarno n Christian In 1050 while set* 
ying with RAF In Hong Kong. 'Served tor 15 yoais on Ihe pastoral 
team of Bethel Chapel, Montreal, during which time ho had a wide 
Miiiiltiliy o! OlPiw iMpuuilluii iu ptHitoiB, Uuialian loarJera, and con­
gregation In many counlrloo, ‘Was appointed In 1004 ns the 
Mlnlstor-at Lnrge with the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, 
DATES;
Sunday, March 6,1988 i. Timas:
Monday, March 7,1988










Peninsula Community Association: 
phone 656-0134.
CALLING ALL COOKS 
Sidney Slice entry forms at Penin­
sula libraries or at PCA.
SOCIAL SKILLS GROUP 
For 6-12 year olds. For informa­
tion, call (Camille, PCA. Register at 
PCA
HELP WANTED 
Day baby sitters, landscaping 
helpers, carpenter framers need. 
656-0851.
CAREGIVERS
The caregivers group meets 1:30-3 
pm, March 2 at PCA office.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 






















Regular Quality, 10 lb. Pkgs. 
and Over. Previously Frozen,
I At this LOW PRICE, Limit 2 Pkgs. 
with Min. $25.00 Purchase.
^/kg ./100g
^ \ J- K * ^ •3&I
White Sugar Tomato Soup
fel
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At this LOW PRICE, 
Limit 3
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By the Piece. 
Previously Frozen.
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KIM’S WINTER END CLEARANCE
SKI CLOTHES.................... 10-25% Off
WINTER COATS.................10-25% Off
WINTER SCARVES & GLOVES.... 30% Off
SWEATERS.............................20% Off
iiiliiiiilifflilili*
Donations o! small •nlcl^arq!Ml0me fit outiS^
































































































































Real Estate for Rent
Real Estate, for Sale^















REQUIRED 2-3 days a 
a day. fo bobysit in our
BABYSITTER 
week, 6 hrs. 
home, for toddler, 
quired. 656-1005.  
LOVING AFTER SCHOOL doycare re­




ADDITIONS, RENOVATIONS, new con­
struction. Call Don at 652-4753. 08/10
BABYSIT, weekdoys after 2:30 
and weekends. Phone after 4 
ask for Diana at 656-5629, 09/11
WILL






Phone Lynn at 656-5629. Locotion only 
on the peninsula. 09/11
CARREERS
WANTED
KEATING SCHOOL III 
— 93 PAPERS




KEATING SCHOOL II —
94 PAPERS






RELIABLE EXPERIENCED housecleoner 




NEW SIDNEY  10 yr. ex­
perience, major dept, store credit of­
fice, os receptionist/Focus II swit­
chboard operator, mature, responsi­
ble. some typing. References. 655-
4031.______ ___ _ _ _ 09/09
GARDEN * CLEAN-UPs! tree work, 







Auto - Residential - Commercial 
{Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Gaiaran Rd. 655-3535
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistant pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Varying rates. Some remedial pro­
grams. 652^749.  37/tf
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicoted to the busy 
home. Dirtaway — 652-0644. Com- 
plimentory flowers. 42/tf
AVON — EARN EXTRA $. Top ter­
ritories available. Customer lists pro­
vided. No inventory to purchase. Cor 
not required. Full training provided. 
477-1393. 07/13
SEAMSTRESS — 652-1008 — no job too 
big or small. Mending to dropes. Over 
20 yrs. experience. 04/22
WE TEACH SKIN CARE. Mary Kay has a 
proven effective skin core program for 
you. Coll today. Heather Riley, 652- 
5836. Professional skin core consul­
tant. 06/09
PENINSULA SENIORS. Certified Estheti- 
cian will give pedicure foot massage 
and clip toe nails in your home for $20. 
Coll 655-3699, after 3:30 p.m. 06/09
RUN YOUR OWN TOURS! Mini-bus and 
motor carrier licence for sale, $5,500. 
Cal! Mark Philbrook, 656-4551 or 656- 
4312. 08/09
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
an appointment please call Nancy, 
384-6190 anytime. 07/33
PERA4ANENT PART TIME help needed 
for small family business in Brentwood 
Bay. Would suit self-motivated, 
reliable female with no family respon­
sibilities'. 4 days d wk; 4-8 p.m/Please 
send resume to D. Conrad, Box 73, 
Brentwood Boy, B.C. VOS 1A0. 09/09
MARY KAY. MASCULINE. A/odern. Skin 
management for men. Try the most ad­
vanced, effective men's skin care pro­
ducts available. Call today. Profes­
sional Mary Kay Skin Care Consultont. 
Heather, 652-5836. 08/11
LIVE OUT NANNY required near Brent­
wood Bay Mon. - Fri., 10:30 - 5:30. Suits 
N/S married lady with car. References 
required. Coll 652-3157. 09/09
DEEP COVE/LAND’S END residents. 
Looking for Avon quality guaranteed 
products? Please call Barbara Cundiff, 





THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM 
Ads are accepted Monday 




NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
ull complete and sole copyright 
any advertisement produced 
Island Publishers Ltd. is 
vested in and belongs lo Island 
ubiishero Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting of 
lustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is or 
are, supplied in finished form to 
aland Publishers Ltd. operating 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and incorporatod in said advor- 
isemont shall remain in and 
jalorig to fhe advertiser. 
WARNING
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without the written permis 





Classified Rato; 1sl insorlion...
15c a woicl, minimum charge 
$'P 75 Port and subsoquent in­
sertion IOg a word per iru/cr' 
tion, minimum charge $2,10. 
Box number — $2.00 per ad,
SAVE TIMf" ANU MONf'.V , , l■^orw,' m yoni <i'J 
Jifvil lj«n your VlfiA Or MAST)' Pf-AI"ID
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 
Annual,
In local area.... .,;
Canada.,. 
Foreign
SCHCX3L DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH) 
Applications ore invited from suitably 
qualified persons for fhe temporory 
position of Pay Grade V - Secretary IV 
in the School Board Education Office, 7 
hours per day. This is a TEMPORARY 
POSITION effective as soon as possible 
until June 30,1988.
This position requires a person with a 
high level of secretarial skills, ex­
cellent communication skills, and 
previous office experience. Minimum 
qualifications are; typing 60 wpm, 
shorthand 60 wpm, bookkeeping, and 
word processing/computor training, 
uolary Is $10,77 per hour.
Application forms are available from 
the School Board Office, 2125 Keeling 
Cross Road, telephone 652-1151. Clos­
ing date for applications is Friday, 
March 4. 19Rfl at 4:(X) pm 
R.S. Ingram, Socrotary-Troosuror
....... ■........ . ' .......... . ....................09/09
GARDENER'S HELPER, mature, rospon- 
siblo wilh drivers licence, f'ussible lull 
lime. 6.55-7065. 09/09
VENTED: PERSON INTERESTED in 
groat outdoors, lakes pride in (awn 
core ond gardening. Slarl with young 
compony and grow wilh us. Suit 
female over 30, $5,(X)/hr, to slorl. Rtrp- 
ly Box 450, 9781 • Second St., Sidney, 
B.C, V8L 4P0, 09. 09
dEANING LADY WANT 656^2(;56,
09/12
PART TIME SALES CLERK poi.ilion 
rjvoiloblo ol locol Sidney business. 
Relioble. etwrgollr. person. Experience 
prulortod. Reply lo Box .145), 9701 Se- 
cond Si,, Slcinr.y, B.C. yOL 4P«. 09/09
FREE VACUUM BAG delivery. Repairs 
to ail makes. Free pick-up and delivery 
on all repairs. 655-4050 . 08/TF





















Iti'MWcr UH lum.tcua J
EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING --mF 
gonrtral gordoning. RoaHonobln roios, 
CTall 656-5302 ofler 6 p.m. 33/TF
NdO YOUit WIND<3WS WASHED? For 
o qoollly job call Blaine ot 656-1475, 
Mast housos $17,(XI, Outside or inside 
windows, 33/TF
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE, Certified 
Pesticide opplicnior. Frew estimates. 
652-46fl0. 33 IF
HAULING, ClEAN-UPS, YARDS, 
iMHornonf*, envottrougli*, etc, Hodges 
trimmed, windrsuis denned irrslde c.' 
out. Painting or any job you don't fii.d 
timw lo do, 652-e/?i. 32/IF
HOUSiclfANING getting you down? 
let ui look affnr your Individual needs. 
Cull Dll towny. 652 W)44,
DLlTOfWAY. Windows.'gntters dean' 
od, (n»ur«d. Renionoble rtilet, 655-
7065,............ . ...... ....... ,.....
out UF WUmK UAl> spuciuiirus in wir­




HOME REPAIRS, largo m iinoll, Ounlily 
workrnonililp, loiii ol loral relerwrires 
Rest prlre ornund. Rrinn Nrnh, 657
OMW, ..... ^ ^ ■_........ ^ 07/10
MEIPINO ilANDS lor (.onion, surni" 
rulifwd flordtii-ar provide* ktvrn tut 
llnq. gurdrtning, minor homu repnin 
pfnrrirng, yard tlwtirtup*, 665 494/ 
onyllrnit, '̂ ................... , ,; 08/’ll
SUPERIOR
REFRIGERATION
Repairs to All Makes 







Specializing in waterproofing 












BUILDERS OF FINE 
QUALITY HOMES 
YOUR LOT OR OURS 
652-9801
CERAMIC TILE
All types of ceramic, quarry and 
mosaic tile work for bathrooms, kit­
chens, patios, stairs, walls and 
floors.





Small Jobs Preferred 
655-3267
RO-IN CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion, renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-8911. 46/tf
HOLCAN CONSTRUCTION — Custom 
Homes and interiors. Complete 
buildng services. Renovations and 
repairs. Painting and spraying. 655- 
7065. 06/13
NIXON CONSTRUCTION SERVICES. All 
phases of building. Why not give us a 
call for a free estimate? We might sur- 




C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 
evenings and Soturdoys. 02/26
28
DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Painting and texture. Complete base­
ment development. 652-0836. 07/19
4
ELECTRICAL
PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15, Book- 
keeping, poyroll, r4's. A/R, A/P, Smoll 
brjsino&s roiurns my spednily, ?4f19 










25 years o:<pofi(ince 
. Rosldonlial, Industrial 
, Commorcial
Fldwiilnrj, f;;li»(:;lfic H.'jiilirrg Flt'rpair.'i 
Applianco CX.nnf.ction;:








RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 








SUN MOUNTAIN CARPENTRY. Ir.leriot*. 
end i»xti>rlrir4. rncifrng (het tnr’ nrid 
ihSngln*) (ftnnvfiiinms. '.kyllrlhH, 
noloriurni ond sundeck*. Complittw 
hamt* moinlofwf'r'.e. ’ Free 
(md gunrortln'eri werkmanshrp. Cull 
Dwlghl,,W5'.1656.24hf». _ ^ ,'L,
CXPFRtENCED ' CARPENTER. Free 
e*1im(.lt«t* on rumodeilrng or repoiri. 
Flnhhifta boMimenli. window* nnd
rrisluileu, lii. .y.
Ruferente*. Crsit tom. 6M,.5494. 0l)/()9
BACKTOJI:
Slumps • Sawet Storm Drnins 
• Saptlci Floldu • WfltorlinM
* DliriUift«,y’6
LEWIS SEVIGNY 
7320 Amhor»t Ave. 
onO'-osna ■
POLSON’S 
Excavating St 1 factor 
SgivIcg Ltd.
» OACKI iol: service 






• ANNUAL LAWN 
CARE PROGRAM















• DRAIN ROCK 
•DRIVEWAY GRAVEL
• CONCRETE GRAVEL
• We Load pickups & trailers
SVION-SAT 8 am-5 pm






Danger Tree Removal 
Topping lor Safety 
Pruning Trees/Shrubs/Hedgos 
Clean Up & Hauling 
Landscape Renov.ations 






















• PiCkf'i u() I'l/cLn dewn (o /i/l m!;!i 
•flntnkr/ijp b/ird pncKfil so,I 









• LAWNS SEED S SOD 
• RACKHOF flFRVICG 
PLANTING TREES A SHRUBS 
• PItUNING ORNAMENTAL 
«, FRUIT TREES 
• TOPPING, REDUCING 
OR EEL LUNG
SERVING THE PENINSULA 









FRUIT TREE PRUNING 
HAULAWAYS, ETC. 
FREE ESTIMATES. 







COMP! FTF YtAri flOllND 
(JROUMDS MAINTTNANCf:’
HiLi:, ruiu:.H ci r amup:, %
MAULING
Tll.l INI.r. AFIIATina, POWI-fl 
RAKINfi
• FEfItILIZING, V/Ff fU MOSS 
nntiTr'''ni
> LOW MAINf, lANDfiCAPF.S ft 
LAYOUT
■ JACKVS SMALl.' 
TRACTOR SERVICE
'.CLiftlV/AUWatiHAliSCHI 1INC I 
-ftOTOVATlNa SMMI UAiil lUf) 
ft Cl f'AnjNr’j 
FRr;KI'f.TIMATIi:,S
J IJACK M74HI hr4;>
HARDY LAWN CARE








“Buy direct from a grower" 
FRUIT TREES 
1 yr. whip *7“® ea. over 5 *6*®ea. 
House Plants • Porennlajs 
• Primulaa/Polyanthus 




304 Walton PI. 658-5888
BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
Lawncutting, Trimming 
Weeding, Yard Cleaning 
Odd Jobs

















With Spring Power Raking 
Work Guaranteed 
Book Now — Kerry Arnott 
478-9881
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimates, 652-4688, 39/It
BERTU S LAN DStTAPING. Maintenance 
controcts, new or ronovotions, seed or 
sod, clean ups pruning, fiuil ornam., 
sprinkler system, polios - walks ■ 
sheds. 6.55-7065, , 06/13
SPRING GARDEN ROTOTILLING, 
656-4191. 06/17
WANT TO SHARE ORGANICALLY
grown produce? The garden, wotor 
ond seeds provided. You provide the 
ortion. All In n gorgeous pocicoful sol " 
ling in Coritral Soanich. Coll 652-2701 
ofterfip.m, 07/10
rENCE.5, BUILD NEV7 OR repnir old; 
farm ond ('lorderi Col! Ed for quote, 
65'2.2333; 6'>0,5749. ,
PRUNING BOOK NOW Free
estimatrrs, GnrwrnI rlean<up, _ yeoi 
rounri c(i'outi(!‘. k(>epirr(j„ 6S2'4776.
, 08/1! 
HORSE MANURE, $:!!,i/pickup load, 
dollvotf.rd 655.3726, 656'0:i59, , 08,-11 
T.L.C. PROVIDES yoor round gorden 
'lervlcosi. f'lotd, prone, vvrmd, wotoi. 
ferlllDe, l.i(,fMn««d appllrotor, 10 yrs 
lorol exp. 65'2-4089 ottin 6:,30 p.m, 
weekdays, 09/09
CLEAN'UPS, MAULING, ptunirig, tree 
svork, grass cuts. Book for poweirok- 
Ing, lop soil, now lawns, seed or sod. 
O.'A.P, discount. 6.56-(l730, 09-13








LESS THAN EAT. 100% pure yogoit 
rhnuse dips, spiends, I'.heesecokri 
smites, Orrd ploin yogufl. Reloil, 
wholesriltii nnd Itulk, AAlss Muflet's 
Vntinrt riien'u* Mrirlrtr«r Vlllrige Mall 
Sid'nev 7.55 7111, ’ 09/11
?h« comfilote horne ond
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4 BOOK STORE A MORE Wofti SeafCH
AUTOMOTIVE IS RECREATIONALVEHICLES 21 I^ISCELUNEOUS FOR SALE MISCELUNEOUS FOR SALE
m
WIN ^10°°W W i 1 ^ i ?UI gift certificate 
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme 
word.
CHEAP TRAVEL — Rent my truck 
camper for your holiday. GMC, 11 ft. 
Vanguard. Book now. Ph. 652-3703.
07/10
LITTON MOFFAT MICROWAVE oven, 
$175.00; Viking washing machine, 
$250.00.656-8878 . 04/tf
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your RV unit. If we can't sell it we'll 
buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen­
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 09/16
HOUSE PLANTS, large and small. 
Reasonable. 656-3579. 2353 James 
White Blvd. 05/09
ANTIQUE BROCADE CHESTERFIELD. 
Excellent condition. Appraised at 
$KX).00, sell for $350.00. Dresser ond 
chest, $150.00. 655-3912. 09/10
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Call Ed for 
quote. 652-2333; 658-5749. 06/17
BOATS
ORGAN — HAMMOND (Sounder); 










Complete Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.
1970 - 9.5 H.P. EVINRUDE O.B. long or 
short shaft, runs well, $200. Also sabot 
sail, near new, $75.00 ond sabot mast, 
needs minor repair, $25. 656-3257.
07/10 
boats.WE NEED GOOD clean used 
Have buyers waiting. 655-1464. Islond 
Boat Sales. 07/09
ANTIQUE VILAS AAAPLE couch, chair, 
two end tables with shelves and coffee 
table with shelf. A bargain ot 
$1800.00. 652-0216 ofter 6 p.m. p7/10
ANTIQUE DAVENPORT Rosewood din­
ing room suite. Table with fold-in leaf, 
4 chairs and buffet. $800.00. 652-0216 
after 6 p.m.
36" ROUND DINING TABLE, ve^ good 
condition. Chesterfield, chair and 
footstool. TV table. End table. 3 prints 
of Old Montreal, 15"x9", fromed. 4 
white mens shirts, 16Nx33S. 1 brown 
suede jacket, ladies size 16. White 
cashmere and wool lined coat, size 16. 
One pair of pleated drapes 8', brand 
new, never used, single window. 1 set 
of drapes, 8' double window, never us­
ed, pleated with hooks. Clothes rock 
dryer. 655-4615^09/09
HAVE CASH FOR good clean 15' to 18' 
fiberglass boat with outboard ond 






Reosonable price. 656- 
09/09
FORD LT 11 hydrostatic lawn tractor, 38 
inch rear discharge mower, 42 inch 
blade, trailer, tire chains ond 31 inch 
Lambert lawn sweeper. All in ex­
cellent condition. Complete set
$3800.00. 655-1078._____________07/09
Ford
HITACHI WASHER (spin dry) under 
warranty, $350.00; Inglis compoct 
dryer, $150.00; electric steamer, 
$25.00; chrome rack for dryer, $25.00; 
3 fold rattan screen, $50.00; electric 
edge trimmer, 16". $50.00; misc.
garden tools; pr. twin speakers in 
cabinets, $25.00; black mesh 
firescreen, $15.00; as new RCA video­
disc player - any collectors? 652-5723.
09/09
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Ports 
and service for all impoiTs. 10124C 
McDonold ^rk Rd. 655-1151. 49/TF
1977 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 Liftback 
— 5 spd. Good, clean, dependoble car, 
$2600.00. 656-4053 after 5 p.m. 05/09 
Good
ANSWER:
Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner’s Gift Cer­
tificate, If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
‘69 DART SLANT 6.  condition. 
New tires. No rust. $500.00. 656-3492.
07/14
p?s^,T^
NORTHWEST 21' excellent beginners 
boot, 3 sails, 9.9 Johnson, morine 
heod, sleeps five, $6,900. 652-9801, 
652-4248. 
17' THUNDERBIRD BOAT with 65 h.p. 
Mercury OB and trailer, $2,200. OBO. 
656-4103. 09/09
TORO RIDING MOWER. $585.; 
truck rodiator, $30.; 2 single box spr­
ings. $20. Franklin stove with screen. 
652-0309. 08/09
ELECTROLUX VACUUM, works well, 
$60.00, Electric boat winch c/w 2 con­
trols, $130.00. 656-9821. 09/09




1979 MONZA SPYDER outo.
$2850.00. 1980 4 dr. Citation auto, V-6, 
P.S., P.B. Both in excellent condition.
'76 50 HP MERCURY outboard, just 






76 DATSUN P/U. 4 spd., 
$1250.00 O.B.O. Trode for 
truck or van. 652-4273.
no rust, 
full size
^ VALIANT SLANT SIX, new brakes, 5
TOTH BOAT RENTALS, March special, 
$6.00 hr. plus gos, 656-4422.
MUST SELL h/vTaOM. 20' Jay Benford 
cat boat. All parts and pieces made, 
just assemble. Motor, sails included. 
Offers on $10,000. Call after 5:30 p.m. 
656-6312. 09/10
CURIO CABINET, 6 ft. tall, mirror bock 
and gloss front ond sides and 3 
shelves. Best offer (new $439.00). 
Mobile cabinet for microwave oven, 
with gloss doors and shelf, best offer 
(new $119.00). Both obove in very 
good condition. 655-3189. 09/10
MOVING — MUST SELL chesterfield, 
one sectional, one french provincial, 
swivel rocker and hassock, maple 
table, 4 chairs, double size continental 
bed, hide-a-bed, much more. 656- 
4101. 09/09
CREAM AND RUST floral loveseat and 
swivel rocker. $250.00; Galanti F40 
orgon, 2 keyboards, 15 rhythms, roll 




LARGE EASEL. $20.00. 652- 
09/09
KROEHLER CHESTERFIELD ond 
(rust), like new, 655-1565. 
chair
09/09
FREEZER, 24C' KENMORE, 6 years old, 
hordly used, $350.00. 655-1548. 09/09
Please check one:
□ lama Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at: Feb. 17 Winner of a $30.00 
Gift Certificate was Jean 
Streeter of Cioakhili Rd. in 
Sidney.
new radials, stereo, 78,000 original 
miles. $825.00 OBO. '67 Pontiac Pori- 
sienne. 2 dr. H/T Fcstback. Second 
owner car, original paint, 283 auto. 
Rare cor, $800.00 firm. '76 Honda Civic 
CVCC 1600 cc motor, factory gauges, 
needs work, $500.00 as is or sell for 
ports. 655-1617. 08/11




SHERLOCK-MANNING PIANO and 
bench, apt. size, excellent tone and 
cond. $1400.00. 656-4101. 09/09
MISCELUNEOUS 
FOR SALE
ROLAND RACK-MOUNT Super JX Syn­
thesizer, includes RAM cartridge and 
200 patches, $2000.00, or best offer. 
721-3122. 07/10
1979 AMERICAN MOTORS Jeep 
Wogoneer, 130,000 km. Nice condi­
tion. Offers on $4,500. 652-0266 . 09/12
1986 OLDSMOBILE CALAIS. 4 door, 5 
speed, fuel-injected, P/W, P/L, P/T, 
stereo, cruise, and more. Excellent gas 
mileoge. Like new. $12,000 ONO. 246- 
3681 after 5 p.m. ,09/11
AB0OKSTOEE&M0EE
Answers: Hiliy, Sunset, 
Horizon, Downtown, Outline, 
Shadow, Peaks. Solution: 
Skyline.
1982 PLYMOUTH RELIANT 4 door, auto, 
p/steering, p/brakes, 43,000 km, ex­
cellent condition. Phone 656-6382.
09/09
SHOPAND COMPARE
On Used Merchandise 
Guaranteed Appliances 
Furniture and Misc. 





RECLINER, GREEN NYLON with vinyl 
trim, good condition, $75.00; "Re- 
bounder" exerciser. $20.00; two vinyl 
tub chairs, each $5.00; Remington por­
table typewriter, $35.00. 652-3449.
07/10
FOR SALE: V.G. condition Goodyear 
Viva P195/75R15 radial tires. $100 set 
of four, $60 g pair. Tel. 652-9702. 09/12
TRANSPORTATION FOR ONE to Toron­
to leaving Victoria March 29. Several 
clean used carpets from 11x16 cheap. 
Dresser, $40. Wolnut/glass coffee 
table, $25. 656-2926. 09/09
BOYS BMX 
656-0669.
BIKE, 20 ". $30.00 O.B.O.
09/12
CHEST FREEZER, approx. 16 cu. ft., 
good condition, $150. 656-3257 . 07/10
LAZYBOY SWIVEL RECLINER. Rust col­
or, good condition, $135.00. 652-1853.
07/11
NEED APPLIANCES? In very good con­
dition, Viking self-defrosting 16 cu. ft. 
fridge, 30" Gibson stove and built-in 
G.E, dishwasher. Ail gold colour. 656- 
4297. 09/12
'79 CHEVETTE, 2 door, auto. Nice clean 
car. $1,200. OBO. 656-4103. 09/09
1' MASOMBY J PLUMBII^G
CHEATING
TRUCK FOR SALE. 1975 Dodge 3/4 ton 
Adventurer. Cruise control, double 




Specializing in ail types 




PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney 
Phone 656-1580
1982 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA four door, 
2.5L engine, low mileage, air condi­
tioning, cruise control, one owner. Ex­
cellent shape. $6,200.00. Tel. 656-7117.
09/09
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $129. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. 11/tf
GIRLS 16" BICYCLE; "Free Spirit" by 
Sears. One year old, excellent condi­
tion, $70. 652-4234. 08/11
BEDS, BOX STEREO, 
freezer, dinette, sofa 






MOVING — BEDROOM SET, $200,00; 
deep freeze, $150.00; chesterfield and 
chair, $500.00; kitchen set, includes 
table, cabinet and six chairs. $275.00. 
656-1765. 09/09
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the both, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656. 15/tf
SEARS HEAVYWEIGHT 2" tubing 
weight bench, 160 lbs. vinyl weights, 
$100; 2 P205/15 radials, less than 2000 
miles, $70./pair. Hamster cage, $10. 
White range hood, $15. 652-9787.
08/10
DARK PINE DINING ROOM SET, in­
cludes table, chairs, buffet & hutch S 
dry bar. $2500 when new, now 





ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
10 FOOT CAMPER. Needs some work, 
$400 OBO. 656-2629 ofter 6p.m. 09/09
LAZERWORLD COMPACT DISC ond 
Nintendo video game rentals and 
soles. Landmark Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF
PORTABLE GAMES TABLE, $149.00; 
roulette wheel and .poker chips with 
oak holder. $63.00; ladies white 
skates, size 7, like new, $43.00; four 
function tooster oven, $42.00; gray 
Persian lamb coat with mink collor, 
$440; block porsian lamb jacket with 
white mink collar, $330.00. Everything 





WANTED — IF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or an exercise bicycle which you are 
no longer using, our seniors could use 
it. Pleose phone 655-3475. . 07/11
WANTED: FUJICA AZ-1 CAMERA. 












SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING. All types 
of residentiol roofing. Free estimates. 








PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
All ages and levels, piano, organ a 







TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typesetting 
& word processing. Resumes, loiters, 
to manuscripts & books. Reosonoblo 
rates. Big or small, we do them all. 
656-6466. 01/TF
Ads from all over B.C. 
and the Yukon. TODAY!
25 words for $129 wifi reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 
community newspapers in 
B.C. and the Yukon.
DEPENDABLE TYPING SERVICE. 10 yrs. 
experience, letters, contracts, reports, 
resumes, guoronteed 24 hour turn 
oround time. Pick-up and delivery for 










truck, new or used 








$1 Down lf.'a.';os a new car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty. 
P.'iynentf; from $139/rno 
O A C Call lease manager 
al {604)465-0931. Dt.5504,'
Slender sha|:ies toning tab­
les. Six rnachine system ■ 
lull marketing package - last 
return - $12,500. to $30,000. 
Can Tan. .3050 Beta Ave., 
Burnaby, B.C, V5G 4K4, 
Can cglJec1J604}_^M-2733,,,_ 
0USINESS PERSON ALs"*"
Individual music instruction 
in ail instruments 
Lloyd & Diana English 
9705 Eastviow Dr.. Sidney 
656-1315 '
SIGNS
ITTY BITTY SIGN SHOP . . . Can moke 
signs, signs, signs, signs, signs, signs, 
signs, signs, signs, signs, signs, signs, 
and signs, Luan, 656-8710, 08/11
ru rU r-r r (i r t r ,'i 11' r;. I r' a r (' 
The vehicle: ynu want for Itie 
pi M.a‘ you ward dolivorer.t to 
vour door. For Information 
hc'ti langritafl. Collect 327- 
0431. D*/;:.G62. Totem Mer- 
I'.iiry Sale:. Ltd,
PIANO LESSONS. Rogisler now lor spr- 
ing. Highly skilled, expoilencod 
tftochor has o (ciw opunings. Clasvicol 
ond/of popular. All rnelhods indudiirg 
R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs, Donoy 6S6- 
4060. ,09/12






• Hiinavn'iTO • I’lonool • Toro 
• Shindniww • 4oci«b»*n • Pmlnoi 
OPEN MON. TO SAT- 
1(1134 M<5Dori»lri PSrli Ronri 
ftn(t.7714
V/e abf.oluloiv guarantee 
a better (jrice on any make 
of ninv t;ar, truck, mobir.- 
tioine, lujliitay It.ailet ui our 
!,orui('.<- if, (rei;! Call Cnri' 




Need lo talk to a priest? A 
inastor? A Friend'' Need 
healinn tor yom heartactut? 
Hopr; Ira discour ageim.ml V 
Phuno your telephone pas- 
b'.r, Momlai, to a.m, - 10 
(.;,m, 987.1330,,:............. .... .
/tnii-Snirokers! Wow' V/ltal a 
cnnvetsalir.n piecel Stops 
fmoketti lirihting up in your 
finine' Sai’islacbon Gunrarv- 
lei'd' DelallR $1,00 and 
A !:) F , Buy HOiifuirYl, 
Buinahy, B G. Vf.H 3Y1. 
EDUCATiONAL '
Shoe repair machinery - Fro- 
bana linisher, curved needle 
stitcher, long arm patcher, 
fiveinone cutter skiver. Jack 
stand and lasts. All in excel­
lent working condition. (604) 
7G5-0833 Bob.
FOR SALE'MiSC, " .....
Finally Available - truly 
boautitul blankets (or truly 
boautilul boTiiesl Delightful­
ly roirrantic comforters cre­
ated with yards ot exquisttfi 
laces, wonderful ribbons and 
tlie lines! imported cottons, 
all wrapped up in soB baby 
pastels. Free details; Wee 
Woobles, 22325 t ougheed 
Hwv , Maple Ridge.,' B.C, 
V2X 2T3.
The Whistler Question ro- 
quiros a strong general re­
porter who will also assume 
some editorial dulies. Res­
ume and Salary expectation 
to Bob Doull, Box 126,







Grow Shi I lake, OysB'i
f,i uft',t(,i(,'ib!,, oBiei'i, r'Uvi 
rjre'MUQ., indurdr y Woik- 
) i h e (I ‘1 f ,.1,3 r i; f 119 ; a r 11,( 7t p t i I 
IT.i 17, O'"' FarI’l, Har'idf.-pn,/ 
A !■;.,) ' a I a I c g u r ol fi f > a wo! 
Tbf.plier, 12 60 WeSilern Oip- 
lorjicai's, Bex 4fi4(;i(i Kin, Gi. 
VancouS'er, 0 C VGR,4G7
Te.;hnucracy is ihe e.xlenraon 
ol fntence lo hulld a civlli- 
rarion Wi'-uihy ol Ihe intolli- 
neniu.ul man, i’te,uai write 
T ei, h n cic racy Inc,, 1002 'T111 i •, 











Kiait ..Yogi Own Uufines!,. 
P/lenlial Nrtt |,'u;rime 
i'lO.OOO, plus f.Tafiufacturer 
ol hnrnv! decor product is 
look ing lor (‘xciusive dfuiier 
in your area, May be oporilt- 
ert horn yt;,i,jr home, No 
inventory. Miniiri'um invest- 
merit phone Mr
Sfmwn 1-0OO-.:)61 ■0406 or 
151 4 T'm7-7394
Diplonia cinrenpondeiice, 
f ror f.alenrtiif. High richonl 
upigradlng. ar,('m.inhng, mam 
,'irienienl, ndmlnistratlon, 
r.etieianal. computersi Gii. 
!ahi|!'.r'ed 1964. National CoT 
lego, 44.1 Rulifon. Vancuu- 
vo', Til,',0-49i3 mil hen 1-HOO- 
3B7 (201 ,,24 hours,
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY
. AUrO MOTtVll • INDUSTRIAL 
. MARINE








i.ii,'.* 1155. ear,Il $1 00 p'.’i
vena iim.'jii! inveslment ey- 
ceitent return lako advan- 
lage now. Phene 1 ■;;’4li-O0O4. 
Write Bn» 4T>f't Tmryvvilie 
B ,U, von 250,
YOlTbESBRVe '
THB BBST
OUR AIM IS TO MAKE YOUR 
HOUSE PAINTINO A PLEA8AN1 
EXPERIENCE FOR YOU ~ 





«O lNPAINTING. 656 0911 -<0 'Tf
* Mtr ‘ r ^ (
Rng, 656- 4564 td »»< r 5 p ■ m ■ 04 .'IF
• . t lCl NatPMf CIMNICS
„ . i, bays 10 81 nvF ¥01,1
• * TUNdtmn* BtotKi s* iubwicmion 
• iinys* i!iAn*Hii8 
.. f,ri;umTV MUKt TH
♦ PPOPANF CONVLUBIONB 
» PltOPANL SAI LS 
rw sTnviCT (.’.AH
6SR.2921 or B56 0434
, uxbH-WvMiAUH
Cash In - Cash Out, Coke. 
Pep ft I,. l(hby'» HeiriL •
rtiU i..l U|i| iggsi ui inks (UU Ail.
, Ttifdl in your new, unique 
cold pop/juice yenrlots wdh 
aepiiralo pneo sethngs Min­
imum inveslincm! ul $11,OBO 
«ttrii»ef1 At w(‘ (tHjiplv 
fteiUM. equipment )n»t<tll(>.d 
lociillbns, product hU»,
laiifidiomat Equipment lor 
Calm Nine Maying Commer­
cial Washers, Three Norge 
Commerciiil Wa'drer'',, Ono 
I'lpic I (,i ft dor., Mil nor Auto- 
V/nshet, T wo Fiidders 
' i.T.,,ii.de , In,uleiGut Dot.K 
(;i> 11 at. ii,jt, 10 King i.uiu pio- 
pane Uryeiti. All m goot) 
wrakinq f.ondiltnn. 7UI lor 
l12,4D(j, Won't Lard at this 
Write (O' llnnlf) VVal- 
tei s Emporium, Box 924, 
lanv'.rndh, BC VOR 2r0 
Phora'' 24;,.-73rn,
Repel Poiiky Mosquitos wonl- 
cally and ocoloijlcallv sale. 
Idmil ifu gill, lishlng, hunt­
ing. r.amj.ilno, golfing, patio, 
in hruTie, Opetales one year 
on 9V IraBety Included, 
'ilfl 95 e t,a> /B.C, ros.) f 
$2.00 p ft h Cheque, rnon- 
eyori,lei, 'Yinu. Mosquito 
Hawk, 105 . (1HH0 No. 3 
Read, Richmond, B.C'. VCiY 
204, (604)270-451B. Deiilor' 
iiujuir jr<E Inyllod,,, ____
Giant Seven Foot firreen 
T.V, Pioiectnr Kit, Over 
150,000 Mold. Send $19,95 or 
$2 lor morn Information lo 
Inland l•■nte^ptil;efi, Box 4BG, 
Ttiboi. Alta, TOK 2G0, Dist­
ributor r;, 111 p Fi a y a i I a b I e. J....
t,Ifjhting Fixtufou, Western 
C/mada's t<.,’getil disfd/ty. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
(.lai.airiguen available. Nor- 
tiurn iJijTiting Centro, 4600 
Car,! H;»slings Sheet, Bur­








(atk'i IH' amt 14' block 
(.i.nveyeifi ealloim> lu'i'
vel trador 14' gnert, cle.an, 
propane* iridgo, slevi.c ,t«Ck■ - ’♦ r. A 44 4.1,
TV Screen frjt the Olym- 
yenr 14" poi'l- 
able TV to our TV Projector 
and Width the fnilitu Olym­
pics r.:in iho 52" mcialllc 
Super f.tnerm (lnc:hHT«''i1). 
Reg T.rlcri $495. - Now • 
UIU.I.I in a lilelnne WnulLcsulu 
Clearance at $1H9, Frcm de­
livery In Wefilorn Canada. 
(Visa acc'i'iplod), O.I</World 
import,, &\o: 4111,2 •1124 





tuppiifts ,etc , own your cash 
tniHiness yuut choifo, jiart 
Of full tiiTio CalUwrllo (24 
, litajra) (oi bruchuro, Sular 
f.iu5ine»» ctmtfM. i(X) East 
Drive, 8ei!(f 20f,i, fJramalea,
Ont! cenijdijte towing.oulfit. 
mat G.M.C, 4X4 wiocKei 
well r 200 HuIiik’M tuidy (nni' 
p!el(! 1967 FtJrd 600 wilh 
lOAl llulines 500 body com 
pieie. WR 154 tlftde Slabon 
and Mobile tJolt, E Choro,
Gieenhouse H HydfeirortiA 
equipment, suppliers, Every­
thing you no(jd, Best quality, 
super lew pdces .Grtwri
H,Hides $115
It <*
• w » « « • • • >' (416)761.5705
tKiune $17 
(.Tver 3,000 proflucls In 
stuck I Send $2 (dr info pack 
fl. k («(» m»g«2in(( to Wtistorn 
Water I'Urrn*, 1244 Sitymour
i-5O4'0B2.f>G.36.
CP Hotels Chateau Lake 
Louise mountain resort hotel 
requires gener.al sinH (or 
year round employment. 
Subsidl/ed meals/shared ac- 
tmmmodaUon (singles only). 
Applic.nnts must be at least 
IB years ol ago. Resume/ 
reterenco letters: Personnel 
Managor, Chateau Lake 
Louise. Alberta, Tpl- T_E0._ 
Marke’i inq / Crjnsuitanl /1 ns ■ 
peclof, Rooling anrl Engin- 
oering Consulting Umi re­
quires two (ull lime stall: 
Sales/MaikotIng - Develop 
and Implement marketing 
suategy. Inspector/Consul- 
1,-int - Oversen rooling pro- 
|ect5 Oualillcatlons; Know­
ledge ol all tooling systems 
and rfjspeciiyri ai.tplic'aiians, 
two years experience In 
Bales, MiiiKelmg, Eslima’ 
ting and Properly M-anage. 
merd (Markellng). Eithoi 
ticketed roofer, ostimalor, 
spec writer, roof inspector 
and eligible to roglster with 
R C A B c! (I n !i p e c 10 r.),, „ w 111:(p () 
lo relocate (irispec’tot') Srind 
resume, salary rirquirernonls 
to: Inter-Coast Consonants 
Lt/E, 207 • 15225 Thrill
Avonui), While Rock, D C, 
V4B 2K9, Alin: I e(t Fnrns- 
vyt)rlh,___,_ ■......
WarBod Aprii Ui Novernber - 
Exporloncod Carpenters & 
FramoiK. 13,500 • $5,000, 
per month. Apply Box 62, 
Madoira Park, DC, VON 
2H0 (f)04)8B5*544B 10:00
a,rn._,-_2 ....... ............
If-'you are a Crntified Me­
chanic with live years or 
more Fmo exjietiencrr and it 
yr^ii would like to work and 
live In ihcf beautiful Fraser 
Valley, please send your re­
sume to; Box fl,5B, Chilliwack 
r’f',v.;r*"'.r,, .rr.rir.rj er.,-,ninii
Avm, Chilliwack, B.C, V2P
ffM:,..,______ L.„..........
$Mak.e Dig Moneys. Prmple 
needed,, 1 ull / par t-I I me, 
packagiiig iiot.i sampies, ixu
exp(sru)n{,r:i pcmdtMl, For in­
formation send sAlf-«i,ldre(i!i- 
ed stamped finv(:tlopii,,'‘&nrn*: 
pieis', 41 ■ 10316 Eaiil
IVl'iahfty fhoQ Ro.'ui, Furroy.
H.C.'VdT 4M4. ...
PERSON alb''" .... .................
VVomen Wm IdwidiF 5ni*king 
Ganadliin nusn lor friend­
ship/marri.igo Froe colot 
Piochijre, Cmr.irry Olossoms, 
Box 190DC, Kapaau, Hawaii
Happy endings begin at Per­
sonal Acquaintance Service. 
Over 20 years of successful 
introductions. Write: 743 
Pears Rd., Victoria, B.C. 
VSVy 3W9. Phone toll-free 
1.000-661-1669.
PETS AND LIVESTOCK
Rabbit Journal Research - 
Husbandry - Markets • Show 
Results - News and Views. 
The Canadian Magazine (or 
all Rabbit Owners. Annual 
subscription $10. Send to; 
Canadian Rabbit Council, 




ton. B C $135,000. 80’ 
lakosTicirr*, acre I,awn and 
Iruit lr(»e!} Older bungalow, 
two t,u!dnMims up, self-con- 
tamed ground level apart­
ment, !;0Q4)4?3:,1854,
Think about Granrj Forks, 
Prime agrlculturo land 
soul hern B.C, Excellent cli- 
mate, orchards,, nursery, 
buck (arming, hiay, 54 view 
acres, wati?r, utilities, fi.E; 
oxpasuro. Nearby Indoor , 
pool, : skaling, curt mo, 
schoola; Phonq 1604)442-, 
B365, (f.04)442-5375, BOX 
1239. Grand Forks. B.C, 
VOH IHO.
SEriviCES
iCBC' oiftirrjd "miT'Twbo, 
Carey Linde got mo 
$194,000", G.N, ■ Abbots­
ford. Vancouver lawyer Car­
ey Linde (since 1972) has 
Free Infoirnation. Phtjrus 1- 
604-7798, Second Optrilona 
Gladly Glyen,........
ICBC Iniury (Tlairmt? Call 
Dale C/ttr-l-larrir, - 20 years a 
trial lawyitr with five yo/trs 
niedic.'il ticlmol before law 0- 
0G9"4i;i;>2 (Vonrmuver), Ex- 
foricncerJ m head injury ,irid
other majOf clitirn.s Percent-
viyL'ft5i,i;i ayaijitb|u,
TRAVEL^ ■
Skiers: lake Uoulse. C'an- 
in,ia !. f jjvLuib,', has b iiiulils; 
a day ski holidays from $1B2 
|u..| person, quad occupancy, 
Other varitibfis of |.'i«if,kagas 
availahle . Call 1 .fiOO.eBl-
.Free* (or the asking? Sufier 
Winter Special Second per- 
Tc.ir;d:iys free :ii Olur.' Boy, 
Hfttrd Vanrr^uver $39 95 *■ 
lax, t-BOO 663-6715 or 321- 
, 6611, .Airport Tr,snrjt:oriiibon 
nt,it mtludod,.
3N9,
I in - It
i:fiO(.)-3?2*32:m ahyb'hb;;,,,,,,,
WANTEQ^,,
Wanted to Buy unert Herring 
Skills 9 ft, wide or lest ?f>' 
20' long baaier bar power-
-.'■Mlnr Air .-ifimr m n
Season r-ah 5'30.(1?B6
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LEGAL
NOTICES
WANTED: NORITAKE CHINA. 
Wellesley pattern. Any pieces con- 
sidered. Tel. 652-9702.09/12 
WANTED — DOLL'S PRAM. Suit 2 yr. 
old. Good condition. 652-4944. 09/09
GARAGE
SALES
GARAGE AND BAKE SALE — Job's 
Doughters, Bethel 54, Saturday, March 
5, 10-2. Sidney Masonic Temple, 9908 
4th St., Sidney.09/09
BIG GARAGE SALE. 10026 Siddall Rd., 
10-3 p.m. Mar. 5th. Weather permit- 
ting. No early birds.09/09
MOVING: 9883 Bessridge Place, 
Sidney. Behind Thrifty's Foods. March 
5. 10-4 p.m. 09/09
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threods Lounge, 10030 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in- 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353.45/tf 
LADIES IN ORIENT seek cor­
respondence w/single gentlemen. Box 
52^ Stn. A, Calgary, AB, Canada T2H 
1X6.08/23 
FOR YOUR COMPLETE card reading 




CROWE — On February 23, 1988, Jane 
L. Crowe of Victoria in her 81st year. 
Survived by one son and daughter-in- 
law, Don and Jane Crowe, Delta; 
daughter Mary Smith, Duncan; six 
grandchildren and three great­
grandchildren; one sister and brother- 
in-law Roth and Dick Gordon, Victoria; 
sister-in-law Kathleen Searle, Victoria. 
Private family service. Cremation. In 
*lieu of flowers donations to the Queen 
Alexandra Hospital for Children, 2400 
Arbutus Road, Victoria, B.C. V8N 1V7 
would be appreciated. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society of B.C. 
ond First Memorial Services. 09/09
BUILDING
MATERIALS
INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­
ed consultant. Member of CFTC. 655- 
3758.05/16 
CONCERNED ABOUT HEALTH and 
pollution? Willing to moke commit­













#4-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.#3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
TRAVEL
SUSSEX COUNTRYSIDE — England. 
Self-contained bed-sit accommoda­
tion. Bath, T.V., fridge, coffee, tea 
facilities. Private entrance. 12-14 




IN LOVING MEMORY of my dear son 
Jody who possed away March 2, 1986. 
Those we love don't go oway, they 
walk beside us every day. Unseen, 
unheord, but always near. Still loved, 
still missed and ever dear. Lovingly 
remembered and sadly missed by his 
Mom, brothers Johnny & Brian and 
sister Vicky and fornily. 09/09










WOOD HEATER (Cottage stove) plus 1 
P/U load wood, $50.00, plus firewood 







• Fast for a day and donate the 
money you would have spent on 
food to a peace group
• Declare your car a Nuclear Free 
Zone
• Do something peaceful today
• Attend the next Peninsula Disar­
mament Group meeting on 
Wednesday, 23rd March, at 7:30 
p.m. at 2051 Skyline Cresc., 
Saanichton.




ARE YOU SELLING YOUR 
HOME?
INSIST ON A SECOND 
OPINION OF VALUE.
CALL GORDON TEWS 




We invite your 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments.
THANK YOU.
NOTICE OF INTENTION 





(i;NAv A/rb - I'tLLOw i-itirm
X CcP-POV.A Cha.<incl
'N coikoo'jA Poiisr
In Land Recording District ol Cowichan 
and situated* S W. corner of James 
Island In Cordova Channel.
Take notice that Gordon R. Smith of 
Richmond. B.C., occupation Mar- 
Culturist, intends to apply for a license to 
occupy the following described lands: 
Commencing at a post plantedt 500 m. 
south of the S.W. corner of sec. 4 James 
Island, thence 200 meters S.W.; thence 
1000 meters N.W.; thence 200 meters 
North East; thence 1000 meters South 
East, and containing j^20 Ha.
The purpose for which the disposition is 
required isT for the cultivation of 
seaweed PORPHYRA (NDRI).
Dated Feb. 10, 1988.
Gordon R. Smith 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Forests and Lands, 851 
Yales St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 1M1. 
Telephone 386-5011 File #1404498.
Application for a Water Licence 
WATER ACT 
(Section 8)
I, Thelma Loralne Brooks of 6409 
Oldfield Rd. R.R. #3 Victoria, B.C. 
V8X 3X1 hereby apply to the Comp­
troller of Water Rights (or a licence to 
(store) water out of Sandhill Creek 
which flows North and discharges in­
to Saanichton Bay and give notice of 
my application to all persons af­
fected.
the point of diversion The storage
dam is located located at 50m. from 
South property line; The quanitity of 
water to be diverted or stored is ap­
prox. 3 million gallons; The purpose 
for which the water will be used is Ir­
rigation; The land or mine on which 
the water will be used Is Lot A Sec. 
16, Rge. 3 E. Id. 65 South Saanich PID 
000328219 and Lot 2 PI. 11423 Sec. 16, 
Rge. 3 E. id. 65 South Saanich.
A copy of this application was posted 
on the 10, Dec., 1987 at the proposed 
point of diversion or site of the dam 
and on the land or mine where the 
water Is to be used and two copies 
wilt be filed in the office of the Water 
Recorder at Victoria, B.C.
Objections to this application may be 
filed with the said Water Recorder, 
the Comptroller of Water Rights, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. 
or with the Regional Water Manager 
within thirty days of the date of the 
first publication of the application.
Thelma L Brooks 








BY OWNER. New listing, lovely 2 bdrm. 
roncher on quiet cul de sac. 656-0536.
07/10
TWO ONE ACRE sxs building lots. 
North Saanich. 656-5916. 08/09
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE for sale. 3 
bdrm., 1 'A baths, workshop, fenced 
yard, children OK, pets OK. No agents 
pleose. 656-4587. 09/11
OPEN HOUSE, By owner . . . lovely 2 
yr. old, 2 bedroom rancher, 2045 
Winmeadow PI., 656-0536. $89,900. 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m. 09/12
NORTH AMERICA’SREAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM.
SHEEP SHEARING. Bookings now. 
Phone 656-5932 evenings. 07/11
VACATIONING? Mature, reliable pet 
sitter will visit your home daily. Walk 
dogs, water plants, cut grass, etc. Lin- 
do, 652-5654. 07/14
YEARLING APPALOOSA gelding, 
started halter troining, $200.00 OBO. 
Coll, 652-5476. 09/09
PUREBRED BELGIAN SHEEPDOG 
puppies for sale. Groenendaol variety, 
born Feb. 10/68. Ready for a good 
home by end of March/beglnning of 
April. Coll 655-3577. Mr. D. Lee. 09/09 
CAT TO GIVE AWAY, smell gray short 
hair spayed female, all shots, good 
health, friendly, quiet, likes affection 
ond outdoor. Good pot for elderly or 
single person. 655-1770 or 592-9368
evenings,___ ____ _______   09/09
b\f TO GIVE away; black tabby, 
short hair, spayed female, all shots, 
good health, very shy, good mouser, 
form environment only. 655-1770 or 
592-9368 evenings. 09/09
needing




LOST: FEB. 5lh, 9:30 p.m,, vicinity of 
Seventh St. and olong Henry — green 
and block backpack with boy's clothes,
Reword. 656-1073. . ........^..........07/{)9
FOUND: EARRING in Sofowoy parking 
lot. Owner Identify 1o doitn. 656-9625,
00/10
LOST:' DUSTY idsi'wooi scorf! Sunday, 
Feb, 21 on Restbovon or orwo of Thrif- 
tyi. 655-3120. 09/09
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION sunglnsseu. or 
verigrey, (men's) In leather case, 
Owner Idenlily. Found on Fifth St. on 
Sun, aflernoon. 656-6508 , 09/09
155 BUSmESS OPPORTUNSTIES
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
10 the entire province? Through ipur In- 
novollve Olonkol Cloisiflod Advortis- 
lug program, wo can place your 
classified od in more then 70 populor, 
well-reod community nowspopers 
which are delivered each week to 
more them one (Ytillion homei 
throughout B,C. and the Yukon, Simply 
coll our CtossKlod Ooporlmenl at 656- 
H5I for details. Wo con oven orronge 
lo hove your Classified Ad oppeor in 
more thon 500 community newspapers 
across Canada, Ybur message will 
reoeh more thon 3.2 million homes.
. _____        U/ll
'iSiKi'"iron'"otic "pvir'Min,'t/'pwtmiir
designed Ice crenm truck. Like new, 
well-etlabllshed In Sidney and North 
Soonleh. Oppoffunlty for exponslon. 




WOMEN’S SIXUAI ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis line 383-32.12. We offer mformo- 
tion, support ond teferrols, 24 liaut* o 
doy,^7 d«ys_o vre«k,^^_.....................
CbUN$iaMNXror''ifomii^ d'- 
dividuols of oil og«s - leMng the 
Peninsuto, woi'nmumty uv-utoetUn-,* 
Service, 9251 Third St.,: Sidney. 656- 
0134 33/tl
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Associotion collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
50/tf
SANSCHA HALL FLEA AAARKET, Sun- 
doys. Tobies ond info. 656-4523. 05/tf
PROBLEM SOLVING GOUPS: anxiety, 
stress, relationship help, support. 
Men's group also. Professional 
guidance: confidentiality protected. 
Jack Thornburgh, M.A. 656-3837.
08/11
COMMUNITY SUPPORT WORKER 
(Handicapped, Services Worker Level 
II). This program is being offered to 
students who have completed level I or 
equivalent. Comosun is the only col­
lege in B.C. to offer this program with 
a focus on supporting people in a 
voriety of community settings, where 
people with multiple handicaps attend 
school, live, work and play.
Sfort date April 5th. Space limited, ap­
ply now!
Camosun College, 31CX> Foul Bay Rood, 
Vieotrio, B.C, VeP4X8, 592-1556. 09/09 
MAYOR CUL.LIS ond Alderman Watkins 
will be guest speakers at CSBA's din­
ner meeting at Colombo's on March 9, 
1988, ot7p.m.  09/10
THE REGULAR MEETING of the Ponim 
sula Auxiliary of the Canadian 
Diabetes Assoc, will bo held on Wed., 
Mar. 9, at the Saanich Peninsula Hosp. 
at 7 p.m. Guest speaker will bo Gorl 
Solamatlon, Adult Diabetes Educator 
of the Victoria General Hosp. Others 
from the same department may ac­
company her to assist in the prosenta- 
tIon.■
ORIENTEERiNG for beginners free In­
struction at Prior Lake Sat., 10 a,m. 
Mur. 12. Information 592-5739. 09/10
ST, ANDREWS ANGUCX 
hold o "World Hunger" mooting on 
Sunday, Morch 6 at 7 PM in the Porish 
Holl on 4th Siroot, Guest speaker Rev. 
Imrronio Harrison. 09/09
sfrANOREWSlSLED
presents the Welcome Might, An even­
ing of Scottish music, donee, song, and 
tradition, Welcome lo all Scots, 
doscendonts of Scots, ond friends of 
Scots. Mar. 3, 8 p.m, Holyrood House, 
2315 Blanshard, Notv members $2.00 
(or concert & lea. For irtformolion 592- 
0052, 09/09
vfeiORLA ART GM^^^
Sunday, March 6. 'Ji.'fO P.M, Free with 
Gollery odmiision $2 odulls, $1 
itudonls/seniors, Bethoven and 
Doubssy sonatas as played by Margilto 
Krebs, violin, Stephen Denrocho, horn, 
ond Harol Krebs, ptono. 09/09
the most vorled program for youth M/F 
13 to 18. It Includes orienteering, rap­
pelling, archery, 22 target shooting 
ond outdoor survival. There ore 
weekend and summer camps: olso 
there Is bond Irairting, The program Is 
free. Call Copt. J.R. Flungor at 382* 
8.176. 08/11
DANCE'^>' NON.^SM6K(NO'''dance,' FoN 
27, On Vinci Centre. 9 . 1 p,m, $5,00 nt 
Hillside, Horboi,tr Squore Molls, Bob's 
Boots. No jeans. No tickets ot door. 
384-5789 384-6196 00 08
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA- 
TlOLf thrift Shop. Funds generated by 
this shop sloy rin the Peninculn In pro­
vide services to the local residents 
through the poHjiorns nllered by 
P.C.A. VV« oppreciole your iJonolions 
of furniture, oppllances, housuhokl 
Items, clothirtfj, etc Pleose toll 6S6- 
3511 to orronge convenl«»nt pick up or 
deliver lo Depot ol 9751 Third Street, 
Sitli.cr.'Tho Thiif' h,
9:00 ■ 4;^ Mondoy lo Soturdoy. Thonk 
you for helpinjj lo support P.C.A. 00/TF 
CINTRAl'" SAANICH" UTTIE ''"lEAGUE 
regisirotion lor bo«»ball ond lollbaK 
at t.enlermmi Park, Feb, 2/ • 28; Mcm.h 
5*6, tOom- 'Jprn, 08 09
OPEN HOUSE
THIS SUNDAY 2 - 4 P.p.
2008 White Birch Rd. (Off McDonald Park)
This ‘Builders own’ residence has been built with that extra 
care and luxury. Five bedrooms. (3 up, 2 down), three 
bathrooms, double carport, vacu-flow system, elec, heat, two 
fireplaces. Too many extras to list here.
PLUS...
Designed to accommodate that extra in-law, see John 
Tate for fuil details.




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY LTD. 
656-5584
SIDNEY WATER FRONT $225,000
Classically elegant home with 2 large bedrooms, ensulte bath, 
sunny level 1/2 acre lot with walk on be.ar,h Reautiful house 
features leaded glass oak doors, glassed in sunporch and much 
more.
NOT A FIXER UPPER
Just a clean and comfortable 3 bedroom rancher with double 
windows, airtight stove and heat exchanger. Large lot on quiet 
cul do sac with fenced rear yard, $79,.500.
NEW HOME — NEW SUBDIVISION
Great flodr plan, 3 bedrooms, ensulte bath, 2 patios, separate 




NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs.)
JWEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS.. .
. . . when you step into the tiled foyer of this custom split level 
home and cast your eyes upon the luxurious broadloom, cedar 
vaulted ceilings and towering windows in the living and dining 
rooms of this lovely home. The outdoors comes inside through 
a large skylite above the main entry. A spacious bright kitchen 
looks onto a landscaped yard with large sundeck. Adjacent is 
cozy family room with curved brick fireplace and beyond that a 
den, games room and double garage. The upper level has 4 
bedrooms with a very private deck off the master bedroom. 
Three bathrooms, separate laundry and screened out door 
storage area complete the package. There is even some water 
views. This superb quality home is offered at $199,000. Call 
Michael at 656-5584 today to view.
MICHAEL EMERSON 
388-6275 pgr. 1587 
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR:
**1512 sq. ft. of living space *3 bright and airy bedrooms ‘iull 
master onsuife bathroom *2 x 6 const, and Ihormopane v/in- 
dows throughout ‘living room has woodslove which servos for 
healing ‘underground sprinkler system in (ront yard ‘basement 
ready to finish ‘situated on approximately i/2 acre in a 
desirable peninsula location. This one Is for you. Many extras 
with the "87" custom built home. Call (or details:
4.73 ACRES
Of beautifully treed land, located on W. 
Saanich Road, House and outbuildings 
need TIC, but beautiful new building situ 
could be located at hack ol frropedy. Ask­











Whore else can you find over 2100 sq. ft. of living aimi, 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, tarniiy rorxn, worksrrop arid loads r./) paikmg 
space but hero? And oh, yes, the area Is beautiful Brentwood 
Bay Vendor has bought so please hurry on this one. MLS,
. ANOTHER BRENTV(/OODDEAUTY.\„
A cute and cozy little charmer just perfect for 1,2 or 3 people, t 
or 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, charming kitchen and exquisite living 
tiium. Cvciythirre Pbi-ut thte hcrr^c fc dr'iinmf.,i fed non mi e
Ploflso call for more Info.
MARY MERCER 
652-3511
NRS BLOCK BROS, REALTY 
656-5584
HOBBY FARM
5 levrjt acres, 4 8R, 2 baths, barn & shrjp, trull trees, excellent 
condition, must serf) I Only $ 184,500.
SIDNEY RANCHER
3 BR, farriily kitchen, thermal windows, extra insulation, poten­
tial for Kimiiy room, walk, to downtown Sidney, Try your offer on 
$06,900.
, WANTED
Deluxe single level lowntiouso up fo $160,000. 
Slarter or reiirornent homo up lo $05,000,
2 - 5 acres with homo north of Sidney iipio SiGO.Q
3 BB family homo on Peninsula up to $110,000
PAM AND BOB












iiMoufTOa/ Trust real estate
li fe
•^1
RETIREMENT AT (S BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroonn, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney. 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 
parking. Ready for occupancy. $94,500.
BILL MOSHER 656-7117
MONTREAL TRUST CO. LTD. 386-7355




BUYiMG, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN
TALKING REAL ESTATE




2 lovely Yz acre building 
lots treed, fairly level, not 
in Dean Park Develop­
ment. Ideal for Ranch 






$39,900. Treed, gentle 
s lope, s o u t h e r n e X- 
posure.
. . BRAND NEW 
RANCHER 
$39,900
Situated on 0.9 acre on 
cul-de-sac in Deep Cove 
area. Heatilator F.P. in 
living-dining room, kit­
chen with eating area. 
Patio off family room, 2 
full baths. Fruit trees. For 









This 'Builders own' residence 
has been built with that extra 
care and luxury. Five 
bedrooms, (3 up, 2 down) 
three bathrooms, double 
garage, vacu-flow system, 
elec, heat, two fireplaces. 
Too many extras to list here.
PLUS...
Designed to accomodate 
that extra in-law, see listing 
agent for full details.




New ML 23985. Saan P. 
$139,500. Two bedroom 
Townhouse in adult oriented 
retirement centre. Facilities 
include swimming pool, 
sauna, whirlpool, lounge, 
workshop and miniature golf. 
Secure entry, double parking 
space. 1200 sq. ft. luxury liv­




NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY
656-5584 (24 hrs.)
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house...
To sell yours It 
lakes just WEEKS 
collJACK WEEKS 
I MAKE HOUSE CALLS^ 
656-2587
DfUfitAlCSTATtUO:








In different areas of Sidney 
from $97,900. 3 br. 2 baths. 
Skylights, etc. to $104,500. 
Immediate posession, dif­
ferent floor plans. Super buys!
SAANICHTON 
Immaculate one owner home 
great location on cul de sac 
with mountain view. 3
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2
fireplaces, family room, fenc­
ed back yard and much, 
much, more. Now only 
$109,500.!
SPANISH STYLE 
Beautiful 4 bedroom family 
home in good area of Sidney. 
Built in 1973 Spanish style. 
Close to shopping, bus. etc. 
All new kitchen & bathroom 
cabinets. New carpets & lino. 
Storm windows, large fenced 
backyard with garden. Finish­
ed basement. Super buy!!
CONDO
Great location in quiet area of 
Sidney in superb building 
ground level. Close to beach, 
shopping, bus, etc. Im­
maculate 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, lot's of storage, 
sauna, swirl pool, covered 
parking, stove, fridge, 
dishwasher, and shears in­
cluded, 1100 sq. ft. all this 
and more for $79,000.00.
One acre lots from $34,900 in 
new exclusive subdivision.! 
GREAT SIDNEY 
BUILDING LOT 
1 /2 block to beach in subdivi­
sion of custom homes, 
underground services, etc. 
Super quiet area. $59,900.
Don’t Forget to Phone 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1556 Res.
NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
FLOWERS LIKE these were counted by the millions last week all over the Capital 
Regional District. The final count calculated by Tourism Victoria officials was 99 
million blooms.




LOVELY ONE BDRAA. CONDOAAINIUM 
for sale in Blue Waters, Sidney. 
$63,900. Write P.O, Box 6061, Station 
C, Victoria, B.C. V8P 5L4 or coll 642- 
3766. 09/13
1080 SQ. FT. TOWNHOUSE with private 
fenced-in yard. Three bedrooms, 1 Vi 
baths, fridge, stove, washer, dryer in- 
cl. Children & pets welcome. $69,900. 
655-1975, 04/11
Achieving a goal can be dif­
ficult when the rules of the 
game are constantly changing. 
The Central Saanich 
municipality is finding that out.
New members on council 
since last November’s election 
are taking a few months to 
become accustomed to their 
duties and learn more 
background on the various im­
portant issues they face.
Each has lived in the 
municipality for years and has 
formulated opinions on many 
of the issues. Some of the ques­
tions they have to answer are 
tough, to say the least.
Removing ALR boundaries 
to allow land-hungry developers 
V in is' one constant sub.iecl the 
economic development commit­
tee faces.
Promoting the community 
and getting some of the But- 
chart Gardens tourist traffic to 
spend money in Brentwood, 
Saanichton and Keating is 
another.
Central Saanich has many 
faces. The Keating corridor
could end up looking like a 
suburb of Victoria. That issue 
has been addressed briefly and 
eventually the Keating corridor 
may be beautified to enhance 
the area.
One issue that has been com­
ing up before Central Saanich 
councils over the years is the 
issue of providing public access 
to Brentwood Bay.
Brentwood Bay is one of the 
most beautiful areas on Van­
couver Island. But for years 
people of all ages, w'ho do not 
have a big boat moored at one 
of the marinas, have had no 
choice but to enjoy the! sight 
from above the beaches or pick 
their way down one of the many 
steep and treacherous slopes to 
the water.
Council is long overdue in go­
ing ahead with plans to further 
develop Verdier Park and pro­
vide a ramp for people to walk 
down. Families should be able 
to launch canoes and kayaks for 
an afternoon of enjoying the 
splendor the bay has to offer.
Although a proposed ramp is
not designed to be accessible for 
wheelchairs, with assistance 
from a friend or relative, a 
disabled or elderly person will 
have the chance to get down lo 
the water.
For some time. Central 
Saanich has had letters from the 
people of Brentwood asking for 
better access.
Money from the developer of 
the old Hydro property has 
been earmarked for the project. 
The problem is that only $3,000 
has been set aside for a project 
estimated to cost more than 
$14,000.
The Brentwood Rotary Club 
is taking the shovel in hand. A 
project co-ordinator has arrang­
ed for volunteer labor and 
equipment for construction of 
the launching facility.
The service club, of about 28 
members, has been working 
with the municipality on the 
proposal for some time and was 
scheduled to discuss a formal 
commitment to the project at 
their executive meeting Isast
HARBOUR ROAD. Sidney. 2 bdrm. ron­
cher, with attic studio, hardwood 
floors, cove ceilings, red brick 










RelIre in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BEDRM, SUITE
R«nl Includns hool, T.V., 
pirldno, nauriK, swlrlpool. 
blllnids, Bnd worK*hop.
10 inin. lo SIdnoy. 711 min, lo 
Vlclorlp, (to »ull«i compiPK on 4 
nrros. Enlr* parKIno minllPbln.
if' Mr. & Mrs. Roevos
HOUSE TO SHARE. Suit N/S working 
woman. Spocious, quiet. $300/mon. 
includes utilities. 652-2620. 09/09
waters EDOE VILLAGE --- $975^^
2 BR, 2 both, townhouse unit right on 
the water. Porioromic view, 5 oppl., 
gorogo, Available April 1. Ed Be-sser, 
656-5251. 09/tf
FREE ROOM Tn EXCHANGE for light 
household duties. Mny work port time 
elsewhere. 656-2056. 09/12
BRIGHT, SPACIOUS 2 LEVEl 
lownfiooso, Wolking distance to 
Sidiuiy, 2 Dk, iuifje tcifpud, loigi.- 
storage • v./orkshop, 2 baths ap- 
plionees, F/P. Adult oriented. No pots, 
$700/mqn. 656-6B91, 09/09
ONE BEDROOM SUITE. Solfdonioined, 
Private onlronco. F/P, porking, Clean. 
Suit professional single person. N/S. 
No pels, Good doss homo, $400 inch 
hydro/coblo, 652-0406. OT/09
WANTED ROOM AND BOARD by
mature prof, gentlemon. Non-smoker, 
Preferably noor oirport. Reply care of 
the manager, 656-4321. 09/09
ARDMORE BfACH. Swimming, 
moarnow, fishing directly across the 
rood (rorn this beautiful llm bright 
open .07 mn- property mody for 
building JiH'TOCIO firm, Ph. 6M-3675.
09,09
FOR RENT: Saonichion, 1 yr; leose, 6 
yr, old 3 bdrm. Referonros requirtsd in- 
cl. financiol, No lorgr* pels, $H00 per 
rrro. 656-24/V.
CHIIOREN ’WELCOME r Vs townhorne 
housing to-opuroiivo 10C)75 Fifth St,, 
Sidney, Otr.uponcv Moy 1, Only 
$1,000,00 lo join. 2 bdrm, - $575,00, 
Ulilllios oxlra. Gross monllrly 
household Income required, $2250.00,
2 REAL ESTATE 
WANTED






, WATERF^^OKfT ; 
Large Family Home 
FOR RENT
CalMor more Infoimatlon
S.f\ANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
656-0131
9 a.m. - 5 p.m, Monday thru Eridiiy
y a,m. - 4 p.m, Gruuif urtv
tion ond application phone Poc-fflro 
Housing Advisory Assorlotion, SHS- 
2131. ' 08/Tf
N/S TO SHARE f-fOUSE In Sidney, W/D. 
F/P, on bus route, One blortk to bench, 
$275. month, 655-4244 evenlrrgii. 08/09 
KbuSEKtEriNO ROOM for rent, No 
drinking or smoking. Also will shore 
rny home with lady. For ir-ifcrmotion 
coll 656-1905. 09/10
ONE IIORM.' BASEMENT, opt’ SinqU- 
orJult. North Soonidi oree, Heol loci. 
.Avoiloblo now. Evenings 6t*6-9661
09 0''
THE lANOMARK. brie »>dtmAu»uilotH 
penihouti.#, f'P panpramrc view, large
h e I r A IT y , 7 o j n f n p n 11»»n r e«
onderground parking, soundptnof con- 
ttele buildliTg, rAdulls only No pels, 
Ideol for lenlors. $785 Avoiloble Mar. 
16. Ed tinner, 656-5251. 09, 09
ntAUTIEUL ARDMORE 3-4 bedroom 
2'''« bcilhi, compoct, «o*y care hi.wu,i>. 
(Irlglit open flot '1 orrsi with snmll 
wr,i(,Hlhind furu'cimt fine lir-.t-'ift!. nerit 
the sen tnose $11M month Elptinn In 
purchose avnilqble $l29,OtVX ph, 6.56- 
'1675. ■ . ' ' ■ 09,479
R<K>M TOR KENT WITH' sepornte balti. 
Use of l.R/kllthen A hiuiTrir-v. Surtoble
for N5 female._656;95-»6.................m m
IN SlDNfV 2 bdrm. rondo. Top floor 
leaview In retirement otlBriied 
butldmg, Miti, J yeor isioMr,. 656-U4i<s 
ofi»f6. ' . I-09.'09
WANTED TO RENT, 2 bedroom house 
for telioble working roupin with 
nielure lion in the .‘ioonlditon/ Sidney 
oroo, fli reaiirrnohlo rent. 652 ;>663,
02/09
RETIRED COUPLE WITH mini pot/diu re­
quire coltoge or finl in Notili Soanich. 
$400 mrjKlrnurn pot monlli from Apr, 1 
long term. 657,.-TT-tlO, 00/10
WANTEb"' TO RENT: ''Retired,, caupl'e 
wishes lo rent small linuso, collago or 
suite in SIdnoy (or June end July, N'S 
656-9448. , 06/09
WANTED TO RENT: 2 3 bdrm. home, 
Soanich Peninsulo, with garage r.ind 
bosement. Rofnanoble rent. Tiy middle 
of April, option to buy. Box 435, 9781 
Second St.. Sidney, BX:. VHI 4pfi, 07.'09 
WANTED:"’BASEMENT 'suite to rent. 
One nt two bedrnnm*. Oulet yoi,-nq 
couple. Moif-h 15th. 00 09
WANTED TO RENT; M'ny' "I'sl "-'A ’ BR 
bf>u*e. CnnirnI (ocotion, npprox, 
$5(W.CX) per rnontli. Rehpble, retired
U'.li'.i: f,l ! i/d . th.
children, rm pots. 384 iil559. 08/11
WANTED TO RENT; 'workthoip, lOOO - 
2000 »q, ft. Sidnrry.'Soanich area.
t,-,. -.rl'if,tj fX-S.
PROFESSIONAiTn/S FAMItV wlt'h"dn.i 
child, no pets, -seeki lenionabl© 2-,'J 
bdrm, ocfommodnlten m Sidney otea 
to I'On). f’l uf *'i uhl'y liou.>»e . -.il 
tfjWfthouse. Apr. l«l nccupancv, 321' 
4916 (Voot. iPhl 5151 4 8 p,»n.
evenings, 08 10
,E,OC.Al SCULPTOR lOOKIMG FOR 
workipot# to rent ■■■-■-w'Dfksliop, shed
WANTED TO RENT: bouse or 
townhouse. Watorviow essential, For 
retired, smoking woman with 
neutered cat, 3 bdrms., 2 balhs, F/S, 
W/D, FP. SIdnoyor Brentwood. Green 
thumb, excellent housokoepor. 
$7^,00 tops, 656-9329, 09/10
WANTED TO RENT: middle aged cou­
ple, no children, no pels, requlrn 1 2 
t>r 3 bedroom house or opt, with 
garogo. Extremely clean people, 
relocoting lo Sidney oreo May or June, 
Well oducoted. Call collect, oflor 6 
p.m.; area code 416 - 885-6880or write 
L. Achen, 49 Wellington, Apt, 502, Port, 
Hope.Onlorio, 1.1A2M5, 09/09
WANTED TO RENT small tollngo, 1 
bdrm. preferobly with yard (or garden. 
N/S, N/D. 65E.-296I. 09/09
active' N/S SENIOR LADY whh cor 
would like bed & bath or tiiiarimeni. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Sltirury area 
preferred, 656-9812,' ^ ^ ; ■ ; 09,'09
WANTED TO RENT. 2-3 bedroom 
hnuie-'opartmeni in filrlnoy/Nortlt 
Sooni-rh for N,<'fi couple with two 
responsible children. UrgonI for April 
1st, 65T.-1959. i 09/10
TOO LATE 
TOCUSSIFY
Central Saanich is Iqqkin^fpr 
ways to cut costs to a miriimuith, 
which is an admirable attitude 
for local government to take. 
Council requested the Rotarians 
to make an offer on the rest of 
the cost of the project.
It's fine for a service club to 
assist with a project that 
benefits the community but the 
club is also involved in other 
things.
A Safe House project to help 
teenagers into a healthy en­
vironment with good parenting 
is currently operating in co­
operation with the Peninsula 
Community A.ssociation. That 
project will require funds raised 
by the service club.
Offers of volunteer time and 
donated earth-moving equip­
ment should be sufficient to 
motivate the municipality into 
providing all the additional 
funds required for a canoe and 
kayak launch facility at Verdier 
Park.
This is just the first stage of 
improving the Brentwood Bay 
area for residents. A promenade 
and walkway starting at Verdier 
Park and going around the bay 
and past the old Hydro property 
will allow nature lovers to walk 
for a couple hours right in their 
own ncighborliood.
The developer of the old 
Hydro properly has provided 
piihlie access in Trails through 
ihai property and onto a wide 
promenade f ronting on lire bay.,
The iTiunicipality should 
make a financial commitment 
to stmt on the other side with 
Verdier Park and work their
way lo meet the trail system at




RETIRED. DISABLED. OR |uM 0 Hayal- 
liomw gi»r»ori? If you also lovnommals, 
ond want nxtra Incotno, phonw 652-
0552.^_ , ........................   09/09
SAANICHTON. Moin iloor and goragn 
ol 2 bdrm. Iiouso. 5 oppl., $575,00, 
shoraulilltios. 652-4275; 09/09
GARAGE SAtE. 10-4 SATURDAY, Rum- 
nonis of fwo i»6tal«-s. Cbl sparu buolor 
v-rith drum; disfiwo&har; imoll op- 
pllonte.i., ilen-o:' mi/c.
howsuhold itoms, 8224 W. Soatiicb Rd, 
Eor ly btrris thrirgad doubl«». 09/ 09 
OPEfL HOUSE, SUN 2-4 P,hJ.' 1902,
1150 »q. fl. 3 bdrm, r-anthor, I Vi botln, 
ticaOlcifor 1,1,. Imyo vouln fating 
(tunderk, fully (fintod yord. 
Gfoonglodo orno SIdnoy, $0/,SOO, 210') 
0r#llioiir f orkwoy. bSfi-1714, 09,. O')
t'276' 4X-s' iricfICO-i'o:. ^I'u. f.
fww lurio-up, good brokm, 
r-am«» body work. Ai i«., $2400, 
656-7176, .. . 09,-W
ADMIRAL 20 CU. ET„ Iromnr. f’orlo-t» 
(-.•mdiPori, 65m'i-7 199. 09/09
WANTED "(MM'rOIATliV "indng rhild 
<or« for I yr, old boy, Mon -Fn. Full 
do'y*. Pridor .Ardiv-otfi' orn-n, 6,'M.-539.1,
09.‘09
$.50 RfWARD rOR lOST 'S yr.;oid ginger 
rot, Whilrd cboit ond tlornotb, Rlngod
♦ Vt*' D-iViVTrtlW * Y"-ft L U7«44r W > » ..r ,
»59, <»
the foot of .lo.scphinc Aycmic.
A proposal made to the 
Capital Commission for fun­
ding of a waterfront walkway 
was rejected last year. The 
municipality owns three or four 
sections of fore.shore along 
Brentwood Bay already but ex­
tensive work i,'» needed to link it 
all together.
It will not lie an easy job to 
pstaMish a eontimioirs public 
walkway ,i!ong i)ic cniire 
'di;.iarics‘ fr/iu. Tk/r-sicr Park 
right itiiough to the botiorrkof 
Dclaincre Avenue,
But the re/siilts of such a pro­
ject would be pnceicts, lo sug­
gest that the munfcipnlily pick 
up all the costs is not the 
answer.
But starimg the woik toward,s 
a full waierfroni walkvvay. by 
using public money :i', well as 
volunteer assistance and 
develops eommiintcnis, will 





















SENIOBS AND HANOrCAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING
•lD.aiiilB.<9i.iii.li)fiiioon>
mffST U«3 Cfft.T-S^SQAf OaT fS SDStY t mi BAY
FAIRFIELD S3S-3S35 JAMES BAY3SS-5313 
QUADRA 47S-I43Q SIDNEY 655-3661 
MILL BAY 743-4141
:®;,'
GR. ‘A’ GRAIN FED
BARON OF 
BEI
GR. ‘A’ GRAIN FED LILYDALE. FRESH
STEAK



























INSTANT Rich Blend, Columbia 



















DUNCAN HINES READY TO SERVE






















VEGETABLES4 Varieties...... 1 kg
McCAIN READY TO SERVE 

































CHEESE PORTIONS 5 Varieties............. 228g
HALL OF FAME






CHEWY BARS4Varie..as . 255g
MAPLE LEAF 
FLAKES OF 
HAM or TURKEY .184g
.4x142g
CHEF BOY AR DEE
« ML «”»• A ^ All
Varieties...................425g
KELLOGG’SI ALL BNaIM............................... 575g
>1 *1 g 1 KELLOGG’S
2®®iall bran
-St. >
RAISIN NUT BRAN 425g
CHRISTIES




398 KELLOGG’S, FIBRE CRUNCH ..350g
.---i ’ i- i ' CHRISTIES
>' i; FRESH. PACIFIC CAUGHT








FULLY COOKED , NORWEGIAN
JUa^BO SHRIMP. .. . ........8.881
' -i 98 i CHOWDERS
lb. I lOOg •
4 Variefiss ... 284 mL
es. 1 HALIBUT STEAK. ...4.7816.
i WEST, SOFT
i 05 i margarine
FINNISH MILK
I ROBERTSON’S ^
FRESH, SMALL ^ i I MARMALADESCALICO SCALLOPS..................issib. I loog i
EDAMCHEESE 77cS § 108g
.250 mL
....3.S7!b.
PARTY TRAY. HOTLINE 5SS-1612
WEATHER CONDITfONS MAY LIMIT FRESH FISH SUPPLY













3J2 tg 5.4S kg
^49
lb.
•mmsemmfiZ r jjj uii; --S:
-&r.M ■











. j RED KIDNEY BEANS or
i CHICK PEAS.................540mL
I REG. & DIET
; PEPSI or 7 UP, piubOopcii 6 Pack 























OFF CATELLI 4 18
In CHECK 









SPAGHETTI SAUCE ;L,„. . . .. 1 88
FIVE ROSES













HOLLAND FLOWER BULBS 
ARE HERE!










EHTER AT THRIFTY FOODS
.SRAWO PRIZE DRAW APRIL 6”.



















..... .L .. ..■■!. '.I ........... ;.■ .'i ' '
COMPARE
& see for yourself why 
so many buy their 
home furnishings from
BEAUTY, CUALITY, VALUE. WHERE ELSE BUT
If you purchase a home from Ron before 
March 30,1988 you’ll receive a gift certificate 
valued at S100.00 towards any purchase at 
Island Furniture Mart.
2513 Seacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-3724
INOUSTHIAL LEASE SPACE
34.0CC s?. ft. c? in<fos!na5 land with 
m feet facta ffito the m Say Highway. Full 
service with city wa er and ssmt, 1,200 sq. ft.
afeo .avaial^. /encfer Wilf tease at S2.50 i^r. 
SQ. ft. for at Cf portfci of. sustaJ for R V.
s^,-car sales. Of aiy iMiSfoes needifig high
vfeiitlity. Man/ excitir g fxssfofities for this property.
INVESTMENT POTENTIAL
Cofmiunity pfanned high density site just tv^ short 
trfocfs to cfe^rdown Sfoney. The land consists of 3 
lots totafiing sq. ft. of land. 3 houses on 
l^opefty are currently rented and make a good long 
Of short term investment. Call today for more 
infonnation.
V : .... . ................................. /
OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE
Large Sidney (ease space in modern building located 
on main street. This office is already improved with 
offices divided off and carpeted. Perfect for dentist, 
doctor, lawyer, accountant, etc. Space ranges from 
658 — 1125 sq. ft. Located right on Beacon. 
Available immediately — call today to view!
BOAT RENTAL
Lookr^ to SL'OC^eit 'fM re-guiar income with this 
Of ml borec of M-lt-e retirement^ Why 
not take a foc^ a! th s Skfoey Boat Renta! business 
frfe boats sxl a 1 \m gear. C'ffered fC4- sale at 
S15,IX)0. me ice ay for mtoh nxs’s infonnattan.
FOR RENT
2 bedroom home just steps to Sidney. 
Fridge, stove, included. Available April 1st, 
1988. $&00.W) per month.
WANTED
2 - 3 bedroom waterfront anywhere from 
Landsend to Victoria. Purchaser will pay 
up to $225,000 or use their present 
waterfront home as a trade.
Commercial land or building in Sidney up to 
$1.000,000 for out-of-town purchaser.
3 bedroom level entry home with a family 
room. Up to $140,000. Cash purchasers. 
Prefer newer home.
If you have any of these properties listed 
above and have considered selling, 
please give me a call.
Room to Roam
'■i" .
If you wish to S0@ you homo 
horo, cat! Ron today for a 
frea markoiaRafysis.
1'
H': - j: ■
■ ■
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This lovely 3 bedroom home in Sidney offers you lots of living space on the in­
side, and outside you are just steps away from Majestic Reay Creek Park. The 
comfortable living room has a very efficient heatilator fireplace and 6 inch win­
dow sills. Dining room is bright and roomy. Spacious kitchen features south 
facing window with 6 inch sills, extra counter space, European cabinets, gar- 
buretor, dishwasher, and more. Eating area is bright with sliding glass door out 
onto balcony. Master bedroom is roomy with walk-in closet and elegant en- 
suite with sunken tub, skylight and leaded glass door. Two more bedrooms 
round oft the living accommodations. Garage is large enough for 1 car with 
plenty ot space for a workshop. Located on quiet cui de sac this is one of 
Sidney’s better buys.
Offered for sale at $118,900. T489.
To view cal! 
656“5584 <24 hrs.)
This home needs you!
Some minor finishing and decorating will turn this 5 
bedroom family home with mother-in-law suite into 
your very own contemporary family home. With 
water views, large rooms, and a large yard, this is a 
perfect family home, and with room for your 
mother-in-law in her very own suite with large kit­
chen, bedroom, dining room, and living room with 
woodstove — it is perfect for all family members. 
Located close to schools and the Rec. Centre 
there is lots for the kids to do. The vendor is tak­
ing offers on $165,000. Call me today.
New: Spacious & Views
Extra size rooms are the feature of this brand new 
home located in the Keating Ridge area in Central 
Saanich. From the living room with its traditional 
fireplace lo the formal dining room this home has 
been designed with YOU in mind. Family 
kitchen has eating area and a large Center Island 
for all the conveniences. Master bedroom has a 3 
piece ensuite and loads of closet space. Located 
at end of very quiet cul de sac, this home has lovely 
views of Island View Valley, the ocean, and moun­
tains. Privacy is also included in the back along 
with fruit trees and a sloping lawn. 5 year new home 
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Located on the South slope of Mt. Newton this home is one of the 
Peninsula’s Premier Estates. With over 3,000 sq. ft. of high quality 
living space this home is modern but comfortabie. 3 sundecks 
allow you to sit and enjoy the peaceful surroundings.
Loti — Rae-Leigh PI.
Beautiful 10 acre parcel on 
South slope of Mt. Newton with 
lots of sunshine and some 
waterviews available. Many 
good building sites available 
with approximately 5 acres hav­
ing been selectively cleared.
Possible future potential for 
subdivision with the Municipal
ity of Central Saanich presently undertaking the 2nd 
phase of their feasibility study on the subdivision of the 
South slope. Regardless of this the property is extremely


















As you go through the house you’ll notice the spaciousness of this 
fine home. Coming in the elegant front entrance you turn right past 
the extra wide stairway and on into the living room. With it s fan­
tastic views, built-in wall unit, rock fireplace with insert, cedar ceil­
ing with beams, this living room would be ideal for entertaining
company or just having a relaxing evening.
mmm
Walking back past the front door you pass the den. It’s the ideal 
environment to relax or do some work at home with it's built-in 
bookcase, fireplace, valley views, and lots of room for a large desk. 
Passing the den you come into the extra large kitchen. The kitchen 
features a large center island that serves as additional counter 
space or as a place to sit on the kitchen stools and have an in­
formal meal. Loads of oak cabinet space, a pantry, and a daylight 
ceiling, help make this a gourmet’s delight. Large eating area for 8 
people plus woodstove and sliding door out onto sundeck finish off 
this dream kitchen.
i ^ f t »
STOP! - CIRCLE! - CALL!...
And before you know it you’ll be enjoying this 
charming 3 bedroom, 2^/2 baths. 2 level horn® 
located in a friendly family neighbourhood. This 
1981 built house is still fresh. With enclosed and 
insulated sunroom, built-in vac., f!oor-to-ceiling 
pantry in kitchen. Rock heatilator fireplace with 
fresh air fan feed from outside, plus much, much 
more, immaculately clean, you can move right in 
and take advantage of the full landscaping with 
many special and rare shrubs and bushes.
Offered for sale at $128.000.
BRAND NEW 
STRATA DUPLEXES
Tvto particulaffy spacious and tnoughtfuily 1.30G+
square feer. 1/2 duplexes, rancher style Sorted wth features
usuaLV found in more expensive custom hoft^s
The outstandirtg locaticn is just a fev.' minutes waU from coin 
ocean and heart of Sidney. w - =
The emphasis is on ccmfort eas>^ cofT*ire.nc rcw
maintenance wit.n energy efficiency, ihe dessg-n has a sfr^ 
European innuence a.nd reflects t.he high quality spec.-fK:a.son 
and constructton.
Each home is laid out so that the tivmg ana s<eeping areas are 
buffered by the utility areas a-nd garages, guaranteeing peace 
and quiet. .
Here are just some cf the features: , t
. Roomy li'Wng area with a supertof fireplace complete w.h g_a-s
d-oorsandelegarn marote. • Efficien- Eurooea-n kitchen with .h.^h
cuaiitv cabinets'and informal dinir^ area. • ^CKHiS .maaer 
bedroom with waJk-in closet wilr. 3 ensuite.
recovery and ventHatkyn system {HRVS) fcK fresh er and^ 
heating costs. *2x6 waifs high standara of msuiatKsn ans iher* 
mopal windows. - Sky^lShIS for extra bnghtr^s. • 
decays. • Proi^n for cenhai vacuum system ana e^tne
home early 3.nd pick your own. 
coIours.'docrs and door hancSes. kichen 
and accessories, bath-room coloufs. faucet styres. 
system, light fittings ^
Slifvsy of Interest Rates
Provided by Doug Eubaok
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These are just some of the many features of this delightful 4 
bedroom home. Other outstanding features include an 8 stall barn 
with a 3 bedroom. 1,500 sq. feet of living space above. Profes­
sionally designed and fully drained riding ring, fenced and x fenc6d, 
paved driveway, large outbuilding and more, including one of the 
most heartstopping views on Southern Vancouver Island. If this 
sounds like the home you feel you could be comfortable with, 
please call me to arrange for your private showing.





Use this certificate for a no-obligation market evaluation OT
your home. Ask for Ron Kubek, your professional NR^ salesperson.
Ron Kutek offers you all the advantages of tte Na­
tional Real Estate Service Marketing System coitHO- 
ed with his experience selling homes lite ^rs in your 
neighborhcKxl. Ask Ron what yoir hmi2 is mrth in 
TODAY’S market!
This is not intended to solicit property now listed for sale^
This certificate entitles you to an up-to-date written 
evaluation of your home based on the comparaiive 
value of homes similar to yours in your neighborhood. 
Call Ron Kubek for an appointment Todaii BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
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